Ta Van Tai <b. 1938>
The role of the military in the developing nations of South and Southeast Asia : with special reference to Pakistan, Burma and Thailand / by Ta Van Tai. – 1965. 555 l., tables, app., notes, bibliogr. l. 532-555. – Charlottesville, Va., Univ. of Virginia, Ph.D. (political science, international law and relations), thesis 1965. – DissAb 26.9, 1966, 5536. - Shulman 602.

UMI 66-03208

Subject(s): Burma : Armed forces - Political activities ; Newly independent states - Politics and government <1948->

AU:ANU(Chifley JQ1755.T3)
D: B-SBB(577469 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(280 pol 80/4628)
SG: ISEAS(UA830 T12)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1517)
MiU(Hatcher DS 340.T14 1965a ; Film 11768))
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm AC801.T129)
UC(SRLF M0001327345)
UCSD(SSH DS518.1.T35 1965a Stacks)
ViU(Spec-Coll Diss. 1217 ARCHIVES SC-IVY : IVY Diss. 1217 IVY-Thesis)
YU(SML Film B734 4)

Taalienka, V.
Evaluation of the MATCOM programme (management training for consumer cooperatives and related services, management training for agricultural cooperatives and related services, development and planning of cooperatives management and training) : report of a joint mission

→Sandnes, A.

Table of conversion, village to standard baskets, Magwe Township, Magwe District [/ signed by W. J. Baker]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.), 1904. 11 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 gg 9(1))"
Tables for calculating assessments on state and non-state lands in the Kyauksè District ... – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for Dy. Comst. Kyauksè), 1900. 32 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.103/11)*

GB:BL(11103.f.2.2) BL-DSS(W5/2230)
BL-APAC(Tr.918)*

AU:NLA(Luce 394)
GB:BL-APAC(P/V 573)*
US:OCI

Tables of money, weights and measures. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1887. 15 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 224)
US:RPB

Tables of the agricultural statistics of Upper Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma > Agricultural Statistics of Burma
US:NYPL: 1919/20-1920/21 (VPW+)

Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon and Bassein for the official year 1857/58 [to 1860/61]. – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office
< Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon and Dalhousie
> Tabular statement(s) of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon, Bassein, Moulmein, Tavoy, Mergui, Kyauk Phyoo, Cheduba, and Akyab
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce ; Shipping ; Ports Rangoon : Commerce ; Shipping ; Port Bassein : Commerce ; Shipping ; Port Dalhousie : Commerce ; Shipping
D: B-SBB: 1857/58-1860/61 (2° Up 5300 Haus 2)
BL-DSS: 1856-1862 (IOR/V/17)
LC(HF240.B8T3)

Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon and Dalhousie for the official year 1856-57. – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office, 1857. 63 p.
> Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon and Bassein
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce ; Shipping ; Ports Rangoon < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping Dalhousie < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.62)*

Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon, Bassein, Moulmein, Tavoy, Mergui, Kyauk Phyoo, Cheduba, and Akyab for the official year 1861/62- . – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office ; Military Orphan Pr.
< Tabular statements of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon and Bassein
> Annual volume of trade and navigation of the province of British Burmah
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce ; Shipping ; Ports
Rangoon < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Bassein < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Moulmein < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Tavoy < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Mergui < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Kyouk Phyoo < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Cheduba < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping
Akyab < Port >: Commerce ; Shipping

GB: BL: 1861/62(I.S.Bu.62)*
BL-APAC: 1861/62- (IOR/V/17/404)
US: CU: 1861/62-1864/65 (Wason HF240 B8T11++)
LC(HF240.B8T3)

Tacharracharkit, Channarong
→Channarong Tacharracharkit

Tadaw, Saw Hanson
Subject(s): Karen
Burma : Politics and government ; Ethnic relations ; Human geography
GB: ULL(Depository Theses MA 1958 LSE Thesis Ref.)
SG: NUS(Repr Services R0012437 Microfilm)
US: HU(Loeb Design: NAC 1210 T342)
UCSD(SSH XF 1714 Current Periodical Microform)

Tadaw, Saw Wallace
Subject(s): Burma : Drug abuse
US: LC(Microfiche 2000/63403 (H))
YU(SML UNCAT077243)

Tänze und Riten beim Wegsenden der Totengeister
→Kauffmann, Hans Eberhard

Tagore, Rabindranath <1861-1941>
The Maharani of Arakan
→Calderon, George

Tai, Ching-hsia
The grammar of Kachin ... / Tai Ching-hsia ; Hsu Hsi-chien chu. – Pei-ching: Chung yang min tsu hsueh yuan chu pan she, 1992. 507 p. – ISBN 781001238X
Subject(s): Kachin language : Grammar
AU:ANU(Menz China)
US: HU(Asian Department, NAC 1210 T342)
UCSD(SSSH 1714 Current Periodical Microform)

Tai, Ta Van
→Ta Van Tai


Tainsh, Alasdair Ramsay <b. 1913>
Subject(s): Indian Tea Association
AU:ANU(Hope Store bliss MD T134)
D: B-SBB(1 A 54 938 Haus 2 NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 778)*
GB: BL(O9059 i 30)*
BL-DSS(W1/6589)
CUL(539:1.c.805.2) 
BL-APAC(T 14392)

T 3
Taisei Gallery < Singapore >
Ancient Buddhist art from Burma

→Hasson, Haskia

1 Ancient to tribal : Burma (Myanmar), Khmer-Cambodia, Thailand, Classical Java, Indonesia, Philippines, India, China, tribal.
2 Ancient to Renaissance : western Asiatic, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Islamic, European Renaissance

Subject(s): Taisei Gallery < Singapore > : Catalogs
Burma : Goldwork – Catalogs ; Silverwork - Catalogs

GB: OUL(EAL East. Art AWkc TaI)

Tait, John Norman

→Bay of Bengal pilot

Takatani, Michio


Subject(s): Crosses and tigers

SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 W32T13)
NUS(Main Shelves DS528.2 Wa) Tampines & Woodlands: English 915.9104 TAK [Takai]
US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SEA) & UCLA(YR) & WU(Memorial Lib.) DS528.2.W32
.T35 2002
Ref.: OCLC 49696320

Takashi, Nagase

→Crosses and tigers

Takatani, Michio


→Sōgō Chishiken kenkyū sōsho ; 33) – Added title in Japanese

US: LC(MLCMJ 99/746 (G) Japan)


Subject(s): Periodicals

Taketani, Etsuko <b. 1960 >


Note: "Etsuko Taketani's U.S. Women Writers and the Discourses of Colonialism, 1825-1861, an overdue examination of widely marginalized writings by women of the American antebellum period, presents a new model for evaluating U.S. relations and interactions with foreign countries in the colonial and postcolonial periods by examining the ways in which women writers were both proponents of colonization and subversive agents for change. In this two-part book Taketani explores attempts to inculcate imperialist values through education in the works of Lydia Maria Child, Sarah Tuttle, Catharine Beecher, and others and the results of viewing the world through these values, as reflected in the writings of Harriet Low, Emily Judson, and Sarah Hale." - Book jacket.

Subject(s): American literature – 19th century – History and criticism ; Imperialism in literature ; Women and literature – United States – History – 19th century ; American literature – Women authors – History and criticism ; Colonies in literature

GB:BL-DSS(m03/34841) OUL(BOD M06.E02532)
HK: HKBU(810.9358 T139U 2003)

HKU(CCC PS228.16 T35 2003)
US: CU(Olin) & HU(Widener) & LC & NIU(Main Coll.) & NNC(Barnard & Butler) & UCB & UCD(Shields ) & UCI(Langson) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Women's Studies) & USCS(CMcHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) YU(SML) : PS228.16 T35 2003 NYPL(Research JFE 03-13984)
ISBN 0-304-35528-3
Note: "Over 305,000 Japanese soldiers fought in Burma between 1942 and 1945: 180,000 of them died. This book tells how the common soldier of the Imperial Japanese Army lived, fought and died in that terrible conflict. Here are straightforward accounts, sometimes moving, often shocking, of what it was like to fight a strange war in a strange country, far from home, short of food and weapons, confused, facing death from disease and starvation as well as enemy action."
"Sixty-two "tales", translated from the Japanese, trace the Burma campaign in chronological sequence and together offer a new perspective on a terrible war. Japanese soldiers, navy men, fighter pilots, and others were from a different culture, certainly, but they were not the devils of popular legend. Just like their enemies, they were frightened young men, fighting to the death a war they did not understand." "The Japanese are notoriously reticent about their involvement in the Second World War, and no similar volume has ever before been published, either in Japanese or English. Now, for the first time, the ordinary Japanese soldier tells his story." - Book jacket.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations - Personal narratives, Japanese
AU:NLA(N 940.548252 T153)
D: M-BBSB(2001.41915)
L-UB(03A-2001-31 ; NQ 2730 T153)
GB: BL(YC 2001 a 9288) BL-DSS(98/31939)
CUL(C200.c.1480 ; OrSt J 275.99)
OUL(BOD M02.G02596 ; BJL Ref. JM.F02519)
SOAS(D940.5482 /816784 ; E Coll 3 W /14)
IRL:TCD(HL-237-370)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 T15) NUS(D811 Tam 2000)
Tampines & Woodlands : English 940.548252 TAM [WAR]
TH:CU(D811.A2 T153T)
US: CU(Kroch x) & NNC(East Asian g) & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & UCB & UCD(Shields) & UCSD(SSH) :
D767.6 .T35 2000
HU(Widener WID-LC D767.6.T34 2000x)
LC(D811.A2 T326 2000)
NIU(SEA D767.6 .T353 2000)
NYPL(Research R JFD 01-5628)
UCLA(YRL D767.6 .T3613 2000)
YU(SML D811 A2 T362 X 2000)
D: PA-UB(00/RR 51977 T153) SB-UB(2002-4201)
GB: BL(m02/10062) OUL(BOD M02.G02596)
US: WU(Memorial Libr. D811 A2 T36 2001)
Bibliographical description

**Subject(s):** British : Burma - Biography ; Biography -Burma
Burma : Description and travel ; Tales (sw)
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.6.T34 1981)
D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 86/253)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.34479)
GB: GB(809/52575) BL-APAC(T 42024)
OUL(IND Burma 5 d 108)
SOAS(GB830/45710 ; E Coll 3 L.K /115)
SG: ISEAS(PR4454 T14) NUS(DS530.55 Tal)
US: CU(Kroch DS527.6 .T14)

**Tales of Burma**
→also Maung Maung Pye

168 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

**Subject(s):** Tales, Roman
GB: BL(14302 aa 41(3)) SOAS(GPC 830/215.530)*
US: NIU(4th FL-FML BL782.G324954)

**Tales of indigenous peoples of Burma**
→Hla

**Tales of Rome** ... → Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1954.
178 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

**Subject(s):** Tales, Roman
GB: BL(14302 aa 40(5)) SOAS(GPC 830/216.355)*
US: CU(Olin Pamphlet P12)
UC(NRLF GR85 .R64 1954)
Ref.: OCLC 36718808


**Subject(s):** India (Dominion) : Army - Mountain Artillery ; India (Dominion) Army Mountain Artillery, ca 1880-1947 - Personal observations – Collections
GB: BL(X 800/10249)* SOAS(E Coll 3 K /48)
Ref.: OCLC 1031730.

**Tallon, Lawrence Edward James.**
Recruitment and service in the colonial armed forces of Kenya during the Second World War, with special reference to the King's African Rifles / by Lawrence Tallon. – 2002. 64 l., illus., ibligr. l. 60-64. – London, Univ. of London, School of Oriental and African Studies, M.A. thesis 2002

**Subject(s):** Great Britain : Army - King's African Rifles ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 L.K /115)

**Talwar, Purnesh Kumar**
Francis Day (1829-1889) and his collections of Indian fishes
→Whitehead, Peter James Palmer

**Tamayama, Kazuo**
Burma 1942
→Lyall Grant, Ian


**Subject(s):** Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808443 ; E Coll 3 W /8)

→Railwaymen in the war : tales by Japanese railway soldiers in Burma and Thailand, 1941-1947

**Tales by Japanese soldiers of the Burma campaign** 1942-1945

**Tambliah, Stanley Jeyaraja**
A decennial digest of Burma rulings, 1923-32

**Tambliah, Stanley Jeyaraja**

US: CU(Echols BQ278.T15)

**The Buddhist saints of the forest and the cult of amulets : a study in charisma, hagiography, sectarianism, and millennial Buddhism / Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah.**
1st publ. – Cambridge [etc.]: Cambridge Univ. Pr., 1984. XI, 414 p., index. – (Cambridge studies in social anthropology ; 49)
ISBN 0-521-25984-3 ; 0-521-27787-6 (pb)
p. 293-320: A commentary on millennial Buddhism, in Thailand and Burma
D: HD-SAI(rei 52 A 87/7510)*
US: LC(BQ554.T347 1984)

**Tambliah, Stanley Jeyaraja**
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 93/1080)


thinking anthropology - The work of sustaining institutions: Provost of King's College (1966-1979) - Retirement, retrospection, and final illness
Subject(s): Leach, Edmund Ronald
Great Britain : Ethnologists - Biography
SG: NUS(Main Shelves GN21 Lea.T)

Tamnā Mōeng Cēngtung
→The Jengtung state chronicle

Tan, Amy <b. 1952>
Subject(s): Americans : Burma - Fiction. Burma : Fiction ; Tourists - Crimes against - Fiction ; Missing persons - Fiction ; Tribes - Fiction
D: B-SBB(1 A 589395 Haus 2)
ditto. − London : Fourth Estate, 2005. 304 p. − ISBN 9780007216154 (hbk) ; 0007216157 (hbk) ; 9780007219896 (pbk) ; 000721989X (pbk)
GB: SOAS(GB830/951838)
US: OCl

Tan, Annie
The Burmese conversation
→Lee, George

→The Burmese language hand-book

Tan, Boying
ISBN 7222035575
Subject(s): China : Railroads China - Yunnan Sheng ; Railroads - History
Sino-Japanese Conflict, 1937-1945
Burma Road (China and Burma)
HK: CUHK(TE101 .T312 2002)
US: UC(Kroch TE101 .T16)

Tan, Chein Hoe
Working plan for the Delta Forest Division for the period 1947-48 to 1956-57
→Working plan < Delta >

Tan, Daniel Chin Boon
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic policy
SG: ISEAS(LO HC422 T16)

Tan, Gwan Leong <b. 1905>
Subject(s): Burma : Bilingualism ; Education Academic thesis - Education - Univ. of California, Berkeley, June 1947
Thesis (Ph. D. in Education) − Univ. of California, Berkeley, June 1947.
SG: NUS(CL Microform LC3737 Bur.T)
US: UC(NRLF C 2 928 957)

Tan, Joseph Loong-Hoe
Asian transitional economies

→Myanmar dilemmas and options

Subject(s): Investments, Singapore - Burma Investments, Singapore - Indochina. Singapur : Koope ration, regionale ; Außenwirtschaft ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Statistiken, Wirtschaft <<HD-SAI>>
Birma : Koope ration, regionale ; Außenwirtschaft ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Statistiken, Wirtschaft Indochina / Koope ration, regionale ; Außenwirtschaft ; Wirtschaftspolitik <<HD-SAI>>
D: B-SBB(1 A 387229 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(320 wiw 2002/3170 Kp)
US: LC(Microfiche 99/60308 (H))

Tan, Pei-Ying
Subject(s): Burma Road < China and Burma > Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns China, Yunnan Sheng : Railroads China : Railroads - History
D: B-SBB(1 A 387229 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(320 wiw 2002/3170 Kp)
US: LC(Microfiche 99/60308 (H))
**Bibliographical description**

LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Offsite) & OAU(Aldean SE Asia) : **TE101.T3**

NNUT(Burke MR2.7 T16) NYPL(SBL VDG) OCI UC(NRLF TE101.T3 SB 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

UC(Sci Lib TE101.T3 Bar) YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t) ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)

ditto. 2. print. – ibd., 1945. 200 p., illus., map.

D: MA-UB(BA 7902) Tan, Seato


Subject(s): **Burma** : Tourist trade Hiking - Burma

UC(NRLF TE101.T3 $B 108 285 ; SRLF A0007180672 ; A0012431466)

YU(MUDD Uea6 I36 945t)
Tanaka, Yoshitaka <b. 1948>

Subject(s): Burma : Orchids -- Identification ; Orchids -- Pictorial works

Tandy, William

A description of the Burmese empire
→ Sanguerino, Vincentius

Tanet Charoenmuang

Subject(s): Thailand : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand
TH: CU(TIC 51182)

Tang, Lay Lee.

ISBN 9004146482 (hd.bd.)
Subject(s): Burma : Refugees ; Migrant labor ; Human rights
Thailand : Refugees ; Migrant labor ; Human rights
GB: SOAS(GC325.21/926515)
US: IU(331.54409591 T156s) NNC(Lehman) & UCI(Langson g) : HD5856.B93 T36 2005
UoC(D’Angelo Law HD5855.T364 2005)
Ref.: OCLC 61030086

Taniguchi, Kitti Limskul

The role of Japan in economic development in Indochina: the case of Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Yunnan Quadrangle

Tanneberger, Hans-Georg <b. 1943>

Subject(s): China : Foreign relations - Burma ; Foreign relations - Treaties
Burma : Foreign relations - China

Tant Kyi Taung Sayadaw

Added title also in Burmese; text in Burmese and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate.
Note: Discourse on the Buddhist way of mindfulness.
Subject(s): Satipatthana (Buddhism) -- Meditation (Buddhism)
US: LC(BQ5630.S2 T36 1992 Bur)
D: GÖ-FBJura(XXIX,130)
US:HU(Law School Harv.Depos. 54 578.8.3)

Tappenbaum, Nicola Beth

Subject(s): Thailand : Mae Hong Son Province : Agriculture -- Decision making
Shan (Burmese people)
Academic thesis -- Univ. of Iowa, 1982.
Thesis (Ph. D.) -- Univ. of Iowa, 1982.
AU: ANU(Shiftley HD2080.55.Z9M374 1982
US: NIU(Microform-2nd FL-FML Micrcofil AC801 .T165811982)

→ Merit and blessing in mainland southeast Asia in comparative perspective

Who can compete against the world? : power-protection and Buddhism in Shan worldview / Nicola Tannenbaum. -- Ann Arbor, Mich.: Association for Asian Studies, 1995. IX, 228 p., bibliogr. p. 213-222. -- (Monograph and occasional papers series / Association for Asian Studies; 51)
ISBN 0-924304-29-4 ; 0-924304-41-3 (pbk)
US: NIU(SEA BL2077.M34 T361995)

US: HU(Widener WID-LC BL2077.M34 T36 1995 ; Tozzer AS. T 156 w)
NIU(SEA BL2077.M34 T361995)

Tanzania, William

A description of the Burmese empire

→ Sanguerino, Vincentius

Tanet Charoenmuang

Subject(s): Thailand : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand
TH: CU(TIC 51182)

Tang, Lay Lee.

ISBN 9004146482 (hd.bd.)
Subject(s): Burma : Refugees ; Migrant labor ; Human rights
Thailand : Refugees ; Migrant labor ; Human rights
GB: SOAS(GC325.21/926515)
US: IU(331.54409591 T156s) NNC(Lehman) & UCI(Langson g) : HD5856.B93 T36 2005
UoC(D’Angelo Law HD5855.T364 2005)
Ref.: OCLC 61030086

Taniguchi, Kitti Limskul

The role of Japan in economic development in Indochina: the case of Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Yunnan Quadrangle

Tanneberger, Hans-Georg <b. 1943>

Subject(s): China : Foreign relations - Burma ; Foreign relations - Treaties
Burma : Foreign relations - China

Tant Kyi Taung Sayadaw

Added title also in Burmese; text in Burmese and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate.
Note: Discourse on the Buddhist way of mindfulness.
Subject(s): Satipatthana (Buddhism) -- Meditation (Buddhism)
US: LC(BQ5630.S2 T36 1992 Bur)
Tantabin Incident Enquiry Committee
Subject(s): Tantanbin : Riot, 1946
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.9.T24.B87)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 528 Kp)*
ISBN 0-900918-17-9 (UK) ; 0-939521-27-X (USA)

Tantardini, Felice <1898-1991>
I: BCMP(MISS/03/0110

Tanya Kamchampong
Subject(s): Thailand : Foreign relations - Burma ; Foreign economic relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand ; Foreign economic relations - Thailand
SG: ISEAS(LO DS575.5 B9T17)

Tappa, Kennedy
Bibliography on the Karen people in Burma and Thailand / comp. by Kennedy Tapa [alias] Tin Maung Lwin. – Insein: The author, 1982. 21 l. – As part of the training in the National Library, Singapore
Subject(s): Karen - Bibliography
Bibliography - Karen (sw)
Burma : Ethnology - Bibliography
Thailand : Ethnology - Bibliography
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.b.8)
SG: ISEAS(Z3219 K35T17)
RUBC(q016.3014519591)
US: CU(Kroch ++DS528.2.K35 T17)
NIU(SEA DS528.2.K35 T3671982)

Tapp, Nicholas
ISBN 0-909918-17-9 (UK) ; 0-939521-27-X (USA)
D: HD-SAI(345 eth 90/8127 Kp)*
US: CU(Kroch DS570.M5T17)

Subject(s): Hmong ; Thailand : Hill tribes ; Politics
TH: CU(TIC 50824)

Subject(s): Hmong : Social conditions ; Religion
Thailand, Nomya : Social conditions ; Refugees
D: KN-UB(atp 204:a366a/t16)
HD-SAI(345 eth 90/8082)*
N: UHS(306.09593 TAP)

HD: HD-SAI(345 eth 92/619)*

Tapparone-Canefri, Cesare
I: Biblioteca civica Torino Centro - Torino - TO

Tarloo, Pietro
I: Biblioteca civica Torino Centro - Torino - TO

Tarapore, Pheroze Kharsedji <b. 1879>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.13/10)*

D: KI-ZBW(D 7834)

Subject(s): Burma : Tariff
US: LC(HF2046.P16) PU

Tarkalankar, Girish Chandra
Chronological tables : containing Christian, Bengalee, Mookee, Mugggee, Shaka, Burmese, Aml or Vilaity, Tamil, Malayalam, Nauroz, Fusslee, Sumbat, Telugu and Hirjee eras with their corresponding dates ; from 1764 to 1900. – Bhoowanipore: S. Banerjee 1. From 1764-1900 / by Girish Chandra Tarkalankar and Pran Nath Saraswati. – 1894.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Tarling, Nicholas


ISBN 0521632617


Subject(s): Cold War ; World politics, 1945-

The Cambridge history of Southeast Asia

A concise history of Southeast Asia / Nicholas Tarling. – New York ; Washington ; London : Praeger, 1966. XVI, 334 p., index, bibliogr. note p. 312-316. – (Praeger Univ. series ; 617) – First publ. in Australia under title: Southeast Asia, past and present

p. 144-147: British Burma
p. 208-218: 271-278: Burma

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Politics and government


SG: NRL(959 TAR)


US: CU(Uris DS511 .T18 1966)

The fall of Imperial Britain in South-East Asia / Nicholas Tarling. – Kuala Lumpur ; New York ; Singapore: Oxford
The fourth Anglo-Burmese war: Britain and the independence of Burma / by Nicholas Tarling. – Gaya: Asian Trust, 1987. 345 p., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (South East Asian review ; 12.1/2)

Herbert 211

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948>

The journal of Henry Burney in the capital of Burma, 1830 – 1832

Burney, Henry


Subject(s): Burma : Nationalism - History ; National State ; History - 1945- ; Historiography


Subject(s): Burma : History

Southeast Asia, past and present. – Melbourne ; Canberra [etc.]: Cheshire, 1966. XVI, 334 p., maps, bibliogr. p. 312-316. – American ed. under title: A concise history of Southeast Asia

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Politics and government


Subject(s): Burma : Imperialism - History ; History ; Politics and government

Imperial Britain in South-East Asia / Nicholas Tarling. – Kuala Lumpur ; New York : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1975. IX, 273 p., [7] l. of plates, ports., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – The papers in this volume are rev. versions of previously publ. articles ...

ISBN 0196382629

Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma

Burma : Foreign relations - Great Britain

GB:BL(X.809/40160) BL-APAC(T 28651)

US:CU(Kroch DS518.4 .T36)

NIU(SEA DS518.4 .T36)

The journal of Henry Burney in the capital of Burma, 1830 – 1832

Nicholas Tarling. Centre for South East Asian Studies. – Gaya: South East Asian Review Office, 1993. IX, 229 p., map, index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (South-East Asian historical monographs)

Univ. Pr., 1993. IX, 229 p., map, index, bibliogr. p. [210]-222. – (South-East Asian historical monographs)


Subject(s): British - Asia, Southeastern - History

Great Britain : Colonies - History ; Colonial administration - History

Burma : History ; Colonial administration

D: FR-UB(GE 93/3182)

GB: BL(YC.1993.a.1229 ; 93/07893)

NL: KITLV(M 3b 1518 N)

US: CU(Kroch DS525.4 .T37x 1993 ; Ursis DS526.4 .T18 1993) NIU(SEA DS526.4 .T371993)


D: B-SBB(+ 783 283 Haus 2)

M-BSB(4 Orient. 47 n-10/12) HD-SAI(300 pol 98/2160)*

GB: BL(APAC(T 28651)

SAdS(ICS DS554 TAR) SOAS(L.GB950/545050)

US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NNC(Butler):

DS529.7 .T36

Gaya: Asian Trust, 1987. 345 p., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (South East Asian review ; 12.1/2)

ditto. / Nicholas Tarling. Centre for South East Asian Studies. – Auckland, New Zealand : New Zealand Asia Institute, The Univ. of Auckland, c2000. 120 p. – ISBN 0908689667

Subject(s): Burma : Historiography

GB:BL(YA.20002.a.16432)


Subject(s): Burma : Imperialism - History ; History ; Politics and government

GB:BL(YC.2000.a.5175 ; m01/34041) US:CU(Kroch DS525.4 .T37x 2001)

NIU(Main Stacks - FML DS526.4 .T373 2001)

Imperial Britain in South-East Asia / Nicholas Tarling. – Kuala Lumpur ; New York : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1975. IX, 273 p., [7] l. of plates, ports., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – The papers in this volume are rev. versions of previously publ. articles ...

ISBN 0196382629

Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma

Burma : Foreign relations - Great Britain

GB:BL(X.809/40160) BL-APAC(T 28651)

US:CU(Kroch DS518.4 .T36)

NIU(SEA DS518.4 .T36)

The journal of Henry Burney in the capital of Burma, 1830 – 1832


Subject(s): Burma : Nationalism - History ; National State ; History - 1945- ; Historiography

Southeast Asia, past and present. – Melbourne ; Canberra [etc.]: Cheshire, 1966. XVI, 334 p., maps, bibliogr. p. 312-316. – American ed. under title: A concise history of Southeast Asia

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS511.T38 ; Hope Store Bliss OHA T138s')

US:CU(Kroch DS511 .T18)

LC(DS526.7.T36 1998)

NIU(SEA DS526.7 .T36 1998)


Subject(s): Burma : History

Southeast Asia, past and present. – Melbourne ; Canberra [etc.]: Cheshire, 1966. XVI, 334 p., maps, bibliogr. p. 312-316. – American ed. under title: A concise history of Southeast Asia

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS511.T38 ; Hope Store Bliss OHA T138s')

US:CU(Kroch DS511 .T18)

LC(DS511.T37)


ISBN 0824824911

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century ; Foreign economic relations - Japan

Japan : Foreign economic relations – Burma

US:CU(Kroch D767.T36 2001)

LC(Card No.: 2001023947)

NIU(Main Stacks - FML DS526.7.T36 2001)


ISBN 1850654360 ; 1850654360

GB:BL(YC.2001.a.13842 ; m01/34079)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Tarling, Peter Nicholas

T 14

Tarling, Nicholas

When you go home / Martin Tarmey.


− ISBN 0552097268 (Pbk)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma

IRL:TCD(Santry Corgi 09726)

Tarolli, Beniamino

Memorie biografiche del missionario apostolico Don Domenico tarolli da castello-condino nato nel 1797 a castello, morto nel 1882 a bassino nella Birmania dopo 52 anni di apostolato fra I Pagani.


− con un ritratto.

I:  FI-BNC

Tarolli, Vittorino

Don Domenico Tarolli : Da malgaro a Venerato Padre dei Cariani di Birmania

− Bressan, Luigi

The Tarons in Burma : the results of a scientific expedition by The Burma Medical Research Society / by M. Mya-Tu ; Ko Ko ; Aung Than Batu ; Kywe Thein ; C. J. R. Francis ; Than Tun Aung Hlaing − Rangoon : Burma Medical Research Institute, 1966. XXV, 199 p., figs., tables, fold. map.

− (Special report series / Burma Medical Research Institute ; 1)

Subject(s): Tarons (Burmese people) ; Human population genetics – Burma ; Anthropology – Burma ; Ethnology – Burma ; Medical anthropology – Burma

AU:ANU(Hancock GN57.T35.B87)

D: HD-SAI300 his 72/132)*

GB: BL(X 0802/190)

SG: ISEAS(DS511 T21) NUS(DS511 Tat)

US: LC(DS511.T39)

Tate, D. J. M.

The making of modern South-East Asia / D. J. M. Tate.


1. The European conquest. − 1971. XII, 582 p., illus., tables, maps, index. p. [392]-430: Burma


p. [120]-147: British Burma

D: HD-SAI300 his 72/132)*

GB: BL(X 0802/190)

Ref.: OCLC 31830890

Tate, George Henry Hamilton <1894-1953>

A new squirrel from Burma / by George H. H. Tate.


Subject(s): Heinrich, Gerd H. <d.1896>

Callosciurus griseimanus heinrichi - Classification

Burma : Squirrels - Maymyo Region - Classification ; Mammals - Maymyo Region - Classification

Maymyo < Region > : Squirrels ; Mammals


Ref.: OCLC 31830890

Tatkon Agricultural Station

A concise history of Myanmar and the Tatmadaw' role , 1948-1988

Tatsuro, Izumiya <b. 1917>

The Minami Organ / Izumiya Tatsuro ; transl. by U Tun Aung Chain. Arts and Science Univ., Transl. and Publ. Department, Higher Education Department. − Rangoon : Universities Pr., 1981. 214 p., illus., map, app. − [Historical research series ; 1]

− Transl. of: Sono na wa Minami Bōryaku Kikan

Subject(s): Japan : History - Minami Kikan

Burma : History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

D: HD-SAI300 mil 83/2017)*

F: BIULO(GEN.II.8138)

GB: SOAS(GB 949/337676)

SG: ISEAS(DS530 T21)

US: CU(Kroch(D767.6.I98 1981)

ditto. 2nd ed. − Rangoon : Arts and Science Univ., 1985. [12], 214 p., plates, illus., maps. − (Historical research series; 1)

TASS

Telegrafnoe agentstvo SSSR

The task ahead : government statement on law and order, national economy, social services, foreign policy ; issued at press conference held by the Hon'able Premier U Ba Swe on July 3, 1956.

− [Rangoon,] 1956.


Ref.: OCLC 31830890

Tathagatha-oudana

Bigandet, Paul Ambrose

The life or legend of Gaudama

Tatkon Agricultural Station

Agricultural Station < Tatkon >

A Tatmadaw Researcher

A concise history of Myanmar and the Tatmadaw’ role, 1948-1988

Tatsuro, Izumiya <b. 1917>


Subject(s): Japan : History - Minami Kikan

Burma : History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

D: HD-SAI300 mil 83/2017)*

F: BIULO(GEN.II.8138)

GB: SOAS(GB 949/337676)

SG: ISEAS(DS530 T21)

US: CU(Kroch(D767.6.I98 1981)

ditto. 2nd ed. − Rangoon : Arts and Science Univ., 1985. [12], 214 p., plates, illus., maps. − (Historical research series; 1)
Bibliographical description

SG: NUS(Closed Stacks D767.6 Izu)
US: MiU(Hatcher)
YU(SML DS530 T37 1985)

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/68821)
US: CU(Kroch(D767.6.I98  1989° ; Microfiche 887 SEI 89 68821) LC

Taung Bila Sayadaw
→Ton’ Bhī Lā Cha rā to’

Taungbyo Fuel Extension Reserve
→Forest settlement report on ...

Taungbyon nat brothers: a tale of two youths of India who rose to be generals under King Anawrata
→Calogreedy, R. L.

Taungdwingyi / Municipality
→Rule under section 12
Rule by the Taungdwingyi municipality under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (a), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print, Burma, Oct.1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(356))*

→Rules under section 12 (I) – 1901
Rules by the Taungdwingyi municipality under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (a), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print, Burma, October 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(357))*

→Rule under section 12. – 1904
Rule by the Taungdwingyi municipality framed under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (a), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print, Burma (Secy.), November 1904. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(358))*

→Rules under section 12 (c)
Rules by the Taungdwingyi municipality framed under section 12, clause (c), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print, Burma, October 1898. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(359))*

→Rules under section 12 (I, c)
Rules by the Taungdwingyi municipality under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (c) and (f), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1889. – Rangoon : Govt. Print, Burma (for B. S.), Oct. 1899. 5 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(360))*

GB: BL(11103 a 45) BL-APAC(Karen B.58)

Taungthu hymns / prepared by Ba Te ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1933. 111 p. – Added title and text in Taungthu
GB: BL(11103 a 80)* BL-APAC(Karen B.130)

Taungya plantation plan for the Bhamo forest division 1925-26 to 1929-30
→Plan for the extraction of hardwoods other than teak ...

Tavoy / Municipality
→Bye-law under section 30. – 1899
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1765 ; Tr 870(38))*

→Bye-law under section 30. – July 1898
Bye-law of the Tavoy municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, July 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(248))*

→Bye-law under section 30 (I)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(249))*

→Bye-laws under section 90
Bye-laws by the Tavoy municipality under section 90, subsection (I), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), January 1904. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(250))*

→Bye-laws under section 102
Bye-laws by the Tavoy municipality under section 102, subsection (I), clause (a), (b), (c) and (g) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), January 1907. 3 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(251))*

→Bye-laws under section 142 (f)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(252))*

→Bye-laws under section 142 (n)
Bye-laws of the Tavoy municipality under section 142, clause (n) and (q) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), June 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(253))*
Tavoy Bank
Memorandum and articles of association of the Tavoy Bank Limited. – Rangoon : Thu Dhama Wadi Pr., 1951. 29 p. – Cover title
SG: ISEAS(SCR fHG3270.7 T23)

Tavoy District →Burma gazetteer


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/8)*   BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/941/69)

Taw, Florence May <b. 1914>

Subject(s): Education – Burma
US: NNC(Butler Microform RR Master negative: 2622-1)

Taw Kyi Saing

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.19/4)*

Taw Sein Ko <1864-1930>

Herbert 29

Subject(s): Burma – Civilization
AU:NLA(Luce 261 ; McN 1057/67)
D: HD-SAII: 1 (reg 60 A 51)*
F: BNF(4° O2 l 476)
BAA: 1 (8 Ee 71)
GB: BL(012357 m 31)
BL-APAC: 1 (V 216.057)*
OUL: 1-2 (IND Burma gen d 6)
SOAS: 1 (GB 031/232.564)*
2 (GB 031/232.564)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2029)


p. 28-39: Note on Burmese archaeology
GB: BL(07704 de 8)*   BL-APAC(T 38125 ; IOR/V/27/941/79)   OUL(BOD Camera UB 20652 e.33 (1) ; East. Art RW Ko)
US: HU(Widener Arc 432.01)   OCL   UC
YU(SML Bj362)

GB: SOAS(FNA 16/21608)

Archeological tour through Ramannadesa
→Notes on archaeological tour ...


Herbert 29


Subject(s): Burma – Civilization
AU:NLA(Luce 261 ; McN 1057/67)
D: HD-SAII: 1 (reg 60 A 51)*
F: BNF(4° O2 l 476)
BAA: 1 (8 Ee 71)
GB: BL(012357 m 31)
BL-APAC: 1 (V 3915) 1-2 (V 10371)
OUL: 1-2 (IND Burma gen d 6)
SOAS: 1 (GB 031/3.832 ; 232.564)*
2 (GB 031/232.564)*

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2029)

1 (SCR DS5527.6 T23)
US: CU: 1-2 (Kroch Asia Rare DS485.B81 T22)
HUY: 1-2 (Widener Ind 8119.13.7)   ICF: 1
NIU(SEA DS5527.9 .T39 1913x)
NYPL: 1-2 (*OY)   OCL   UC(NRLF): 1
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS5527.9 .T39 1913x)

Catalogue of coins in the Phayre Provincial Museum

→Phayre Provincial Museum < Rangoon >

The catalogue of the Hlutdaw records

→Burma / Hlutdaw


AU:NLA(mc N 1057/2)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 P 17)*
F:  BNF(X 597)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.120)*

ditto. 2nd ed. – Rangoon, 1913. XI, 121 p. GB:BL-APAC(V 4399)

US: MiU


GB: OUL(IND Main Libr Retind 503521683)

SOAS(GPC 415/232.674)*


UCB(Main DS485.B83 T38 1893)

YU(SML Yale class. Jkb45 +1 1895T)

A preliminary study of the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammaceti, 1476 A.D. / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Bombay: Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 60 p., 6 plates, plans. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary ; 21, 1892, 377 to 386

Subject(s): Burma – Antiquities ; Ramannadesa – Antiquities

ANU(Chifley 7CN1214.P4T4 1893)   NLA(Luceq 322)

D: Edinburgh(P.1327/5)   Glasgow(Temporary storage Y5-a.18 ; Item 10 of 12)   HD-SAI(reg 60 D 138)

F:  BNF(O2 l 244)

GB: BL(7705 f 52(6))*

SOAS(CRB.89.13)

US: CU(Annex +CN1213.T3 1893)

LC(DS485.B83T3 ; DS485.B83 S4)

MnU   OCI   YU(SML AOS Room 329)

Memorandum of a tour in parts of the Amherst, Shwegyin and Pegu District / by Taw Sein Ko. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1892. 14 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.103/13)*

CUL(CRC.89.83)

BL-APAC(Tr.718)*

Ref.: OCLC 54800561

Monograph on the pottery and glassware of Burma, 1894-95 / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1895. 13 p., 27 plates. Herbert 752

Subject(s): Pottery – Burma ; Art – Ceramics

D: HD-SA(I(reg 60 N 13 Kp)*

KI-ZBW

F:  BIULO(Mél 8° 426)

GB: BL(7705 f 52(6))*

BL-APAC(Tr 764[1])*

OUL(BOD G Floor 1754 d.11) SOAS(FN Pam A)

US: CU(Kroch +NK4154.6.A1 T62 1795)

UCB(Main NK4154.6.A1 T38 1895)

YU(SML Yale class. Jkb45 +1 1895T)

The Myazedi inscriptions

→Epigraphia Birmanica ; 1.1

Notes on an archaeological tour through Ramannadesa (the Talaing country of Burma) / by Taw Sein Ko. – Bombay: The Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 10 p., illus. – Repr. from: The Indian antiquary ; 21, 1892, 377 to 386

Subject(s): Burma – Antiquities ; Ramannadesa – Antiquities

AU:NLA(Luceq 323)
D: HD-SA(I322 pha 83/613)
F:  BNF(2291)

GB:BL(7705 f 52(6))*

SOAS(CRB.89.13)


LC(DS485.B83T3 ; DS485.B83 S4)

MNU   OCI   YU(SML AOS Room 329)

A preliminary study of the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammaceti, 1476 A.D. / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Bombay: Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 60 p., 6 plates, plans. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary

Inscriptions – Burma

Inscriptions, Buddhist – Burma

Buddhism – Burma – Rituals – History – Sources

Dhammaceti <King of Hanthawaddy, ca. 1471-1492>

Burma – Antiquities

AU:ANU(Chifley 7CN1214.P4T4 1893)   NLA(Luceq 322)

D: Edinburgh(P.1327/5)   Glasgow(Temporary storage Y5-a.18 ; Item 10 of 12)   HD-SAI(reg 60 D 138)

F:  BNF(O2 l 244)

GB: BL(7705 f 52(6))*

SOAS(CRB.89.13)


NCU   OCI   YU(SML AOS Room 329)

The Kalyāñī inscriptions erected by King Dhammaceti at Pegu in 1476 A.D.

→Dhammaceti

→Lithic and other inscriptions of Burma

→The Mahājānaka jātaka

The Myazedi inscriptions

→Epigraphia Birmanica ; 1.1

Notes on an archaeological tour through Ramannadesa (the Talaing country of Burma) / by Taw Sein Ko. – Bombay: The Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 10 p., illus. – Repr. from: The Indian antiquary ; 21, 1892, 377 to 386

Subject(s): Burma – Antiquities ; Ramannadesa – Antiquities

AU:NLA(Luceq 323)
D: HD-SA(I322 pha 83/613)
F:  BNF(2291)

GB:BL(7705 f 52(6))*

SOAS(CRB.89.13)


LC(DS485.B83T3 ; DS485.B83 S4)

MNU   OCI   YU(SML AOS Room 329)

A preliminary study of the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammaceti, 1476 A.D. / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Bombay: Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 60 p., 6 plates, plans. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary

Inscriptions – Burma

Inscriptions, Buddhist – Burma

Buddhism – Burma – Rituals – History – Sources

Dhammaceti <King of Hanthawaddy, ca. 1471-1492>

Burma – Antiquities

AU:ANU(Chifley 7CN1214.P4T4 1893)   NLA(Luceq 322)

D: Edinburgh(P.1327/5)   Glasgow(Temporary storage Y5-a.18 ; Item 10 of 12)   HD-SAI(reg 60 D 138)

F:  BNF(O2 l 244)

GB: BL(7705 f 52(6))*

SOAS(CRB.89.13)


LC(DS485.B83T3 ; DS485.B83 S4)

MNU   OCI   YU(SML AOS Room 329)

A preliminary study of the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammaceti, 1476 A.D. / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Bombay: Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 60 p., 6 plates, plans. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary
A preliminary study of the Po:u:daung inscription of S’inbyuyin, 1774 A.D. / by Taw Sein-Ko. – Bombay: Education Society’s Steam Pr., 1893. 8, 7 p., 1 table. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary


AU: NLA (Luaceq 323)
F: BUULO (Mèl. 4° 147)
GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/944/14)*
OUL (BOD L Floor 24624 d.1)
NL: KITLV (M3h 44)
SG: ISEAS (SCR CN1213 T23)
US: CU (Kroch CN1213.T62 P7 1893a+)

ICN (Eames IX O53.8611)

Selections from the records of the Hlutdaw

→ Burma / Hlutdaw

Some remarks on the Kalyāṇi inscription / by Taw Sein Ko. – Bombay: Education Society, 1894. 19, 58 p. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary. – Added title and text in Burmese

AU: BL-APAC (Bur D 1812 ; IOR/V/27/944/13)
GB: BL-APAC (Bur D 1812 ; IOR/V/27/944/13)

Some remarks on the Kalyāṇi inscription / by Taw Sein Ko. – Bombay: Education Society, 1894. 19, 58 p. – Repr. from: Indian antiquary. – Added title and text in Burmese

AU: BL-APAC (Bur D 1812 ; IOR/V/27/944/13)
GB: BL-APAC (Bur D 1812 ; IOR/V/27/944/13)

Tax digest of the world / Foreign Tax Association. – Deer Park, N.Y.

1. A to B: Aden Colony to Burma. – 1960

GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/944/13)
US: C (Main Lib K61.A1f Law Library)

Tax laws of the world. – Ormond Beach, Fla.: Foreign Tax Law Publishers. Loose-leaf. – Kept up to date by periodic supplements. Burma. – 1976-

< Burma income tax service

Burma (Myanmar). Rev. – 1989-

Subject(s): Income tax – Law and legislation – Burma

Taxation – Burma

D: R-UB: 1976 (31/PP 7417 B962)
US: C (Main Lib K61.A1f Law Library)

GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/944/13)
US: C (Main Lib K61.A1f Law Library)

Taylor, A. W. N.


GB: BL (IS.S.Bu.103/10)*

BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/151/119)

Taylor, C. G.


Herbert 264

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Special Operations Executive

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army, British - Special Operations Executive - Biography

Asia, Southeastern : World War <1939-1945>

GB: BL (YC.1990.a.1811) SOAS (E Coll 3 H /25)

Taylor, Carl Cleveland <b. 1884>

Getting to know Burma / by Carl Taylor ; illus. by Meg Wohlberg. – New York : Coward-McCann, 1962. 65 p. – For children.

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel – Juvenile literature.

D: HD-SAI (reg 60 A 52)*
US: CU (Kroch DS485 B81 T323)
LC (DS485.B81T3)
YU (Mudd WC26071)
NIU (Juvenile 915.91 T239G)

ditto. – London : Muller, 1962. 64 p., illus., 2 maps.

NL: KITLV (M ss 97 N)

ditto. – London : Muller, 1966. 64 p., illus., 2 maps.

GB: BL (WP 1367/27)
IRL: TCD (J66 553)
SG: ISEAS (DS530.2 T23)
US: NIU (SEA DS527.7.T3951966)

Taylor, Chris <b. 1961>

→ Southeast Asia on a shoestring

Taylor, David John <b. 1960>


ISBN 07300-2711-2

NL: KITLV (M 1998 A 4106)

Taylor, David John <b. 1960>


ISBN 0805074732

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hol032/2003041747.html

Subject(s): Orwell, George, 1903-1950.

Authors, English – 20th century – Biography.

Journalists – Great Britain – Biography.

Note: D. J. Taylor's moving assessment cuts through George Orwell's iconic status to reveal a man who is uncertain about his writerly gifts and far less doctrinaire than previously thought. We meet a social critic who concealed a pronounced authoritarian streak, a supporter of classless society whose first thought for his adopted son was to enrol him at Eton. Orwell's journey through the literary world of the 1930s and 1940s is characterized by the myths he built around himself. Whether as reluctant ser-
vant of the Raj in 1920s Burma, mock down-and-out in Paris and London, or courageous Spanish Civil War soldier (who when asked what he was fighting for, replied, "Common decency"), the circumstances of his life are sharply at odds with the image Orwell carefully and effectively stage-managed. As his friend Anthony Powell maintained, George Orwell was half in love with the thing he was rebelling against. "Drawing on a large body of previously unseen papers and numerous interviews with friends and others who knew him in his years of obscurity, Orwell, published for the centenary of his birth, is a human portrait of the writer too often embalmed as a secular saint: a man who combined modesty and a life of chilling detachment with warmth and gentleness, and who battled through illness to produce two twentieth-century masterpieces. – Book jacket


Taylor, Edmond  


Kachins: Pt. 2, ch. 5

US: CU(HU LC(DS423.T3) NYPL UCLA(YRL DS423.T3) UCSC


Kachins p. 82-89

GB: BL(010058 m 15)*

Taylor, Eric


ditto. 2nd impr. – ibd., 1990. IX, 84 p., illus., plates, index. – (Images of Asia) – ISBN 0-19-588894-4

D: HD-SAI(300 mus 96/1212)*

Taylor, Frederick Brian


GB: OUL(Queen's Coll. QUE 1938 Tay [Oversize]) Ref.: OCLC 50229449

Taylor, George Edward <b. 1905>

The Far East in the modern world – Michael, Franz H.

Taylor, Howard <Mrs.>

→ Taylor, Mary Geraldine

Taylor, James Barnett <1804-1871>

Memoir of Rev. Luther Rice, one of the first American missionaries to the East / by James B. Taylor. – Baltimore: Armstrong and Berry, 1840. IX, [1], [9]-344 p. Subject(s): Rice, Luther, 1783-1836.


US: YU(LSF-Request for Use at Divinity Lib. 801037)

Taylor, Joe G.

Air supply in the Burma campaigns. – [Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.:] USAF Historical Division, Research Institute, Air Univ., [1957]. VII, 163 p., illus., maps. – (USAF historical studies ; 75)


US: AAP CU(Kroch D767.6.T24 +) LC(U633.A37784 no.75) YU

Taylor, John <b. 1884>


Subject(s): Beriberi

D: HD-SAI(TG S 11,8) GB: CUL(Q300.c.152.2) Wellcome(Med. XWD) US: MI(UaMUba Medical Journals no.8) NJP UCLA(Biomed W1 IN267 no.8) UoC(Crerar R111.14 no.8) YU(Medical, Periodicals, Shelved by series title)

Taylor, Leslie Fernandes


Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma ; Burma – Languages

US: NIU(SEA DS528 .T3941956)

The Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma : an appeal for funds for its completion

→ Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma

The Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma : an account of its institution and progress

→ Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma

→ Extracts from the Burma census report and tables of 1921 relating to languages and races


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 30 Kp)*

History of the "Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma" and of attempts made to save it together with relevant correspondence

→ Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma
Indigenous languages and races

→ Extracts from the Burma census report and tables of 1921 relating to language and races

Note on the proposed Linguistic Survey of Burma

→ Linguistic Survey of Burma

Progress of work for the completion of the Ethnological and Linguistic Survey of Burma

→ Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma

Taylor, Mary Geraldine (Guinness)
Behind the ranges : Fraser of Lisuland, S.W. China / by Mrs Howard Taylor. 1st publ. – London and Redhill: Lutterworth Pr. and the China Inland Mission, 1944. 255 p., plates, port., map.
D: HD-SAI(171 rel 90/8059)*
GB: BL(4910 b 3)*
US: IaU LC(BV3427.F75T3) OrU YU
US: CSi CU IU MIU OrU YU
ditto. 3rd impr. – 1947.
US: HU UCS
ditto. 5th impr. – 1951.
ditto. 6th impr. – 1956.
ditto. 7th impr. – 1959.
GB: BL(X 108/832)*
ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1970. 261 p., app
ISBN 0-85363-003-8
GB: BL(X 108/9566)*

Taylor, Norman Peter <b. 1918>
Subject(s): Science – Study and teaching ; Education – Burma
US: NNC(Butler Microform RR ; Master negative: 2622-2)
UC(SRLF M0000795807)
UCLA(MicroServ LA97 Microfilm)

Taylor, Robert Henry <b. 1943>
→ Burma : political economy under military rule

D: HD-SAI(200 inf 92/2957 Kp)*

ISBN 0-87727-093-7 - Herbert 578
Subject(s): Chung-kuo kuo min tang ; Burma : Chinese ; Guerillas Foreign relations ; Burma : History <1948->
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet DS530.4.T39) NLA
D: B-SBB(4° Ser.4135-93 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(325 pol 76/260)
GB: BL(14302 i 54 ; Ac 9233 wi/3(93))
BL-APAC(V 23969)
OU(IND Retind ; BOD H Floor Per. Or. d.300/93)
SAS((591):091  (5-12):308 Cornell data papers)
SOAS(L GB327/297639* ; Ref.GB327/366725* ; L GB959.105/768.566)
NL: KITLV(M ss-87-N+)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 T24) NUS(Main Shelves DS530.64 Tky ; Closed Stacks 959.1T217)
US: CU(Uris & Kroch: DS485 .B892 T23+)
HU(Widener: Ind 8300.125 no.93 )
NIU(SEA DS485.B892 T39)
UC(NRLF DS503.4 .C67D3 no.93)
Ref.: BiP

Marxism and resistance in Burma : 1942-1945

→ Thein Pe Myint

→ Myanmar : beyond politics to societal imperatives

→ Political outlook for Malaysia, Myanmar and Vietnam

Subject(s): Social classes – Burma
Elite (Social sciences) – Burma
Government executives – Burma
Great Britain : Colonies – Burma ; Relations – Burma
Burma : Social conditions ; Politics and government ; Relations – Great Britain

T 20

Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government; Burma – History – 1824-1948 – Historiography

Taylor, Roy
→ The Inmanneal story

Taiyami Jataka … ; Maha Zanekka Jataka … ; Thuwun-nathama Jataka … ; Naymi Jataka … / Mrat` Man`“ Lhuin`. – [Ran` kun`:

Note: Abrided version of 4 stories from Jataka, Buddhist canon incl. English transl.

Subject(s): Tipitaka - Suttapitaka - Khuddakanikaya - Jataka

Tayok-pyei Pon-byin-nya
Stories from China for upper primary schools.


Subject(s): Burma – History – 1824-1948 – Historiography

Taylor, Thomas sh. 1934>


Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Fiction

Note: Added title and text also in Burmese

TCDC
→ United Nations / Development Programme / Special Unit for Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries
TDSC

Thai Development Support Committee

Te gast in Birma [/ sammeng. en red. Brigitta Ars ; eindred. Kees van Teeffelen ; illust. Katrien Holland], 1e dr. – Nijmegen: Informatie Verre Reizen, 1997. 48 p., illus., krt. – (Te gast in ... ; [24]) – ISBN 90-72662-46-6
Subject(s): Burma – Travel guides
NL: KB(2126394 Depotexp.) KITLV(M 1997 a 1198)
Ref.: OCLC 44861202

Ref.: OCLC 44856687

Teachers Association < Rangoon University >

Rangoon University Teachers Association

Teachers’ handbook on Buddhist religious instruction : primary department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1934. 88 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma – Study and teaching.

Buddhism – Text-books.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu 21/104(8))
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B862)
Ref.: OCLC 44861202

ditto. : primary department. – ibd., 1936. 42 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B864)
Ref.: OCLC 44861150

ditto. : middle department. – ibd., 1934. 63 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 e 36)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1732)
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B863)
Ref.: OCLC 44861090

ditto. : middle department. – ibd., 1935. 88 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B862)
Ref.: OCLC 44860939

ditto. : high department. – ibd., 1934. 60 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 e 36)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1735)
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B861)
Ref.: OCLC 44856749

ditto. : high department. – ibd., 1935. 71 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: YU(SML PL3999.7 B86)
Ref.: OCLC 44856687

The teachings of the Buddha : basic level. – Yangon: Ministry of Religious Affairs, 1997. VI, 361 p. – Translated from the Burmese
Subject(s): Buddhism – Doctrines
GB: BL-DSS(8614.446000) BL-APAC(ORW.2001.a.104)
Ref.: OCLC 44856687

Teak for the future : proceedings of the ... Regional Seminar on Teak. – Bangkok: FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. – (TEAKNET publication ; 1) – Papers, record of discussions and programme. Described as proceedings.
ISBN 9748634299 (pbk)
Ref.: OCLC 43503342

2nd 29 May-3 June, 1995, Yangon. – 1998. 9 p., illus. – (RAP publication ; 1998/5)
5th 1998
Subject(s): Teak – Congresses ; Teak – Asia – Congresses ; Teak – Pacific Area – Congresses ; Teak ; Food ; Agriculture
FAO
US: MnU: 2 (TC Forestry Quarto SD397.T4 R44x 1995)
Ref.: OCLC 43503342

Teak forests (India)

→ Copies of all reports which have been made to the India or Home Government respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces

GB:BL(I.S.Bu 21/104(8))

TEAKNET

Teaknet newsletter. – Yangon: Myanmar Forest Dept. Illus.
Subject(s): Teak - Burma - Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 44856687

TEAKNET publication.

1. → Teak for the future

Teare, Robert
Partners in Mission Consultation, Burma

→ Thompson, Peter

Technical Advisory Network of Burma

WP 01/02 → Win, Kanbawza
Impunity inconceivable
WP 02/00 → Tzang Yawngwe
Military regimes : nature, structures, power dynamics, and political transition

Technical, Agricultural and Vocational Education Committee


Subject(s): Burma : Technical education ; Agricultural education ; Vocational education
D: HD-SA(L 36)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/10)*
Ref.: OCLC 44856687

F: BIULO(GEN.II.8822)

T 22
Technical Assistance Administration

→United Nations /"Technical Assistance Administration


Subject(s): Technical assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Economic assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Technical assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Economic assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Asian cooperation.

US: CU(Kroch Oversize) & UCB: HC412.T43 1996
SRLF D0009322736 UCD( Shields DOC-INT ADB T A R: OTH 301407 Gov Info Stacks)


Subject(s): Technical assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Economic assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Technical assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Economic assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Asian cooperation.

US: CU(Kroch Oversize HC60.T42z no.33106 +)
NIU(SEA HC415.E44 T463 1999)
UC & UCB: HG3881.5.A75 T42 no.33106
UC(SRLF D0009314584) UCD( Shields DOC-INT ADBTAR: OTH 33106 Gov Info Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 43669206 44165755


Subject(s): Technical assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Economic assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Technical assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Economic assistance – China – Yunnan Sheng.
Asian cooperation.

US: CU(Kroch HC60.T42z no.34535+)
NIU(SEA HC441.79 E446 2000)
UC(SRLF) & UCB: HG3881.5.A75 T42 no.34535
UCD( Shields DOC-INT ADBTAR: OTH 34535 Gov Info Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 45856746 46591495


Note: Cambodia, People's Republic of China, Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam ... collectively referred to as the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) - Introduction.

Subject(s): Customs administration – Asia, Southeastern.
Customs administration – International cooperation.
Technical assistance – Asia, Southeastern.
Economic assistance – Asia, Southeastern.

HK: HKU(Hing Wau XP 338.910959 T2 m)
US: CU(HH6609.T43 1996+)
NIU(HG 3881.5.A75 T42 no.30002)
UC & WU(Memorial Lib.) & HJ7049.8 A5 T43 1996
Ref.: OCLC 36003622

Technical Assistance Programme

→International Labour Office / Technical Assistance Programme

→United Nations / Technical Assistance Programme

Technical assistance to the Greater Mekong Subregion for the mitigation of nonphysical barriers to cross-border movement of goods and people. – [Manila:] Asian Development Bank, [1996]. 9 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (TAR; OTH: 30002) – Cambodia, People's Republic of China, Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam ... collectively referred to as the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) - Introduction. – May 1996

Subject(s): Customs administration Asia, Southeastern.
Customs administration International cooperation.
Technical assistance Asia, Southeastern.
Economic assistance Asia, Southeastern.

US: WU(Memorial Lib.) HJ7049.8 A5 T43 1996
Ref.: OCLC 36003622


US: MnU(TC Forestry Quarto SD538.B93 T43x 1975)
Ref.: Restricted


Subject(s): Myanma Economic Bank.
Technical assistance - Burma
Banks and banking - Burma

US: NIU(SEA HG3270.7.A6 T4251977)

Technical cooperation : economic development program ; agreement between the United States of America and Burma,
Burma Bibliographical Project

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 37)*
US: HU(Law School) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.2888
YU(Oza21 A31)

Subject(s): Forests and forestry - Burma - Collecte d works. English and Burmese
Ref.: OCLC 16844168

Technical Education Conference
→Burma Technical Education Conference

Technical High School < Insein >
Prospectus
→Government School of Engineering and Technical High School < Insein >

Notet: ILO publ. Technical memorandum (consultant report) on social integration and vocational rehabilitation pro- grammes for drug abuse victims in Myanmar - includes guidelines and makes recommendations for a national level programme involving social service support centres, vocational rehabilitation centres, long-term compulsory rehabilitation centres and after care; stresses the need for professional rehabilitation personnels and data collecting for programme evaluation.
Subject(s): consultant report ; technical memorandum ; ILO pub ; social integration ; vocational rehabilitation ; drug abuse ; Myanmar
CH: ILO(83B09/188 ENGL)

Technical papers
→Land and Agricultural Planning Commission

– (Treaties and other international acts series ; 3619)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 39)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.3619

Technical University < Szczecin > / Institute of Architecture and Physical Planning
→Institute of Architecture and Physical Planning < Szczecin >

Technical words for drilling, rigbuilding, production, in English and Burmese / B. O. C. Ltd. [Burma Oil Com-
Tegtmeyer, Katherine Sarah
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet B2130)
Teixeira, Manuel
Subject(s): Portugal – Burma – History
Missions, Portuguese – Burma – History
Burma – Relations – Portugal
Portugal – Relations – Burma
AU:NLA(Nq 384.041095 SUP)
Ref.: OCLC 2065133
Teixawantābhīwamsa
Burmese-Pali dictionary / by Ú Tejawantābhīwamsa. – Rangoon : Mranmāgunrañ, 1939. 327 p., plates. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 996)
Teixeira, Manuel
Subject(s): Portugal – Burma – History
Missions, Portuguese – Burma – History
Burma – Relations – Portugal
Portugal – Relations – Burma
AU:NLA(Nq 384.041095 SUP)
Ref.: OCLC 2065133
Teixawantābhīwamsa
Burmese-Pali dictionary / by Ú Tejawantābhīwamsa. – Rangoon : Mranmāgunrañ, 1939. 327 p., plates. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 996)
Telawka < Shin >
The small book of Buddhist religion Thāthana Noggaha School, from I. to III. standards / comp. by Shin Telawka. Buddha Thāthana Noggana Society ... – Mandalay. – Added title in Burmese, text in Pali and Burmese
GB: BL(14300 c 7)*
Tejjawantābhīwamsa
Burmese-Pali dictionary / by Ú Tejawantābhīwamsa. – Rangoon : Mranmāgunrañ, 1939. 327 p., plates. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 996)
Telford, James Haxton <1886-1949>
Herbert 489
Subject(s): Animism
US: CU: 1952  1955 (Wason HE9423 A4)
Ref.: OCLC 17452470 ; 13803521
Tejjawantābhīwamsa
Burmese-Pali dictionary / by Ú Tejawantābhīwamsa. – Rangoon : Mranmāgunrañ, 1939. 327 p., plates. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 996)
Tejjawantābhīwamsa
Burmese-Pali dictionary / by Ú Tejawantābhīwamsa. – Rangoon : Mranmāgunrañ, 1939. 327 p., plates. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 996)
Telecommunications Enquiry Committee
Subject(s): Telecommunication – Burma
US: CU(Kroch HE8378.B8 A5 1950)
Telecommunications Project
< First >
Project performance audit report
Telegrafnoe agentstvo SSSR (TASS) / India
Reports by N. A. Bulganin and N. S. Krushchev on visit to India, Burma and Afghanistan, to the Supreme Soviet of USSR, Dec. 29, 1955
→Bulganin, Nikolai Aleksandrovich
Telemark, Clara von
Eine Indienreise. – Berlin: Walther, 1900.
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 2784)
Telawka < Shin >
The small book of Buddhist religion Thāthana Noggaha School, from I. to III. standards / comp. by Shin Telawka. Buddha Thāthana Noggana Society ... – Mandalay. – Added title in Burmese, text in Pali and Burmese
GB: BL(14300 c 7)*
Telecommunications and information highways in Asia. 8th ed. – Buckey, N.S.W.: Paul Budde Communication, c2002. 10 v. – A Buddecomm report. – 8th ed. issued in 10 v. covering various titles and countries of Asia. Titles are: Telecommunications market overview; telecommunications company profile; Cambodia, Myanmar, ... ISSN 1446-2540
< Information highways and telecommunications in Asia
→ Telecoms in Asia
Subject(s): Telecommunication – Asia Periodicals.
Telecommunication systems – Asia Periodicals.
Information superhighway – Asia Periodicals.
AU: NLA(Nq 384.041095 SUP)
Telegrafnoe agentstvo SSSR (TASS) / India
Reports by N. A. Bulganin and N. S. Krushchev on visit to India, Burma and Afghanistan, to the Supreme Soviet of USSR, Dec. 29, 1955
→Bulganin, Nikolai Aleksandrovich
Telegrafnoe agentstvo SSSR (TASS) / India
Reports by N. A. Bulganin and N. S. Krushchev on visit to India, Burma and Afghanistan, to the Supreme Soviet of USSR, Dec. 29, 1955
→Bulganin, Nikolai Aleksandrovich
Keng Tung (Burma: State) – Religion.
Keng Tung (Burma: State) – Social life and customs.

The Book of Psalms

→ Bible, O.T.: Psalms <Lahu>

Burmese animism: or, animism in Kengtung State, Burma / J. H. Telford. – 1933. 300 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 289 to 290. – Edinburgh, Edinburgh Univ., Ph.D. (divinity) thesis 1933. – Shulman 652

Subject(s): Animism


→ Lahu reader for infant standard

Mark (Lahu)

→ Bible, N.T.: Mark <Lahu>

The New Testament in Lahu

→ Bible, N.T.: <Lahu>

The way of Salvation in Lahu

→ Bible: Selection <Lahu>

Temi jātaka vatthu ... – Rangoon: Burmah Herald Steam Pr., 1881. 222 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

→ Tentiya zattawgyi / by U Aw Ba Tha. Approved by the Text Book Committee. – Rangoon: Han-tha-wadi, 1956. 311 p. – Transl. from the Pali by Obhasa. – Burmese text

→Temple, R.

→ Copy of the report upon the income and expenditure of British Burmah

→ Temple, Richard Carnac <Sir, 1850-1931>

Annexation of Burmah: speech by Sir Richard Temple in support of the Government policy upon the address to Her Majesty, delivered in the House of Commons ... January 21, 1886. – London: Buck, 1886. 6 p. – Repr.: Hansard’s parliamentary debates ; 302.
Notes on currency and coinage among the Burmese / by Sir R. C. Temple. – Bombay: British India Pr., [1921]. 32 p. – Repr. from: The Indian antiquary 48, 1919, 37, 49, 105, 149.

On certain specimens of former currency in Burma / by Richard Temple. – Bombay, 1931. 7 p., plate, figures. – Repr. from: The Indian antiquary 60, 1931, 70-77.


The ten commandments ... – Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, c1947. 4 v., illus. (some col.), maps, ports, bibliogr. end of some of the articles.


The ten commandments ...

Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Dīghañkāra – English – Selections; Buddhism – Doctrines; Buddhism – Burma Buddhism – Sacred books; Hinayan Buddhism

GB: CUL(839:1.c.95.6) OUL(IND 11 E 78) SOAS(L.GB293.1823/391944)
US: CU(Kroch BQ1292 E53 1984; Microfiche 887 SEI 92 68829) LC(Microfiche 92/68829 (B)) NIU(SEA BQ4132 T4641984)


GB: CUL(834:1.c.95.1064) SOAS(GB294.382/787258)
SG: ISEAS(BQ1197 T28)
US: CU(Kroch BQ1292 E53 B96 1985; Microfiche 887 SEI 92 68829) LC(Microfiche 92/68829 (B))


GB: CUL(839:01.c.4.12)
US: CU(Kroch z) & WU(Memorial Lib) : HU(Widener)

Tentoonstelling < Grattacieli in Oriente : un viaggio in Thailandia, Myanmar, Laos, Malesia, Singapore / Maria Adele Teodori.

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern – 20th century

US: RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II

Tentoonstelling < Sporen van oorlog : overlevenden van de Birma- en de Pakanbaroe-spoorweg

Tentoonstelling < 2003, Den Haag >

Teodori, Maria Adele


Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: Social conditions - 20th century

US: RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II

Referees for Tenasserim and Martaban almanac and directory for ..., with the corresponding Burmese month and day for ... – Maulmain: Whitman, D: HD-SAI: 1859 (reg 60 D 339) 

GB: BL: 1859 1960 (PP 2471 c)
BL-APAC: [1857?–1880?] (ST 1430)

Tenasserim Archipelago

→ Blake, Henry


Tenasserim < Division >: World War <1939-1945> - Strategic aspects

Mergui Archipelago: World War <1939-1945> - Strategic aspects

US: PCarlMH(UA995.B93 T47 1944)
Ref.: OCLC 33466350

Tenasserim Division

→ Burma < Tenasserim >

Tengsuwan. Choochart

→ Choochart Tengsuwan


Subject;
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS Burma 30)

Tentoonstelling < 2003, Den Haag >

→ Sporen van oorlog : overlevenden van de Birma- en de Pakanbaroe-spoorweg

Teodori, Maria Adele


Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: Social conditions - 20th century

Asia, Southeastern: Economics - 20th century

I: BO-Bibl. universitaria di Bologna FI-BNC RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II

RM-Bibl. universitaria Alessandrina

US: HU(Widener)
Bibliographical description

Teraine, Matti
Subject(s): Rural development – Burma – Shan State – Statistics.
Shan State (Burma) – Economic conditions – Statistics. US: NIU(SEA HN670.7:AB T4741996)


Tern Moeng < Sao >
Shan for English speakers
→ Glick, Irving I.
Shan newspaper reader
→ Glick, Irving I.

Terra, Helmut de
→ DeTerra, Helmut

TERRA
→ Towards Ecological Recovery and Regional Alliance

Terraïne, John <b. 1921>
Terrell, Richard <b. 1909>  
 Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History

Terrien de Lacouperie  
 The cradle of the Shan race / by Terrien de Lacouperie. – Rangoon. Comp. in the Office of the Conservator of Forests ... 10 p., tab.  
 Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History  

Terzani, Tiziano  
 Subject(s): Terrorism – India – Case studies.  

Territoires et populations des confins du Yunnan / traduit du chinois par J. Siguret. – Peiping: Vetch.  
 Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History

Terrorist outrages during the years 1930-1934. – [S.l., s.n., 1934.] 29 p. – L14DPI – 300 – 30-11-34 – GIPS  
 Subject(s): Terrorism – India – Case studies.  

Tests in the Rangoon River on the damage by marine borers to various woods : including Burma teak and British Guiana greenheart, creosoted and untreated / by the Forest Dept. in collaboration with the Commissioner for the Port of Rangoon. Comp. in the Office of the Conservator of Forests Utilization Circle, Burma. Publ. under the authority of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1932. 10 p., tab. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 28 : economic series ; 5) – Signed by C. W. Scott  
 Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History

Tet Pyo  
 Maung Tet Pyo’s customary law of the Chin tribe : text, transl. [by Shwe Eik] and notes [by E. Forchhammer], with a
preface by John Jardine ... – Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1884. 7, 10, 58, 42, 17 p. – Text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Law, Chin.
Chin (Southeast Asian people)
GB:BL(11103 d; 14300 g 8*) BL-APAC(Bur D 1490)
SOAS(A 345.91/7.349 ; 31/994)*
J: TYB(XII-25-H-3)
US:DCU ICN LC(Law) OCI OrU
YU(Mudd Nkd27 I36 884T)

The Tet Toe English-Burmese dictionary
→On Pe

Tettoni, Luca Invernizzi
The food of Burma : authentic recipes from the land of the golden pagodas
→Robert, Claudia Saw Lwin

Teuber-Weckersdorf, R. G.
→Establishment of a pilot plant for pesticide formulation
: technical report : pesticide formulation technology

Teut, Anna
→Al Mansfeld : Architekt in Israel

Tewari, Dina Nath <b. 1937>
A monograph on sal (Shorea robusta Gaertn. f.) / D.N. Tewari. – Dehra Dun: International Book Distributors, c1995. 277 p., illus., bibliogr.p. [222]-276. – Monograph on a large deciduous tree found extensively in India, Bangladesh, and Burma. – ISBN 8170892171
Subject(s): Sal – India.
Shorea robusta
US: CU(Mann SD397.S48 T48w 1995)
IU(Main Stacks 583.6240954 T31M)

Tewari, K. K.
A soldier’s voyage of self discovery / K.K. Tewari. – Auroville: [K. K. Tewari, 1995?] XI, 171 p., illus., maps.
Note: Autobiography of a retired Indian military personnel.
Subject(s): Tewari, K. K.
India. Army – Biography
Generals – India – Biography
GB:SOAS(GB959.10452 /808513 ; E Coll 3 M /79
US:CU(Olin) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) &
NNC(Butler) & UCLA(SRLF) & UoC(Regenstein) :
NYPL(Research JFD 97-7191)
UCB(DS481.T49 T49 1995)

Texas linguistic forum. – Austin, Texas: Department of Linguistics, The Univ. of Texas at Austin
p. 93-161: Special Burmese section
GB:SOAS(GPC 410/535.432)*

Text-Book Committee
A brief history of the Indian people
→Hunter, William Wilson

→Burmese Design
→The chauk saung dwe ...
The digest of the 25 books on Burmese spelling ...
→Kyaw Dun

→Elementary geography of Burma

→Elementary science text books series
Fowler’s Discipline and instruction
→Fowler, John Townsend

→A geography of India
The government of India
→Bell, Horace
How to teach babies. 3rd ed.
→Bailey, James

→"Kalidasa-Wuhtu"

→List of geographical names of which the Burmese orthography has been authorized
→List of proper names in Hunter’s history of the Indian people
→List of terms used in arithmetic, algebra and geometry
Lokaniti
→Caturan*gabala

→Mahā janaka jātaka

→Mahajanaka jataka vatthu
Morris’ teaching of drawing
→Morris, I. H.
→A school grammar of the Burmese language for middle schools ...
→Temiya zattawgyi
A translation ... of Wethandaya
→Wethandaya
→Way to health

Text-Book Enquiry Committee
→Burma Text-Book Enquiry Committee
A text book of botany for the use at the Burma Forest School, Pyinmana
→Long, Arthur
Text-Book Society > Burma > Vernacular School


Gladman’s school method

→ Gladman, Frederick John

Textbooks from Burma: a collection of pamphlets.


US: LC(Microfiche 99/63400 (L) So Asia

Textiles from Burma

US: LC(Echols BQ4215.S22(1972)

Tha Din


GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 421)


GB: BL(14300 b 49(2))

US: YU(Mlp191.B8 936d)

The Buddhist law as administered in the courts in Burma during the last fifty years / by U Tha Din. – Rangoon: Burma Union, 1921. 272 p., index. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 bff22)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1342)

→ The Burma village and town manual

Civil rulings / by U Tha Din. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese

2. – 1905. 616 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 445/2)

→ The code of civil procedure

A commentary on the life of Christ / by U Tha Din. – Rangoon: Burmese Baptist School. – Added title and text in Burmese

3. – 1939. 10 p., p. 466-702.

GB: BL(14300 b 53)*

A dictionary of the Pali language ...

→ Ba

→ Digest of criminal cases ...

→ Indian evidence act, no. I of 1872, as modified up to date ...

→ Indian penal code. – 1916

Light seen from darkness / by U Tha Din. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1919. 13 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 517)

Manual of Christian theology

→ Hovey, Alvah

→ A manual of stamp laws

→ The mirror of the heart

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.149/23)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/854/10)


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.149/21)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/854/10)


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.149/24)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/854/10)


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.149/22)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/854/10)

Tha Do Oung
A grammar of the Pali language (after Kaccāyana) / by Tha Do Oung ... 4 vols. – Akyab: Akyab Orphan Pr. [etc.], 1899-1902. – 4 vols. in 1. Title varies slightly Vols. 2-4: Pyigyi Mandine Pr. US: LC(PK1020.T5)

Tha Dun Aung
Jātakas and Mangala Sutta Pāli

Tha Dun Zan
Livingstone : sketch of the life of the famous missionary traveller. – Rangoon, 1919. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.41)

Object lessons in plant life / by Maung Tha Dun Zan ... Taungdwingyi: Aung Mingala Pr., 1929. 108 p.

GB: BL(14300 h 32)*

Tha Gyo Wai
Guide's manual for spoken Burmese

Tha Hla

Tha Hla

Tha Hto
Buddhist scriptures in Burmese / by Saya U Tha Hto. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1922. 8, 268 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 427)

Tha Mwe
The Christian secret of a happy life ...

Tha Myat<br. 1899>
The ancient Pyu / by U Tha Myat. – [19-?] 30 p. in var. pags., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Caption title. – Burmese passages and Pyu script in text Subject(s): Pyu language (Burma) AU:NLA(Luce q 417 SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2083

The Burmese orthography / by Thiripyanchi U Tha Myat ... [Rangoon.] 1948. 16, 236 p. – Added title and text in Burmese Subject(s): Burmese language – Orthography and spelling US: CU(Kroch PL3955 .T36 1948 , Film 11052 Reel 655 no.1 ; Annex Film N11052 Reel 655 no.1) LC(PL3955.A8 Orien Bur)


Subject(s): Burmese language – Orthography and spelling
US: NIU(SEA PL3937 .T35) — BL(14302 aa 81)*

Flowers and festivals round the Myanmar year
→Khin Myo Chit

Tha Nu
Report on educational activities in Myanmar with focus on eradication of illiteracy, universalisation of primary education and continuing education submitted by U Tha Nu, State Education Officer, Rakhang State, Myanmar. – [s.n., n.d.]. 12 p.
Subject(s): Education – Burma
US: CU(Kroch + LA 1154 .B8 U84)

Tha Nyun
Age of metals / publ. with the assistance of Unesco. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1958. 148 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aa 81)*

Tha Tun Oo
The wetland soils of Burma
→Hla Aye

Thackeray, Anne Isabella
→Ritchie, Anne Isabella Thackeray

Thackeray, William Makepeace <1832-1919>
Rose and the ring / by William Makepeace Thackeray. Translated by Charā Hin. – Rangoon : Burma State Transl. Bureau, 1941. 218 p., illus. – (Publication series ; 7) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aa 81)*

Thacker's directory of the chief industries of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Calcutta : Thacker's Pr. – A reissue of the industrial sections of Thacker's Indian directory
Other title:
On cover: Thacker's directory ... v. 30-33, 1920-23
On spine: Chief industries directory v. 30-33, 1920-23
On spine: Thacker's chief industries directory v. 34-51, 1924-41/42
On cover: Thacker's directory of the chief industries of India v. 56-57, 1946/47-47/48
On cover: Thacker's directory of the chief industries of India and Pakistan 1949/50
Directory of the chief industries of India, Ceylon & Straits settlements v. 17, 1907
Directory of the chief industries of India, Burma, and Ceylon v. 30-33, 1920-23
Thacker's directory of the chief industries of India, Burma, and Ceylon v. 34-51, 1924-41/42
Thacker's chief industries directory v. 56-57, 1946/47-47/48
Indira : Commerce ; Commerce – Directories
Sri Lanka – Industries and resources.
Strait Settlements ; Burma : Commerce
D: B-SBB: 36.1926 46.1936 48.1938/39
(Up 488/88 Haus 2 NLS)
GÖ-SUB: 27,1917 (8 H As II,2541)
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Thacker’s Indian directory: including Burma and Ceylon. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink.

> Thacker’s Indian directory of India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and the world

1885– : embracing the ... issue of the Bengal directory
[from :] embracing the Provinces of ... British Burma ...
[from :] comprising also a directory of the chief industries of India and Burma
[from :] comprising also a directory of the chief industries of India and Burma
Subject(s): Industries – India – Directories ; Industries – Burma – Directories.

India : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers ; Industries – Directories
Burma : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers

KI-ZBW: 63.1924 (Y 9856)
BL-DS8813(88134000)
US: LC(DS405 .A2)

NcD: 1941/42-1942/43; 1945/46-1946/47

(Percy's 15.4 T363)

Thacker’s Indian directory of India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and the world 1956/57 [-1959]. – Calcutta : Thacker's Pr. and Directories

< Thacker’s Indian directory

Subject(s): Industries – India – Directories.

Industries – Burma – Directories.
Industries – Pakistan – Directories.

India : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers
Burma : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers

Sri Lanka : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers
Pakistan : Commerce – Directories ; Directories ; Gazetteers

GB: BL-APAC(RR) COL: 95th ed., 1959 (DS 405)
US: LC(DS405 .A2)

NcD: 1955/56 1959 (Percy - 915.4 T363)

Thacker’s medical directory of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink ; London : Thacker.

> Thacker’s Indian medical directory

Subject(s): Medicine – History

D: B-SBB: 6.1924 (Jb 1084 Haus 2)
GB: BLC: 2.1914 (P.P.2548 ob)

OUL(BOD Nuncham Dir. 15085 d.77 ; 1: 15085 f.8)
US: ICI: 3,1915 ICRL

Thacker’s Post Office directory for Bengal, the N. W. Provinces, Oude, the Punjab and British Burma. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink.

GB: BL-APAC: 1863-1864 (ST 1215)

Thado Kuki first primer

→ Christian, Teba


GB: SOAS(Pam. Indo-Chinese Langs. A / 65,514)*

Thah-Byu, Ko

→ Ko Thah-Byu


Subject(s): Pottery, Thai – Exhibitions.

Pottery – Burma – Exhibitions.


Lindborg, Peggy : Art collections – Exhibitions.

GB: OUL(EAL East. Art TWnc Zet)

SG: ISEAS(NK4156.6 Z61)

US: OO

Thai Development Support Committee

→ Human rights in Burma and peace mission in Thailand

Thai government foreign policy towards Burma. – Bangkok : Chulalongkorn University, 1996. 4 l. – Alternative ASEAN Meeting on Burma < 29-30 Oct. 1996, Bangkok, Chulalongkorn University >

Subject(s): Thailand : Foreign policy - Burma

Burma : Foreign policy - Burma

TH: CU(TIC 52855)

Thai Inter-religious Commission for Development (TICD)

Deep ecology forest walk 1996, or, "Not just another walk in the woods"

→ Dunklin, Annette

Thai Khadi Research Institute < Bangkok, Thammasat University >

Ceramics from the Thai-Burma border

→ Sumit Pitiphat


ISBN 974-89758-9-4
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Thai Red Cross Society / Program on AIDS

→ Training manual on reproductive health and HIV/AIDS for youth and women in Myanmar

Thai Australia Highland Agricultural and Social Development Project

→ Improving hilltribe village health status in selected villages of Mae Chan District, Chiang Rai Province, Thailand, incorporating a study of HIV/AIDS, May 1993 (2536)

Thai-Burmese Relations Studies Center

→ Thailand-Burma studies

Thaik, Eugene

→ Tzang Yawngwe < Chao >

Thailand / Government

→ Treaty <1931.8.27 and 1932.3.14>

→ Agreement and exchange of notes between His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Government of Siam regarding the boundary between Burma (Kengtung) and Siam...

→ Treaty <1940.10.10>

→ Exchanges of notes between His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of Thailand regarding the boundary between Burma and Thailand, Bangkok

Thailand / Board of Investment

→ Doing business in the Greater Mekong subregion

Thailand / Board of Trade

Guidelines for Foreign Investment in the Union of Myanmar

→ Hla Tun

Thailand / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Department of Information / Public and Cultural Affairs Division

→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries: a comparative cultural study

Thailand / Ministry of Public Health / Department of Health / Family Health Division

Hmong and Karen health and family planning

→ Kunstadter, Peter

Thailand / Royal Thai Navy / Meteorological Department

Upper winds over Southeast Asia and neighbourings areas

→ Bunnag, Charoon V.

Thailand < Chiang Rai Province >

→ The economic cooperation development between four upper Mekhong countries

Thailand / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Department of Information / Public and Cultural Affairs Division

→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries: a comparative cultural study

Thailand / Ministry of Public Health / Department of Health / Family Health Division

Hmong and Karen health and family planning

→ Kunstadter, Peter

Thailand / Royal Thai Navy / Meteorological Department

Upper winds over Southeast Asia and neighbourings areas

→ Bunnag, Charoon V.

Thailand < Chiang Rai Province >

→ The economic cooperation development between four upper Mekhong countries

Thailand / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Department of Information / Public and Cultural Affairs Division

→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries: a comparative cultural study

Thailand / Ministry of Public Health / Department of Health / Family Health Division

Hmong and Karen health and family planning

→ Kunstadter, Peter

Thailand / Royal Thai Navy / Meteorological Department

Upper winds over Southeast Asia and neighbourings areas

→ Bunnag, Charoon V.

Thailand < Chiang Rai Province >

→ The economic cooperation development between four upper Mekhong countries

Thailand / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Department of Information / Public and Cultural Affairs Division

→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries: a comparative cultural study

Thailand / Ministry of Public Health / Department of Health / Family Health Division

Hmong and Karen health and family planning

→ Kunstadter, Peter

Thailand / Royal Thai Navy / Meteorological Department

Upper winds over Southeast Asia and neighbourings areas

→ Bunnag, Charoon V.

Thailand < Chiang Rai Province >

→ The economic cooperation development between four upper Mekhong countries

Thailand / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Department of Information / Public and Cultural Affairs Division

→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries: a comparative cultural study

> Thailand & [and] Burma handbook

Thailand Karen Baptist Convention / Educational Research Center
Karen tall tales

> Thar Gor Heh


Subject(s): Burma ; Thailand

N: HIA(KRIS Ref327.3(515)Th) Thailand Revolutionary Council

The appeal of T.R.C. to the democratic nations about humane acting upon Shan State peoples. – [s.l., Thailand Revolutionary Council, 1986.] 10 l.

Subject(s): Herbicides – Health aspects – Burma – Shan State

Opium trade – Burma – Shan State

Shan State (Burma) : Politics and government

US: CU(Kroch +DS530.8.S45 A64)

> Historical facts about the Shan State

Thailand Seafarers Research Team.

> A sub-national study : profiling seafarer source communities & responses to HIV and drug use among seafarers in Northeast Thailand

Thailand and Burma : Tempelanlagen und Königsstädte zwischen Mekong und Indischem Ozean

> Dittmar, Johanna


1. Summary accounts. – XVI, 440 p., illus., maps. – ISBN 0-415-30951-4


> Thailand & [and] Burma handbook

Thailand Karen Baptist Convention / Educational Research Center
Karen tall tales

> Thar Gor Heh


Subject(s): Burma ; Thailand

N: HIA(KRIS Ref327.3(515)Th) Thailand Revolutionary Council

The appeal of T.R.C. to the democratic nations about humane acting upon Shan State peoples. – [s.l., Thailand Revolutionary Council, 1986.] 10 l.

Subject(s): Herbicides – Health aspects – Burma – Shan State

Opium trade – Burma – Shan State

Shan State (Burma) : Politics and government

US: CU(Kroch +DS530.8.S45 A64)

> Historical facts about the Shan State

Thailand Seafarers Research Team.

> A sub-national study : profiling seafarer source communities & responses to HIV and drug use among seafarers in Northeast Thailand

Thailand and Burma : Tempelanlagen und Königsstädte zwischen Mekong und Indischem Ozean

> Dittmar, Johanna


1. Summary accounts. – XVI, 440 p., illus., maps. – ISBN 0-415-30951-4


Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad  
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japan  

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Sources  

Thai Bank : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Sources  

Thailand : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Sources  

GB:BL: 1-6 (YC.2006.a.2952 ; 2950 ; 2948 ; 2942 ; 2943 ; 2945)  
BL-DSS: 1-6 (m05/38142-38147)  
SOAS: 1-6 (GB959.10452 / 951503)*  

NL: KMA: 1-6 (225 B59 KO[K3-K8])  
Ref.: OCLC 53871772

Thailand-Burma studies : interactive roles and distinctive identities / Thai Studies Section, Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkorn Univ. and Thai-Burmese Relations Studies Center in collaboration with the Open Society Institute, Tuesday, 26th November 1997, 7th floor, Chulalongkorn Univ., Central Library. – Bangkok: Chulalongkorn Univ., [1997]. [110] l. (var. pags.) – Conference on Thailand-Burma Studies: Interactive Roles and Distinctive Identities < 26 Nov. 1997, Chulalongkorn University Central Library >  
Subject(s): Thailand : Relations – Burma – Congresses.  

Burma : Relations – Thailand – Congresses.  

TH:CU(TIC 52859)  
US: LC(Microfiche 96/63877 (D) So Asia)

Subject(s): Thailand : Guidebooks.  

Burma : Guidebooks.  

F: BN Impr.(16-02-2982)  
SG: NUS(DS563.T45)  
US: LC(DS563.T45)  
Ref.: OCLC 21140727

Subject(s): Thailand : Guidebooks.  

Burma : Guidebooks.  

F: BN Impr.(16-02-3018)  

ditto. – ibd., 1991. – (Le guide du routard, ISSN 0768-2034)  
D: B-SBB(Zsn 77808, 1990/01)

En Thaïlande et en Birmanie  
→Routier-Le Diraison, Christine

La Thaïlande et le voyage en Birmanie / [textes de Yann Barbé, Alain Oger, Thong-Samouth, Amphay Dore ... et al.]. – Paris: Larousse, c1983. 157 p., illus. (some col.), index. – (Monde et voyages, ISSN 0768-3774)  
ISBN 2-03-513134-0  
Subject(s): Thailand : Description and travel.  

Burma : Description and travel.  

F: BN Impr.(4-G-3642(36))  
BIULO(GEN.II.6403)  
US: CU(Kroch +DS566.2.T361 1983)
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LC & YU(LSF-Request) : DS566.2.T466 1983  
UoC(Regenstein DS566.2.T4660)  
Ref.: OCLC 11317711

Subject(s): Thailand : Guide  

Burma : Guide  

Macao – Guides  

Hong Kong (Chine) : Guide  

F: BN Impr.(16-02m-1101)  
BSG(8-G SUP-8669)

ISBN 2-01-018673-7  
F: BN Impr.(16-02-3133)

ISBN 0097490199 (pbk.)

Subject(s): Geographic: Thailand – Guidebooks ; Description and travel – Directories  

Cambodia : Guidebooks ; Laos : Guidebooks ; Vietnam : Guidebooks ; Yunnan Sheng (China) : Guidebooks  

SG: Ngee Ann Polytechnic Libr.

Thairani, Kala <b. 1927>  
→Tales from Eastern lands

Thai-Sgaw Karen dictionary. – [Bangkok:] Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development, Mahidol Univ., 1986. – c Suriya Ratankul  
1. – LXIII, p. 301-325  
GB:SOAS(Ref.GPC Kar 413/534.485)*  
US: LC

Thai-UN dialogue at Rangoon, June 3-4, 1981. – Bangkok: Post Publ., 1981. 11 p. – Clippings from the Bangkok Post and the Nation review, June 2-12, 1981  
TH:CU(TIC 33267)

Thakeinda  
Ref.: Cordier

Thal, Herbert Maurice van  
→Van Thal, Herbert Maurice

Thalasso, Adolphe <b. 1859>  
Contents: Afghanistan. – Altai. – Anatolie. – Armeenie. – Armeenie. – Béleouchistan. – Birmanie. – Cambodge. – Chine. – Circassie. – Corée. – Daghestan. – Géorgie. – Hindoustan. – Japon. – Kafiristan. – Kazacks. – Khurdistan.
Subject(s): Love – Collections ; Love in literature
F: Grenoble1-BU Médecine pharm.
US: HU(Widener OL 125.22.3)
The Thalun English-Burmese dictionary … 1989 →Tint Win Naing
Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Burmese
Burmese language – Dictionaries – English.
US: NIU(SEA PL3957.T48 1994 So Asia Ref)
NIU(SEA PL3957.S23 1994)

Than, J. Billion
Thai-Myanmar-English conversation ... / J. Billion Than. – Ran’ kun’, 1990. XI, 119 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese
Subject(s): Thai language Conversation and phrase books English.
Thai language Conversation and phrase books Burmese
English language Conversation and phrase books Thai.
Burmese language Conversation and phrase books Burmese
English language Conversation and phrase books Thai
Burmese language Conversation and phrase books English.
US: CU(Kroch) & YU(SML, Stacks) : PL4163.T367 1990

Than Aung
Subject(s): Burmese periodicals – Indexes
Burma : Indexes.
Asia : Indexes

Than, Kevin
Law Students’ International Relations Committee study visit to Myanmar
→Law Students’ International Relations Committee

Tham, Kevin
Law Students’ International Relations Committee study visit to Myanmar

Thamaings
Legends of the seven greatest pagodas of Burma
→Po Ka

Thâmâne Kyaw
Raindrops in hot summer : words of advice from Sayadaw U Pandita
→Panditabhivamsa

Thamar alin : Baptist theological journal / issued by the Theological Dept., Myanmar Baptist Convention. 1. 1994- . – [Burma]
Subject(s): Baptists – Burma – Doctrines – Periodicals.
Theology, Doctrinal – Burma – Periodicals.
US: CU: 5,2000/01 (Kroch BX6316.B9 T48)

Thammasat University <Bangkok> / Faculty of Economics
Burmese socialism
→Stifel, Laurence Davis

Than Bya
Karen school reader. – Rangoon, 1887.
Ref.: Cordier

Than Daing <1920-1967>
The doctrine of Pātissasamuppāda : the law of dependent origination ; exposition and practical application to emancipate from the round of rebirths (Samsāra) / by U Than Daing ; preface by Ven. U Thittila Sayadaw, Aggamahapandita. – Rangoon : Society for the Propagation of Vippasana, 1967. VI, 132 p., illus., gloss., tab., incl. bibliogr. ref.
Subject(s): Philosophy, Buddhist ; Philosophy, Hindu Karma
D: HD-SAI(ref 52 B 83/2038)*
Than Maung

A regional geography of Union of Burma

Than Maung

< Piynmana >

Advanced ephemeris for 32 years from 1970 to 2001 A.D. / by Piynmana Saya U Than Maung ... 

Than Myint

< b. 1934>


Than Htaik

Preliminary studies for a proposal for planning of job-experience-training (JET) program in regional colleges of Burma : a report submitted to the College of Education, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii. – Honolulu: Dept. of Curriculum and Instruction, College of Education, Univ. of Hawaii, 1977. IV, 83 l., illus. , bibliogr. l. 81-83. – Cover title: Advanced training in community colleges for four Burma univ. professors, May-September 1977. – “Project sponsored by the U.S. Department of State with the cooperation of the government of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, and the Univ. of Hawaii.”

Than Htun

< b. 1923>

Than Tun

Than’ Kri’ < Takkasui’>

English language – Dictionaries – Burmese

US: LC & NNC(Offsite) : PL3957.E5 T43 1999

Than Nwe


Than Nyun


Than Tun

Than’ Kri’ < Takkasui’>

Current English words and expressions ... / Takkasui’ Than’ Kri’’. – Ran’ kun’: Mran’ Kvan’ Ça pe ‘A ku yi’ chon’ Lup’ nan’’. , 1999. 11, 455 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

Summary: With meanings in Burmese

Subject(s): English language – Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.
Than Pe
A program of personal evangelism for the churches of Burma. – 1951. – Berkeley, Calif., Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, M.A. thesis 1951
Ref.: Pearson

Than Qui Tran <b. 1924>
Ref.: Pearson

Than Tun <b. 1923>
The archaeology of Burma / San”” Thvan””... – Mantale: Samuin San, Mantale Takkasuil, Samuin Thana, 1981. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Archaeology

Than Than Nwe
Yangon : the emergence of a new spacial order in Myanmar’s capital city / Than Than Nwe. – Burwood, Vic.: Centre for Australia-Asia Studies (CAAS), Deakin Univ., [1997]. 22 p. – (CAAS research papers : Heritage in Asia series ; 97-4-H)
ISBN 0-7300-2731-7
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 4104)

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San”” Thvan””... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San”” Thvan””... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San”” Thvan””... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San”” Thvan””... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

 Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San’” Thvan’”... – Mantale: Samuin San, Mantale Takkasuil, Samuin Thana, 1981. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Archaeology – Burma.

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San’” Thvan’”... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win

Than Tun
The archaeology of Burma / San’” Thvan’”... – Rangoon, 19-? 20 l.
Appendices:
1. A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library. – 12 p.

Than Than Thwe
Subject(s): Birma : Bevölkerungsentwicklung - Prognose

Than Than Win
Burma Bibliographical Project

3rd Oct. 1997, Department of Library and Information Studies, Univ. of Yangon.
Subject(s): Co Lā", 1940- : Pu gam khet’ MRan’ ma ca. Burmese language – To 1500.
Inscriptions, Burmese – Burma – Pagan.
US: CU(Kroch PL3929 .C63 1997+) LC(Microfiche 98/63433 (P))

Buddhist art and architecture : with special reference to Myanmar / Than Tun. – Yangon: Sein Pan Myaing ; Distr. by Mon Ywe, 2002. XII, 106 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 92-94 – Spine title: Buddhist art and architecture
Subject(s): Art, Buddhist – Burma.
Art, Burmese – Burma.
Architecture, Buddhist – Burma.
SG: ISEAS(N8193 T36)
US: CU(Kroch N8193.B9 T43 2002
H[U(Fine Arts Harv. Depos.)
LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB & WU(Art Libr.) & YU(SML x) : N7312 T53 2002 UC(SRLF AA0010104693)
Ref.: OCLC 50711798

Herbert 492. – Shulman 280
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma –History Inscription, Buddhist Burma : History <to 1824>
AU:NL(Alu 473 ; Mcn 1057/49)
GB:SOAS(Thesis 250/118.602) ULL
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mcf A2105)
Ref.: OCLC 38325114

TH:CU(54293)

A course on Pyu inscriptions conducted by Dr. Than Tun at the Burma Historical Commission in June 1958. – [Rangoon, 1958.] 2, 271. – Pyu and English text
GB:SOAS(L.GB 417/139.837 ; 232.109)*

Note: On the preservation defacing the originality of Buddhist temples of Pagan, Burma; seminar paper transl. from English.
Subject(s): Archaeology Burma Pagan Methodology.
Temples, Buddhist Burma Pagan.
Pagan (Burma) : Antiquities Collection and preservation
US: CRL(Fiche 96/63410)
LC(Microfiche 96/63410 (C))
Ref.: OCLC34851154

Note: On archaeological preservation of antiquities from Pagan, Burma; seminar paper transl. from English.
Subject(s): Archaeology Burma Pagan Methodology.
Pagan (Burma) : Antiquities Collection and preservation
US: CRL(Fiche 96/63409)
LC(Microfiche 96/63409 (C))
Ref.: OCLC34851164

[1]. Eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Pagan period)
[3]. Sixteenth century
[4]. Seventeenth century.
Subject(s): Calendar, Burmese
Ref.: OCLC 52755734

Subject(s): Buddhism – History
Burma : History <to 1824> ; Civilization Religion – Burma (sw)
Bibliography (sw)
AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.5.T53 1988)
NLA(YY 294.309591 T367)
D: B-SBB(1 A 17687 Haus 2)
PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T367)
GO-SUB(92 A 10146)
HD-SAI(320 his 89/594)*
F: BN Impr.(16-02k-5585) BIULO(GEN.III.32109)
GB:CU(632:2.c.95.18) BL-DSS(89/16587)
DS529.2 .T42
BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.2008) OUL(IND Burma 5 d 100)
SA(S(591):294.3)* SOAS(GB940/568.821 ; 695.913)
NNC(Butler g) & UCSB(Main) : DS529.2 .T47
NYPL(Research JFD 92-17584)
DS529.2 .T47
NIU(SAS(591):294.3)* SOAS(GB940/568.821 ; 695.913)
NL: KB
SG: ISEAS(DS529.2 T36) NUS(BL1445 Bur.T)
US: CU(Kroch DS529.2 .T36)
HU(Widener: WID-LC x) & NIU(SEA) & UCR(Rivera)
& WU(Memorial Lib.) & DS529.2 .T47 1988 LC &
UCI(Main) & UCLA(YRL) : DS529.2 .T47 1988
MaU(TC Wilson Ames x) & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) &
UCSD(SSH) & YU(SML) : DS529.2 .T43 1988
NNC(Butler g) & UCSB(Main) : DS529.2 .T42 1988
NYPL(Research JFD 92-17584)
Ref.: OCLC 19542255

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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US: NNU

Folktales of Ludu U Hla

Historiography of the Burma Research Society ... – Herbert 492
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma – History

Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma – History

History of Burmese literature ... – Mantale: Samuin San, Samuin Thana, Mantale Takkasuil, 1981. 36 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese literature

History of Pindaya: town, pagoda and cave / Than Tun. – Mandalay: Their Htike Yadana, 1998. XX, 208 p., figs., photogrs., tables, map. – (Their Htike Yadana Publ.: special volume)
D: HD-SAI*

History of Shwegyin Nikāya (Shwedgyin sect in the order of Buddhist monks) in Burma / Than Tun. – [Mandalay: Arts and Science Univ., 1980.] 118 p., bibliogr. p. 117-118. – [Mimeogr.] – In English, with some sections in Burmese
p. 53-78 comprise proceedings of All Shwegyin Nikāya Conventions, 1920-1975.

Missing links in Myanma chronicle ... / Than Tun. – Rangoon, 1959.


The influence of occultism in Burmese history with special reference to Bodawpaya’s reign, 1782-1819. – [Rangoon: Burma Historical Commission, 1961.] 28 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Read at the Seventh Anniversary Celebration of the Kanthasanelai Group on 25 ix 60 with U Tha Myat in the Chair
Subject(s): Occultism – Burma – History

Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma – History

Handbook of the Burmese text with English synopsis
GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese Lang. D/139.383)

Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma – History

History of Shwegyin Nikāya (Shwedgyin sect in the order of Buddhist monks) in Burma / Than Tun. – [Mandalay: Arts and Science Univ., 1980.] 118 p., bibliogr. p. 117-118. – [Mimeogr.] – In English, with some sections in Burmese
p. 53-78 comprise proceedings of All Shwegyin Nikāya Conventions, 1920-1975.

History of Myanma terracottas: pottery in Myanma & votive tablets of Myanma / Than Tun ... – Rangoon: Burma Research Society ordinary meeting held on 25 V 59. – [Rangoon, 1959.] 24 l. – Burmese text with English synopsis
GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese Lang. D/139.383)
Notes on a course on Burmese epigraphy (Pukam dynasty) conducted at the Burma Historical Commission, January 1957 / by Than Tun. – [Rangoon, 1958. 7 l.]
Subject(s): Inscriptions, Burmese
Burmese language – Writing
US: CU(Kroch PL3981 .T36 +)
UC(NRL:f DS485.B83 T4 1958 D 2 573 188)

 ditto. Microfilm. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Photo Science Studios, Cornell Univ., 1966. – (Western language publications on Burma on microfilm ; 22)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1050, no.22 ; Annex Film N1050 no. 22)

Oba Thaung, who systemised the Myanmar dance

→Jo’ Pu lai

On both sides of the Tenasserim range

→Sunait Chutintaranond

→1000 [one thousand] years English-Burmese calendar

→Prince of rubies and other tales from Burma

Pourquoi ce sont les femmes qui donnent naissance aux enfants : contes birmans

→Cardinaud, Marie-Hélène

The provincial administrative reports of Burma, sittans / by Than Tun. – 1988. 11 p. – Mimeogr.
Subject(s): Public administration – Burma – History
Burma : History <to 1824>.
SG: ISEAS(Doc B112)

Subject(s): Research – Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Research – Methodology.
US: AzTeS(DS527.4 .T45 1999)

Restoration of the Shwe Yan Pyay Pagoda and Monastery / Than Tun. – Yangon: Universities Historical Research Centre, 2001. 53 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
Note: Restoration of Shwe Yan Pyay Pagoda and Shwe Yan Pyay Monastery, Buddhist temple and monastery in Nyaungshwe, Burma.
Subject(s): Architecture, Buddhism – Burma – Nyaungshwe – Conservation and restoration – Congresses.
Nyaungshwe (Burma) : Antiquities.
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.N942 S59x 2001+)
    LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB & UCLA( Arts Libr. O versize*) & UW(Memorial Libr.) : DS527.8 .T43 2001
    NNC(Avery AA1506 T33)
    WAU(Suzzallo/Allen BQ6335.N942 S59 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 50070036

Royal order of King Badon

→Badon

The royal orders of Burma

A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library

→A bibliographical essay on the Burmese sources for the history of the Konbaung period, 1752-1885 [/ Than Htn]

Studies in Myanmar history

Thirteenth century English-Burmese calendar … / pru cu su San’”’ Thvan’”’ – [Ran’ kun’ CIn’ Pan’” Mruin’ Ca pe tuik’, 198-]. 2 v. – (Rhe’ hon” ca pe sutesi tu u” e* ca pe bhan’) – Added title and text also in Burmese 1. Sakkara’j 562-612 2. Sakkara’j 612-662.
Subject(s): Calendar, Burmese
Burma : History – Sources.
SG: ISEAS(Doc B23)

Subject(s): Law – Burma – Sources.
Burma : History – Sources.

Note: Tales based on stone inscriptions written in Pali, Mon and Myanmar of the 11th-13th centuries found in and around Pagan, Pegu, and Ava.
Subject(s): Legends, Buddhist ; Buddhism–Fiction
Pagan (Burma) : Fiction
Pegu (Burma) – Fiction
Ava (Kingdom) – Fiction
Burma - Fiction
GB: BL-APAC(YP.2003.a.1194)

Than Tun

The victim

→Hla < Ludu >

The world’s biggest book

→Ahmar <Ludu Daw>

Than Tun Aung

A study of acute pesticide poisonings at Taikkyi Township Hospital, Myanmar / Than Tun Aung. – 1993. 85 p., illus. – Singapore, National Univ., Fac. of Medicine, Dept. of Community, Occupational and Family Medicine, M.Sc. (Occupational Medicine) thesis 1992
Subject(s): Pesticides - Burma
SG: NUS(Medical Libr. Theses coll. RA422.5*1993.22)

Than Win

The role of the supervisor in physical education in the schools of Burma / Than Win. – 1956. 140 l., illus., bibliogr. l. [10]-114. – Los Angeles, Univ. of Calif., M.S. thesis 1956
Subjects: Physical education and training – Burma
Dissertations, Academic – UCLA – Physical Eduction
US: UC(SRLF D 0003656394)
Than Win


Subject(s): Assimilation (Sociology)

Burmesen Americans – Cultural assimilation.

US: WMenU(Stout Thesis Coll. LD5171.S72h 1994 W72)

Than Win Hlaing <b. 1958>

Handbook of gemology ... / by Than Win Hlaing ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1914. 150 p.

Subject(s): Gems - Burma

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.74)

ditto.

Than Zaw

Deutsch-burmesisches Gesprächsbuch

→Richter, Eberhardt

Than Zaw Myint <b. 1958>


GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.53)

A geography of India for the use of schools in Burma. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1909. 96 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.48)

Karen customs, ceremony and poetry ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1906. 3, 100 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.33)

→Karen folk-lore tales

Thanakha Team

→Burma : more women's voices

→Burma : women's voices for change

→Burma : women's voices together

Than-Byah, T.


GB: BL(11103 b 23(2))* BL-APAC(Karen D.41)


GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.53)

A geography of India for the use of schools in Burma. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1909. 96 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.48)

Karen customs, ceremony and poetry ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1906. 3, 100 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.33)

→Karen folk-lore tales

Thanda Htwe

A study of computer aided Burmese language processing / by Thanda Htwe. – 1985. 100 p., illus. – Rangoon, Univ., M.Sc. thesis

Subject(s): Birma


Subject(s): Birma – Reisanbau

D: SUB(ZB 502000 159-1999,6)

S-WLB(50C/80697)

Thanda Kyi


Subject(s): Birma

D: SUB(ZB 502000 159-1999,6)

S-WLB(50C/80697)


Subject(s): Birma : Kleinbauernbetrieb – Agrarproduktion – Agrarmarkt – Marktzugang – Produktivitätszuwachs

Birma : Agrarproduktion – Agrarmarkt – Marktentwicklung – Szenario

D: SUB(5J 166) S-WLB(50/2386)
Thanegi


Contents: Messengers to king and court - Grand imperial stage and the lesser stages - 1821 edict on marionettes - Appeasing the spirits - Orchestra - Individual characters - Art of making marionettes - Sublime masters of the stage - Pagoda festival

Note: In the 18th and 19th centuries, Burmese marionettes enjoyed a rare and powerful privilege as speakers for both kings and subjects. Never merely for entertainment, puppets were a high art held in much esteem. Marionettes were means of making people aware of current events; a medium for educating the masses in literature, history and religion; a display of lifestyle and customs. These yokethei, "small dolls", enjoyed greater freedom of speech, dress and movement than live performers. They therefore played a significant role in the development of dance and dramatic arts. The author is a well known Burmese painter, and this lively book is liberally spiced with information about Burma and Burmese ways. It contains a systematic presentation of the Burmese marionette tradition, a tradition in danger of extinction.

Subject(s): Marionettes – Burma – History
Puppet theater – Burma – History ; Art, Burmese
Burma : Social life and customs
Folklore – Burma.

GB: SOAS(FNA.L/953735)
SG: ISEAS(NA1512 T36)
NUS(CL NA1512 Tha 2005)


Note: Account, of a Burmese woman writer, of her travels in Burma.

Subject(s): Thanegi, Ma – Journeys - Burma
Authors, Burmese – Journeys - Burma
Pilgrims and pilgrimages - Burma.
Burma : Description and travel.


Note: This is the story of an eighteen-day local bus pilgrimage to sixty pagodas across Myanmar. As the author settles into her bus seat, the aisle blocked with luggage, she trains our eyes on the collection of characters that, like it or not, will be her travelling companions for the whirlwind tour. This native tourist amuses us with her adventures of eating at roadside cafes, climbing up pagodas, bathing in rivers, shopping at markets, and sleeping on temple floors. Along the journey, she encounters deeply rooted cultural values and develops camaraderie with strangers that become like family for the duration of her travels." - book jacket.

Subject(s): Thanegi, Ma. : Travel - Burma
Pagodas – Burma ; Bus travel - Burma
Burma : Description and travel.

Thanegi


Subject(s): Burma - Reisebericht
Ch: BESUB(RAA 57248 Haus 2)
D: B-SBB(1 A 495959 Haus 2)
FR-ABI(X-VII-E-0023-00)


Note: Account, of a Burmese woman writer, of her travels in Burma.

Subject(s): Missions – Burma – History
Religion; a display of lifestyle and customs. These yokethei, "small dolls", enjoyed greater freedom of speech, dress and movement than live performers. They therefore played a significant role in the development of dance and dramatic arts. The author is a well known Burmese painter, and this lively book is liberally spiced with information about Burma and Burmese ways. It contains a systematic presentation of the Burmese marionette tradition, a tradition in danger of extinction.

Subject(s): Birma - Reisebericht
Theological Seminary, School of World Mission, D.Miss. (Missiology) thesis 1983. – UM 83-22605 - Herbert 504

Thang Kawl <b. 1942>

A brief history of the planting and growth of the church in Burma / by Kawl Thang Vuta. – 1983. XII, 346 l., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. l. 314-321. – Pasadena, CA, Fuller Theological Seminary, School of World Mission, D.Miss. (Missiology) thesis 1983. – UM 83-22605 - Herbert 504

Subject(s): Missions – Burma – History
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Burma: Church history
Church development, New; Church growth – Burma; Christianity - Burma
D: TÜUB(Microfiche 1 G 2897)
GB: BL-APAC(T 47169)
US: CU(Kroch Film 9352)
FTS(McAlister Library BV652.24 .V87 1983)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm AC801 .V9831985)

Thang-a, Zir Lian
How to speak English for Akha

→ McDaniel, Matthew

The Thanlyin-Kyauktan Industrial Zone & Thilawa port: Myanmar's window into the 21st century.

→ Thant Myint-U

Public papers of the Secretaries-General of the United Nations

→ United Nations / Secretary-General


→ Thant, Secretory General of the U.N.


→ Thant, U

Subject(s): Thant <U, 1909-1974>

→ United Nations : Biography
Statesmen – Burma – Biography
Burma: Biography – Statesmen

→ Thant Myint-U


→ Thant Myint-U

ISBN: 0-521-78021-7 (hb.) ; 0-521-79914-7 (pbk.)
Contents: Introduction: the fall of Mandalay - 1 Kings and distant wars - 2 The Irrawaddy valley in the early nineteenth century - 3 The Court of Ava - 4 Empire and identity - 5 The grand reforms of King Mindon - 6 Revolt and the coming of British rule - 7 Reformists and royalists at the court of King Thibaw - 8 War and occupation - 9 A colonial society - Conclusion: the making of modern Burma.

Note: Burma has often been portrayed as a timeless place, a country of egalitarian Buddhist villages, ruled successively by autocratic kings, British colonialists and, most recently, a military dictatorship. The Making of Modern Burma argues instead that many aspects of Burmese society today, from the borders of the state to the social structure of the countryside to the very notion of a Burmese or Burmese identity, are largely the creations of the nineteenth century, a period of great change, away from the Ava-based polarity of early modern times, and towards the "British Burma" of the 1900s. The book provides a sophisticated and much-needed account of the period, and as such will be an important resource for policy-makers and students as a basis for understanding contemporary politics and the challenges of the modern state. It will also be read by historians interested in the British colonial expansion of the nineteenth century. - Book jacket.

Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948> ; History <to 1988> ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government - <1988->

Thar Gor Heh
Karen tall tales / told by Thar Gor Heh ; collected and publ. by Saw M. Shwin. – Chiangmai: Educational Resource Center, Thailand Karen Baptist Convention, [1988]. 109 p., illus. Subject(s): Karen <Southeast Asian people> ; Folklore

Tharaud, Jean <1877-1952>
Paris, Saigon, dans l'azur

Tharaud, Jérôme <1874-1953>

Tharrawaddy District
→Burma gazetteer

Thatcher, Mary
Cambridge South Asian Archive

Thathachari, C. S. S.
Book trade manual for South Asian countries / by C. S. S. Thathachari : based on the reports of the booksellers' training courses conducted under the Unesco Project on Reading Materials in India, Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon and Iran ; with necessary additional material. Prepared with the assistance of Unesco by Book Industry Council of South India – Madras, [1963]. VIII, 140 p.

Thatôn / Municipality
<Bye-law under section 30>

Bye-law of the Thaton municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), July 1899. [1 p.]
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GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(254))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1773 ; Tr 870(39))*

<Bye-law under section 30 (2). – 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(255))*

<Bye-law under section 30 (2). – 1900>
Bye-law by the Thaton municipality under section 30, subsection (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(256))*

<Bye-law under section 90 (I)>
Bye-law by the Thaton municipality under section 90, subsection (I), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(257))*

<Bye-laws under section 99>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(258))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (f)>
Bye-law by the Thaton municipality under section 142, clause (f), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), May 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(261))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (I)>
Bye-law by the Thaton municipality under section 142, clause (I), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(262))*

<Bye-laws under section 142 (o)>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(263))*

Thaung <Ma>
Subject(s): Trade routes
Great Britain : Commerce – China.
GB: BL-DSS(DX197684) SAdS(IHR Theses)
ULL(PhD 1955)
US: UC(SRLF M0001383736)
Ref.: OCLC 53690023 ; 48578587

Thaung <b. 1925>
→Conquest of scourges in Myanmar

A journalist, a general, and an army in Burma / U Thaung. – Bangkok ; Cheney: White Lotus, 1995. XVI, 136 p., illus., facsims. – On the press and military junta in Burma; narrative of a leading Burmese journalist.
ISBN 974-8496-44-9 (Bangkok) ; 1-879155-56-7 (Cheney)
Subject(s): Ne Win <b. 1911>
Journalists – Burma – Biography
Journalism – Burma – Political aspects – 20th century
Government and the press – Burma.
Freedom of the press – Burma.
AU: ANU(Menzies DS530.53.T43A3 1995)
D: HD-SAI(320 inf 97/2996)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54342)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 12 d 2)
SOAS(GB950.092/724.566 ; 738.462)
NL: KITVL(M ss 334 N)
SG: ISEAS(PN5449 B9T36)
NRL(RSEA English 070.92 SON)
NUS(PN5449 Bur.So)
TH: CU(CL 070.92 U89J)
US: CU(Kroch PN4748.B9 S67w 1995)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Lehman) & UCLA(YRL) & YU(SML X) : PN4748.B93 S65 1995x
OAU(Alden SEA PN4748.B93 S65 1995x)

Subject(s): Burma : History - Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885 ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ; History <1824-1948>
Journalism – Political aspects – Burma – 19th century.
Burma –
AU: ANU(Menzies +2305639)
SG: ISEAS(DS529.3 T36)
US: NIU(SEA PN4748.B93 S665 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 48854146
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Thaung <Thiri Pyanchi
Public administration in Burma. – [Rangoon, 1960]. 10 f. – (Publication Series / Union of Burma Institute of Public Administration and Management ; 1)
GB:LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (162))

Thaung Lwin
Subject(s): Cattle – Economic aspects – Burma ; Animal industry – Burma ; Agriculture – Economic aspects - Burma

Thaung Htike
The application of American logging equipment and methods in the forests of Burma.

Thaw
Some selected writings of U Thaw Kaung ; member of the Myanmar Historical Commission. – Yangon : Myanmar Historical Commission, 2004. 288 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Myanmar Historical Commission Golden Jubilee 1955-2005
Subject(s): Burmese literature - History and criticism

Thaw Kaung
Select index to periodical articles in English on Burma, from January 1948 to December 1960 / by Thaw Kaung. – 1962.

Thawngmung, Ardeth Maung.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, subsection (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-law by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 30, clause (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 30, clause (g) of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 30, clause (d), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 30, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Thayetmyo / Municipality
Bye-laws by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.
Bibliographical description

<Bye-law under section 142 (n)>
Bye-law by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (n), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for S.), May 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(267))*

<Bye-laws under section 142 (r)>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(268))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (s)>
Bye-law by the Thayetmyo municipality under section 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Jan. 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(269))*

Thayetmyo District

→Burma gazetteer

The, Lian

→Lian The

The" 'On'
The path at dawn poems / Mon The" 'On' : English transl. by Kenneth Ba Sein. – Ran’ kun’ : Mrac’ man’” eravati ca pe, 1974. 149 p. – Added title also in Burmese ; parallel Burmese text and English transl.
Subject(s): Burmese poetry - Translations into English
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.693

Thein

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 15 Kp)*

Thein

Subject(s): Marriage customs and rites, Buddhist – Burma
Marriage law – Burma ; Burmese Buddhist law
Burma : Social life and customs.
GB: SOAS(Thesis 103/54.527) ULL
US: CU(Kroch Film 7816 ; Annex Film N7816)
NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML MICROFICHE BQ5015 .T4451990) UCSD(SSH XF 1641)

Thein

Subject(s): Wood as fuel
D: KI-ZBW(C 22,754)
GB: LSE(BLPES IntergovtOrganisations FAO (266))
US: MtU(TC Forestry Quarto SD536.6.B93 T44 1959)

Thein < Kyipwayay U >

→The work for youth and by youth : an account of the youth welfare seminars held at Simla and Rangoon

Thein, Jocelyn Co
Subject(s): Chinese – Burma – Rangoon – History
US: CU(Kroch +DS528.2.C44 T48 1997a)

→Pyo-t-chak

Thein Gyi
By-ways of Burmese history : being the unrecorded history of Burma during the reign of King Bodawpaya / by Hmawbi Saya Thein Gyi. With an introduction by U Kin Maung. 1st ed. – Rangoon : Wuntha Rekkha Pitaika, 1926. 3, 315 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. Introduction in English
GB: BL(14302 b 68)*

GB: BL(14302 b 68)*

Thein Han <b. 1908>
Collected works of Saya Zaw Gyi … Yangon : Union of Myanmar Literary and Journalist Organization, 1994. v. 1- , illus., port. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Jo’gyi

→Digest of Burma rulings : civil and criminal, 1956 to 1972

→A digest of the criminal rulings of Burma, 1956 to 1968

Hyacinth’s way … / by Zawgyi – Ran’ kun’, 1997. 125 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
On life and letters … First series / by Zawgyi and Minthuwan
GB: SOAS(GPC 840/183.146 ; 307.631*)
SG: ISEAS(P/L3974 Z39)

LC & YU(SML x) : PL3988 J58 B4 1997

On life and letters … First series / by Zawgyi and Minthuwan [i.e. Thein Han and U Wun]. – [Rangoon : Hanthawadi, 1949.] 236 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese literature – History and criticism
Folk music – Burma.
GB: SOAS(GPC 840/183.146 ; 307.631*)
SG: ISEAS(P/L3974 Z39)
NIU(SEA PL3971 J6341949)

T 51
US: CU(Kroch PL3973 .T37 1963 ; Film 11052 Reel
602 no.1)

The Ramayana in Burma / by U Thein Han. – [Rangoon],
1971. 14 l.
Subject(s): Burmese literature – History and criticism
Rama (Hindu deity) in literature
AU:NLA(mc 297 fiche 95/63567)
GB: BL-APAC(W 6155)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 95/63567)
US: CRL(FICHE 95/63567)
CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 63567)
LC(Microfiche 95/63567 (P))

Selected modern Burmese short stories
U Lun : man and poet ... / Jog’yi. – [Rangoon],
1969. 246 p., port.
Note: On the life and works of Sa khan’ Kuiy’ to’ M huin”,
1875-1964, Burmese nationalist and writer; includes  ex–
cerpts from his works.
Subject(s): Mhuin’, Sa khan’ Kuiy’ to’, 1875-1964.
Poets, Burmese – Biography.
Nationalists – Burma – Biography
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN A 38)

Vipassanã-insight meditation
→ Muninda Mahãthera

→ The words cry out

Thein Han
→ Managing AGLN crops in rice-based cropping systems

Thein Hlaing
Japan-Burma wartime relations (1939-1945) / U Thein Hli–
ing. – Tokyo: Institute of Developing Economies, 1982. 35
p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (V.R.F. series ; 99)
Subject(s): Japan : Foreign relations ; World War <1939 –
1945>
Burma : Foreign relations - Japan ; World War <1939 –
1945>
GB:OUL(BJL Reference JR.D00010)

Shwedagon
→ Tun Aung Chain

Thein Hlyne
Untersuchung zum Naß- und Trockenabbau von Lockeerge–
berg, Bergakad., Diss. A 1974. – U 74.1225. - Shulman 674. - Grünendahl 923

Thein Kywe, <b. 1947>
An investigation of the relationship between certain ana–
atomical characteristics and basic physical properties in three
Burmese woods / by U Thein Kywe. – 1985. V, 99 l., illus.,
bibliogr. l. 90-98. – State Univ. of New York, College of
Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, M.S. thesis
1985.
Subject(s): Wood – Anatomy ; Wood – Testing ; Wood –
Burma ; Gmelina arborea.Terminalia ; Xylia dolabrif–
formis.
US: NSyU(Moon Theses & Archives theses: K893)

Thein Lwin
Education for citizenship : how citizenship education is
taught in a British primary school and its implications for
castle upon Tyne, Univ., DEd thesis
GB:BL(DX213296)
Ref.: OCLC 47641636
Reference sources on Burma published in the English lan–
guage in North America during the period 1961-1971 / comp. by Thein Lwin. 1986. III, 67 l. – Manoa, Univ. of
Hawaii, M.L.S. thesis 1986
Subject(s): Burma : Research – United States – Bibliogra–
phy ; Research – Canada – Bibliography ; Bibliography – Re–
search (sw)
SG: ISEAS(Ref Z3216 T37)
US: CU(Kroch +Z3216.T37 1986a)

Thein Maung <1898-1966>
Alaungbuya / U Thein Maung. – Yan Kon: Law Ka Dan U
Subject(s): Alaungpaya, King of Ava, 1714-1760.
Burma : History <to 1824> ; Kings and rulers – Biogra–
phy.
US: NIU(SEA - 4thFL-FML DS529.3 .T4751953)

Annotated bibliography of Htin Lin (pen-name of U Thein
Maung)
→ Soe Soe Aung

Arabs and Mongols. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society,
Subject(s): Bandula, 1782-1825.
Burma : Biography.
US: NIU(SEA - 4thFL-FML DS529.3 .T4751953)

Bandula / U Thein Maung. – Yan Kon: Ko Tin Aung Ma
San Sa Ok Taik, 1931. 135 p., illus., ports. – In Burmese
Subject(s): Bandula, 1782-1825.
Burma : Biography.
US: NIU(SEA DS529.3 .T4761931)
Ref.: OCLC 19496109

A Burmese history reader / by U Thein Maung. Ed. by U
Maung Gyee. – [Rangoon :] Daw Ohn, 1933. 225 p. – (The
Bibliographical description

Burmes heroes [series] ; 3) – At head of title: A complete biography of Bayinnaung, the greatest Burmese empire builder, and brother-in-law of illfated King Tabin-Shwe-Hti
US: CU(Wason Film 3509 ; Film N3509)

A complete biography of Alaung Paya, founder of Alaungpaya dynasty ... : specially written for use in A. V. and Vernacular Schools as a Burmese history reader / by U Thein Maung ... – Kemmendine: Ohn Thin, [1933]. 304 p. – (The Burmese heroes ; 4) – Text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aaa 29)*

GB: BL(14302 b 62(1))*

Explorers and discoverers. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1954. 33 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 b 62(8))*

GB: BL(8287 d 57)*

– (The Burmese heroes series ; 1)
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 648)

On the constitution of the Burma Legislative Council / by U Thein Maung. – Rangoon : Sun, 1921. 40 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 760)

Thein Pe <1914-1978>

What happened in Burma : the frank revelations of a young Burmese revolutionary leader who has recently escaped from Burma to India / by M. Thein Pe. 1st publ. – Allahabad: Kitaibadan, 1943. 79 p.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; Politics and government
GB: BL(X 708/44429)

US: CSt-H(DS485 B89T36) NNU-W

Thein Pe Myint <1914-1978>

Contents:
p. 95-97: Notes on Thein Pe Myint and the translation
Subject Burma : Communism - History ; World War <1939-1945> ; Personal narratives
D: B-SBB(645 295 Haus 2) PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T245) HD-SA(322 mil 85/1587)

Thein Pe <1914-1978>

→Thein Pe Myint <1914-1978>

Thein Pe <1914-1978>

What happened in Burma : the frank revelations of a young Burmese revolutionary leader who has recently escaped from Burma to India / by M. Thein Pe. 1st publ. – Allahabad: Kitaibadan, 1943. 79 p.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; Politics and government
GB: BL(X 708/44429)

D: HD-SAI(322 mil 95/2327 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(P/T 3200)*

US: CSt-H(DS485 B89T36) NNU-W

Thein Pe Myint <1914-1978>

Contents:
p. 95-97: Notes on Thein Pe Myint and the translation
Subject Burma : Communism - History ; World War <1939-1945> ; Personal narratives
D: B-SBB(645 295 Haus 2) PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T245) HD-SA(322 mil 85/1587)

Thein Pe <1914-1978>

What happened in Burma : the frank revelations of a young Burmese revolutionary leader who has recently escaped from Burma to India / by M. Thein Pe. 1st publ. – Allahabad: Kitaibadan, 1943. 79 p.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; Politics and government
GB: BL(X 708/44429)

D: HD-SAI(322 mil 95/2327 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(P/T 3200)*

US: CSt-H(DS485 B89T36) NNU-W

Thein Pe Myint <1914-1978>

Contents:
p. 95-97: Notes on Thein Pe Myint and the translation
Subject Burma : Communism - History ; World War <1939-1945> ; Personal narratives
D: B-SBB(645 295 Haus 2) PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T245) HD-SA(322 mil 85/1587)

Subject(s): Burmese drama
Communism – Burma – Drama

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 27 Kp)

US: CSt   CU(Kroch PL3988.T379 O9  1945)


Contents: Her husband or her money. - Oil. - A song to make one weep. - Bitter-sweet. - Not till after independence. - All’s well, sir. - How could they call him a traitor! - A place in the third class.

Subject(s): Short stories, Burmese – Translations into English
Burma : Social life and customs – Fiction

GB:SOAS(Thesis 761/258.711)

US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T379 A6 1975)


GB: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.2674)

OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.537)

SG: IG:ISEAS(PL3988 T37)

NUS(PL3997 Th.S)

US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T379 A6 1975)

NIU(SEA PL3988.T47 A2551975)

YU(SML PL3988 T46 S4 1975)


Subject(s): Children - Burma - Social conditions
Children - Burma - Economic conditions
Women - Burma - Social conditions
Women - Burma - Economic conditions

US: UCB

Statement of Maung (Tetpongyi) Thein Pe, August 5, 1942. – New Delhi, 1943. 25 l.

Note: On Burma during the World War <1939-1945>.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Politics and government - 1824-1948

US: CRL(FICHE 96/61323 (D))

LC(Microfiche 96/61323 (D) SO Asia)

Wartime traveler

Thein Tan


US: OOxM(Thesis 679.2 T153)
Thein Tun <b>1926</b>  
Subject(s): Agricultural education – Burma  
US: CU(Annex LB41.1 1961 T926)

Thein Tun  
Ref.: Coppell p. 399

Thein Wan  
Ref.: BAS

Thein Win  
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis SD387.R4T54 1991)

Theingi Than  
Myanmar is grappling in agriculture / by Theingi Than. – 2002. 28 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 28. – Williams College, Center for Development Economics, M.A. research paper, 2002.  
Subject(s): Agriculture - Burma  
Burma : Economic policy.  

Thematic and geographic list of suppliers and users of information on Burma  
→Burma Peace Foundation

Thematic, Ted  
Sapphires – Burma – Mogok –History.  
Mogok (Burma) – History.  
Burma : History <to 1824> ; History <1824-1948>.  

Theobald, William <1829-1908>  
Burma, its people and production  
→Mason, Francis

J: TYB(XII-25-D-4)

Theobald  
The legislative acts of the governor general of India in Council, from 1834 to the end of 1867; with an analytical abstract prefixed to each Act ...  
→India / Governor General of India  
List of Burmese vernacular names [of the natural products of thee country / comp. by W. Theobald with the assistance of A. Hough] from Dr. F. Mason’s work. – 1882.  
Ref.: Cordier  
Observations on some Indian and Burmese species of trionyx : with remarks on certain erroneous statements by J. E. Gray, respecting some specimens of tortoises collected by myself / by W. Theobald. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1873. 24 p., 2 l. of plates, illus. – "For private circulation only."  
Subject(s): Gray, John Edward, 1800-1875.  
Turtles.  
Soft-shelled turtles.  
GB: OUL(RSL Stack 189592 d. 40 (2))  
US: CU(Hist Sci QL3 Z87+ v.4.no.8)

GB: BL(LS.270/3 ; (P) NX 055-E(2))  
BL-APAC(IOR/V/20/10)  
US: NYPL YU(QE295 A13)

Theodorson, George A.  
The ethnic minorities of Burma / George A. Theodorson. – [Univ. Park, Pa., 196-?] 7 p.  
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma ; Minorities – Burma  
SG: ISEAS(DOC 274)

Theological Training Institution <Mandalay>  
Light of TTI. – Mandalay: Theological Training Institution. – English, Burmese  
Subject(s): Theological Training Institution (Mandalay) – Periodicals ; Theological seminaries – Burma – Periodicals.  
GB: SOAS: 1987 (MMSL IN-BU24)

Therapeutic index of pharmaceutical products. – [Rangoon, 1959?] VI, 120 p.  
US: LC(RM300.B825)

Theroux, Paul  
GB: BL(X.809/40384)  
ISBN 0-395-20708-8  
US: LC(WS10.T43)

Contents and index of the first twenty volumes of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, 1859 to 1883  
→India / Geological Survey : Memoirs  
The legislative acts of the governor general of India in Council, from 1834 to the end of 1867; with an analytical abstract prefixed to each Act ...  
→India / Governor General of India  
List of Burmese vernacular names [of the natural products of thee country / comp. by W. Theobald with the assistance of A. Hough] from Dr. F. Mason’s work. – 1882.  
Ref.: Cordier  
Observations on some Indian and Burmese species of trionyx : with remarks on certain erroneous statements by J. E. Gray, respecting some specimens of tortoises collected by myself / by W. Theobald. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1873. 24 p., 2 l. of plates, illus. – "For private circulation only."  
Subject(s): Gray, John Edward, 1800-1875.  
Turtles.  
Soft-shelled turtles.  
GB: OUL(RSL Stack 189592 d. 40 (2))  
US: CU(Hist Sci QL3 Z87+ v.4.no.8)

GB: BL(LS.270/3 ; (P) NX 055-E(2))  
BL-APAC(IOR/V/20/10)  
US: NYPL YU(QE295 A13)

Theodorson, George A.  
The ethnic minorities of Burma / George A. Theodorson. – [Univ. Park, Pa., 196-?] 7 p.  
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma ; Minorities – Burma  
SG: ISEAS(DOC 274)

Theological Training Institution <Mandalay>  
Light of TTI. – Mandalay: Theological Training Institution. – English, Burmese  
Subject(s): Theological Training Institution (Mandalay) – Periodicals ; Theological seminaries – Burma – Periodicals.  
GB: SOAS: 1987 (MMSL IN-BU24)

Therapeutic index of pharmaceutical products. – [Rangoon, 1959?] VI, 120 p.  
US: LC(RM300.B825)

Theroux, Paul  
GB: BL(X.809/40384)  
ISBN 0-395-20708-8  
US: LC(WS10.T43)

Bibliographical description T
Thesaurus of Karen knowledge: comprising traditions, legends or fables, poetry, customs, superstitions, demonology, therapeutics, etc. Alphabetically arranged, and forming a complete native Karen dictionary, with definitions and examples, illustrating the usages of every word / written by Sau Kau-too, and comp. by J. Wade. 

"These forty years": the story of the Wesleyan mission in Burma 1887-1927. – Mandalay: Wesleyan Methodist Mission, [1928?]. 51 p., illus.

Theses on South-East Asia : 1965-1985

Thet Lwin <b. 1963>
TH:CU(LC thesis ; Pub Health thesis L926S 1998)
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Thet Tun, U
Burma: Foreign relations – France
Ambassadors – Burma, Biography
GB:BL(YA.2000.a.23270)
Ref.: OCLC 40631698
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MIU(Hatcher) & NNC(Butler) & UC(SRLF) & UCB & WU & YU(SML, Stacks)
GB: CUL(2001.7.2319)
US: UC(B) & HU(W) & LC & MIU & NNC(Butler) & UC(SRLF) & UCB & WU & YU PL3980.T579 M73 2002
Ref.: OCLC 42960364

"'They came and destroyed our village again": the plight of internally displaced persons in Karen State / [Brad Adams, Joe Saunders, eds.]. – New York, NY: Human Rights Watch, 2005. 70 p., maps. – (Human Rights Watch. C ; 17.4) – June 2005. – This report was ed. by Brad Adams ... and Joe Saunders' – p. 70.
Subject(s): Forced migration – Burma – Karen State.
Migration, Internal – Burma – Karen State.
Humanitarian law – Burma – Karen State.
Human rights – Burma – Karen State.
Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
Ref.: OCLC 60742871 .

Thi
The Lawkathā-pyo sānnmaza or worldly maxims
→Kandaw Mingyang < Sayadaw >

Thi là Cāc’sū
Beauty, for the world: Myanmar novel / Htilar Sitthu ; transl. by Daw Khin Kyi Pyar ... / Thi là Cāc’sū. – Rān’ kun’, 2002. 171, 241 p. – Added title and text also in English
US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T579 M73x 2002)

Note: Covers the period from 11th century up to the present.
Subject(s): Burmese poetry – History and criticism.
GB:BL(YA.2000.a.24516)
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Butler) & UCB(Main) & YU(SML) : PL3980 T47 1998 MiU(Hatcher PL3980 T471 1998)
NIU(SEA PL3980.T488 1998)
Ref.: OCLC 40631698

Epic poems of Conquering of the Heingyi Island and Pannwa : bilingual Myanmar & English ... / Htilar Sitthu ; transl. by Ah May Thar ... – Rān’ kun’, 1999. 144 p. – Added title and text in Burmese; with English transl.
Note: About the Anglo-Burmese wars during the period 1752-1824.
Subject(s): Burma – History – Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885 – Poetry.
GB: CUL(2001.7.2319)
US: LC(MLCSA 2000/00152) YU(SML, Stacks)
NIU(SEA PL3988.T478 H8 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 44614425

I shall never forget him and other novelettes & short stories : bi-lingual Myanmar-English ... / Htilar Sitthu. – Rān’ kun’;
MRan’ māa Rvhe Prān̂’ Cā pe, 1999. 50, 328 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Short stories, Burmese
Short stories, Burmese – Translation into English
GB: CUL(2000.7.966)
BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1064)
US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T579 K9 1999)
LC(MLCSA 2000/01167)
NIU(SEA PL3988.T579 K9 1999)
YU(SML, Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 42960364

Little scarecrow in the paddy field / Htilar Sitthu ; transl. by Ashin Ananda. 1st publ. – Rangoon : Sarpy Lawka Pr., 1987. 175 p., port. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese poetry – 20th century.
GB:SOAS(GB810/64268* ; 786837 ; 787326)
SG: ISEAS(PL3988 H87L1)
US: CU(Kroch oel87830281)
NIU(SEA PL2988.T478 L5 1988)
Ref.: OCLC 52593636

My precious pearl : Myanmar novel ... / Htilar Sitthu ; transl. by Daw Khin Kyi Pyar ... – Rān’ kun’, 2002. 171, 241 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: CU(Kroch X) &HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC & NNC(Butler) & UC(SRLF) & UCB & WU & YU(SML X) : PL3988.T579 M73 2002
MiU(Hatcher PL 3988 .T73 2002)
Ref.: OCLC 52593636

Myanmar classical poetry / Htilar Sitthu ... – Yangon: Moe Min Sarpy, 1998. 195 p., col. illus., bibliogr. p. 190 to 192. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Note: On Myanmar classical poetry; English transl., with Burmese text.
Subject(s): Burmese poetry – History and criticism.
US: CU(Kroch) & NNC(Butler g) : PL3980.T47 M7 1998
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. PL3980)
LC(MLCS 2000/04009)
NIU(SEA PL3980.T4887 1998)
UCB(Main PL3980.T46 1998)
YU(SML PL3980.T579 M7 1998)
Ref.: OCLC 43695446 42030810

US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T579 M74 2002)
HU(Widener Harv. Depos. PL3988.T579)
LC(MLCS 2003/01582 (P) FT MEADE)
UC(SRLF AA0011738358)
WU(Memorial lib.)
NIU(SEA PL3988.T579 M7 1998)
Ref.: OCLC 42960364

They came and destroyed our village again’: the plight of internally displaced persons in Karen State / [Brad Adams, Joe Saunders, eds.]. – New York, NY: Human Rights Watch, 2005. 70 p., maps. – (Human Rights Watch. C ; 17.4) – June 2005. – This report was ed. by Brad Adams ... and Joe Saunders' – p. 70.
Subject(s): Forced migration – Burma – Karen State.
Migration, Internal – Burma – Karen State.
Humanitarian law – Burma – Karen State.
Human rights – Burma – Karen State.
Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
Ref.: OCLC 60742871.
Nectar [sic] of lotus … / Thì lá Cạc’ sù. 2nd ed. – Ran’ kun’: Mui’’ Man’’ Cà ñe, 1997. 211 p. – Added title and text in Burmese; with English translation
Subject(s): Burmese poetry – 20th century.

Subject(s): Burmese poetry – 20th century.
F: BIULO(BIR.IV.810; BIR.IV.1175)
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1131)
OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.593 N1377526)
SOAS(GB810/642.669* 787182; 787527)
SG: ISEAS(PL3988 H8701)
US: CU(Kroch PL3988.T422 M22 1990)
NIU(PL3988 T478 T478 03 1993)

The song of Ayeyarwady : poems myanmar ... – Title also in Burmese, text in Burmese; with translations in English and French
Subject(s): Poems – 20th century.
Subject(s): Poems
F: BIULO(BIR.III.608)
US: CRL(TR FICHE 95/68890)
CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 68890)
LC(Microfiche 95/68890 (P) So Asia)

Thida Aye
Subject(s): Great Britain – Colonies – Burma
Burmese politics and government
SG: ISEAS(LO JQ448 T42)

Thidâ Sarayâ
An annotated bibliography of Burmese chronicles / by Dhida Saraya. – Bangkok: History Department, Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkorn Univ., [1986?]. 9 p.
Subject(s): Burmese history – Bibliography; Bibliography – History
F: BIULO(BIR.III.608)
US: CU(Kroch +Z3226.T42)

ISBN 974-7367-56-4
Subject(s): Mandalay <Burma> : History; Religion; Civilization; Geography; Burma : History
D: HD-SAI(324 his 96/3539 GF)*
TH: CU(DS530.9.M3 D534M)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) : DS530.9.M3 T453 1995
WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.9 M3 T45 1995)

Thiele, Ernst Otto <b. 1902>
Asien und Afrika in unseren Zeitungen : was bringen die deutschen Tagespresse über die Entwicklungsländer in Asien, im Orient und in Schwarz-Afrika? / Ernst Thiele. – Hannover: Verlag für Literatur und Zeitgeschehen, 1962. 91 S. – (Schriftenreihe der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung)
S. 24: Burma
D: HD-SAI(372 bindus 64/360)*
US: LC(DS35.T54)

Thierry, Hubert
Le statut international et constitutionnel de la Birmanie. – 1951. 150, 112 p., carte. – Paris, Univ., thèse doct., droit 1951. – Shulman 571
Subject(s): Burma: Constitutional history ; Constitutional law ; Foreign relations - Great Britain.
Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma.
F: BNF BIULO(GEN.II.2179)
US: CU(Kroch QJ442.T43+)

Thiha
AU:NLA(823 T439ch)
D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 C 81/1316)*
US: BL(1906)

Thila Cac’ su
I shall never forget him and other noveletters and short stories : bi-lingual Myanmar-English / Thila Cac’ su. – Ran’ kun’: Mran’ ma rhve prann’ Cà pè, 1999. 328 p. – Burmese title also ; parallel Burmese text and English translation
Subject(s): Short stories, Burmese, Translations into English
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1064)

Thilawuntha
→Shwe Ngo
Thin Thin Oo  


Subject(s): Burma : Malariamücke - Online-Publikation ; / Malariamücke - Vektor <Epidemiologie> - Online-Publikation

http://www.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/archiv/3305

D: HD-UB (2003 U 258)

---

Thingaya, Jeya

Shwe Bon Nidun / by Jeya Thingaya. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1963. 214 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14302 b 66)*

---

Thingazar, Sayadaw <1815-1886>

Tales → Burmese monk’s tales

---

Thinn Maung  

Country paper on Myanmar's commitment in realization of the ASEAN investment area / U Thinn Maung. – [Ran`ggau:] Directorate of Investment and Company Administration, 1999. 11 p. – Workshop on ASEAN Regional Integration: AFTA, AIA and Facilitation on Transport <1999, Bangkok >

Subject(s): Burma : Foreign investment

TH: CU(TIC 52485)

---

The third book of English conversation → The book of English conversation

---

Third railway project, Burma → Appraisal of a third railway project, Burma

---

Third reading book for Burmese schools → Reading book for Burmese schools

---

The Third World, Thailand, Burma, and Bangladesh → Miller, Eugene Willard

The 13th & 14th [thirteenth and fourteenth] Fairmile Flotillas in Burma / written publ. by those who were there. – An-dover: O. A. Goulden, c1989.

GB: BL-APAC/ORW 1991 a 43)

---

Thirteen century English-Burmese calendar → Than Tun

---


ISBN 0-8165-0672-8 ; 0-8165-0658-2 – Herbert 181

Subject(s): Gentry - Burma - Sources

Burma : Rural conditions – Sources ; Population - Sources ; Religion - Sources ; History, Local – Sources ; History - Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885 - Sources

AU:ANU(Chifley HN670.7.A8.17)

D: B-SBB(Ser.7117-36 Haus 2) – L-UB

PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T765)

HD-SAI(320 adm 84/2454)*

F: BIULO(COL.7593(36))

GB: BL(WP 16399/36) – CUL(622:01.c.3.37)

BL-APAC(T 20358 ; V 15395)

NL: IK(IB f 44) – KITLV(M 1996 A 1409)

SG: ISEAS(HN770 B9T76) – NUS(HN670.7 Tra)

TH: CU(Arts HN670.7.A8 T765) – ISIS 959.102 T765B)

US: CU(Kroch HN670.7 A8T76)


Subject(s): Furnivall, John Sydenham <1878-1960> – Bibliography

Burma – Bibliography – Study and teaching (sw)

D: B-SBB(OLS Be SOA bur 290 Haus 2 ; Ser. 6798 Haus 2 NILS) – PA-UB(55/RR 51003 T765)

HD-SAI(inf 15 F 1)

F: BNF(8° Q.1133(8)) – BNF(COL.9181(8))

GB: BL(14302 bbb 47)* – BL-APAC(T 20358 ; V 15395)

OUL(IND Burma b11 2) – SAS(GB1945/420828)*

SOAS(GB 016/172.765)*

J: TYB(XII-25-A-17)

NL: KITLV(M 3l-34-N)

SG: ISEAS(Z3216 Tra) – NUS(Z3216)

US: CU(Kroch HN670.7 A8T76)


Subject(s): Furnivall, John Sydenham <1878-1960> – Bibliography

Burma – Bibliography – Study and teaching (sw)

D: B-SBB(OLS Be SOA bur 290 Haus 2 ; Ser. 6798 Haus 2 NILS) – PA-UB(55/RR 51003 T765)

HD-SAI(inf 15 F 1)

F: BNF(8° Q.1133(8)) – BNF(COL.9181(8))

GB: BL(14302 bbb 47)* – BL-APAC(T 20358 ; V 15395)

OUL(IND Burma b11 2) – SAS(ICS Z3216 TRA)

SOAS(GB 016/172.765)*

J: TYB(XII-25-A-17)

NL: KITLV(M 3l-34-N)

SG: ISEAS(Z3216 Tra) – NUS(Z3216)

US: CU(Kroch HN670.7 A8T76)

The governance of modern Burma → Furnivall, John Sydenham

→ Japanese and Chinese language sources on Burma

T 59
Toward a welfare state in Burma: economic reconstruction and development, 1948-1954 / by Frank N. Trager. This paper is submitted by the IPR International Secretariat as a preparatory paper for the Twelfth Conference of the IPR to be held at Kyoto, Japan, in September 1954. – New York: International Secretariat, Pr., 1952. IV, 116 p. – Companion publ.: Notes on Thirty Burmese tales: for matriculation students / Htin Aung. – Herbert 653

Subject(s): Tales – Burma

Thirty Burmese tales: for matriculation students / Htin Aung.

Toward a welfare state in Burma: economic reconstruction and development, 1948-1954 / by Frank N. Trager. This paper is submitted by the IPR International Secretariat as a preparatory paper for the Twelfth Conference of the IPR to be held at Kyoto, Japan, in September 1954. – New York: International Secretariat, Pr., 1952. IV, 116 p. – Companion publ.: Notes on Thirty Burmese tales: for matriculation students / Htin Aung. – Herbert 653

Subject(s): Tales – Burma

Thirty Burmese tales: for matriculation students / Htin Aung. AU: NLA (398.209591 H832) GB: SOAS (GB 398/385.959)

US: CU (Kroch) GR305 .H78z

HU (Widener Harvard Depos. GR305 .H78)

NIU (SEA BQ4165 .T4771987)

UCB YU (LSF-Request GR309 H74 (LC))


D: B-SBB (1 A 173 879 Haus 2)


AU: NLA (E 181854)

GB: SOAS (GB 398/385.959)*

US: YU (LSF-Request GR309 H74 (LC))


Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka - Khuddakapatti – Mangalasutta. – Criticism, interpretation, etc. ; Dharma (Buddhism)

Buddhist sermons, English

D: HD-SAI (rel 52 A 83/2036)*

GB: OUL (IND 12 A 120) SOAS (GB 293.5/385.952)*

SG: ISEAS (BQ1197 N17)

US: CU (Annex BQ1369.5.M357 N17) NIU (SEA 4th FL-FML BQ1369.5.M352 N3631955

The thirty-seven nats

→ Temple, Richard Carnac

36 [Thirty-six] ideas from Asia: arte contemporanea del sud-est asiatico: [Brunei Darussalam, Cambogia, Indonesia, Repubblica democratica popolare del Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Filipine, Singapore, Thailandia, Vietnam / cura dell’edizione italiana, Anna Imponente; testi, Joyce Fan ... et al.]. – Roma: De Luca, c2003. 141 p., col. illus. – Catalog of a travelling exhibition held at L’Aquila, Castello Cinquecentesco, May 5-June 29, 2003. - At head of title: Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali, oprintendenza per il patrimonio storico artistico e demoetnoantropologico per L’Abruzzo. - In Italian

ISBN 88-8016-542-9

Subject(s): Burma: Art - 20th century - Exhibitions

D: S-LSB


Ref.: OCLC 53296966


Subject(s): India: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns - Pictorial works

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Pictorial works: Great Britain: Army - Indian Corps, 33 GB: BL-APAC (X 1121)

This revolutionary life: woman of the Kachin liberated area. – Cranford, NJ: Project Maje, [1995]. 20 l., map, bibliogr. l. 5. – March 1995.

Note: Twelve short interviews, transl. from Kachin, conducted by the Project Director of Project Maje in Feb. 1995.


US: CU (Kroch +HQ1735.7.Z8 K338 1995)


TH: CU (TIC 51172)

Thit-Sa: Reconstruction via practical psychology. – Rangoon: Pyithu Län-hnyun Sa-ok Hta-ná, 1945. 275 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

Note: Rehabilitation of Burma since independence, 1948.

Subject(s): Burma: History <1948->; Civilization. GB: SOAS (GPC 131/389.114)


GB: OUL (BOD A Floor Bodl. Burn. e.540)

US: NIU (SEA DS530.54 .S234 1953)

YU (SML DS527.9 S24 1953)

Thittila: <Ashin, b. 1896>

→ The book of analysis (Vibhanga)


Subject(s): Buddhism; Buddhism – Doctrines

Theravāda Buddhism

GB: BL-APAC (ORW.1991.a.789) OUL (IND Budd B 300)

SOAS (GB 294.3/786792)

US: CU (Kroch BQ4055.T47x 1987)

NIU (SEA BQ4165.T4771987)
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British
India : World War <1939-1945>
GB: BL(X 809/63012)*

D: M-BSB(93.31561) PA-UB(00/RR 51977 T458)
GB: BL(YK.1991.a.4641) CUL(9001.d.439)
OUL(IND Burma 5 d 94)
SOAS(GB949.092/610483 ; E Coll 3 U /74)
IRL:TCD(PL-169-395)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Thomas, Lowell Jackson <1892-1981>
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944> Cochran, Philip G.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American
D: B-SBB(Haus 2) GÖ-SUB(8° Hist.3374)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 779)*
GB: BL(9056 b 40)
J: TYB(624)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 T45) NUS(D767.6 Tho)
US: MnU(TC Wilson Ames D767.6 .T45 1952 ) UCLA Ref.: OCLC 5460185

GB: BL(09059 f 21)* BL-APAC(T 15112)
SOAS(E Coll 3 G/38)
US: MnU(TC Wilson Ames D767.6 .T5 1952 ) UCLA Ref.: OCLC 24178133

Thomas, William Leroy <b. 1920>
Ethnic groups of northern Southeast Asia
Land, man, and culture in mainland Southeast Asia : a study of the significance of the concept of culture for geographic thought, based upon an analysis of the writings on the human geography of mainland Southeast Asia by American, British, German, and French scholars / by William L. Thomas, jr. – New Haven, Conn., Yale Univ., Dept. of Interdisciplinary, Ph.D. thesis 1955
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Human geography ; Civilization ; Social conditions
AU:ANU(Menzies microform DS509.5.T5)
GB: OUL(Soc/Cult Anth SCA Taylor SK 16:15 Skeat Coll.)
SOAS(G306/109325)
US: HU(Tozzer AS. T463c)

Thomas, Winburn Townshed <1909-1981>
s. also: Dennison, Doris : Adult guide, Southeast Asia
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss PNY T463c)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 157)*
US: LC(BR1178.T45) NYPL UC YU-D
Thomas Cook and Son < London >
  → Burma : information for travellers
  → Cook's guide to Burma
  → Cook's illustrated guide to Burma
  → India, Burma and Ceylon : information for travellers

Thomas-Anquetil, A.
Subject(s): Burma : Hunting : Description and travel.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 C 65)*
F: BNF(S.34920)
GB: BL(7906 au 34)
US: LC(PZ3.T3729 Bu)

Thomaz, Luís Filipe Ferreira Reis <b. 1942>
De Malaca a Pegu : viagens de um feitor português, 1512-1515
→ Pais, Pero

A viagem de António Correia a Pegu em 1519 / por Luís Filipe Thomaz. – Lisboa: Junta de Investigações do Ultramar. 1976. 64 p., charts. – (Série separatas / Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga, Seccção de Lisboa ; 96) – Separata de Revista Braccara Augusta, tomo 30 – fasc. 69 (81), Janeiro-Junho de 1976
Subject(s): Correia, Antonio : Journeys – Burma – Pegu
Portugal : History – Period of discoveries, 1385-1580
Pegu (Burma) : Exploring expeditions ; Description and travel.
GB: SAdS(Warburg FPP 120)
SG: ISEAS(IDS530.8 P3T46)
US: CU(Wason2 DS485 B87 T46+)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. GEOG 185.10 vol. 96)
ICN(GA201 .A37 v.96)

→ Voyage dans les deltas du Gange et de l' Irrawouaddy : relation portugaise anonyme (1521)

Thompson, Ames
The adventure boys and the temple of rubies / Ames Thompson. – New York : Cupples & Leon, c1928. 206 p., illus. – (Jewel series ; 4)
Subject(s): Treasure trove – Burma – Juvenile literature.
US: CSLU( Spec.Coll Tampa Children LiteratureColl)
FU(Smathers Spec.Coll. Baldwin 23h43405)
LC(PZ3.T3713 Adt FT Meade)
Ref.: OCLC 26949237

Thompson, Arthur Leonard Bell
→ Clifford, Francis [pseud.]

Thompson, C. H.
Working plan for the Bhamo Forest Division, Northern Circle, Burma for the period 1928-29 to 1937-38
→ Working plan < Bhamo >

Working plan for the Magwe Forest Division, Central Circle Burma for the period 1927-28 to 1957-58
→ Working plan < Magwe >

Working plan for the Thayetmyo Forest Division Delta Circle for the period 1931-32 to 1940-41
→ Working plan < Thayetmyo >

Working plan for the Wapyudaung reserve Kaukkwe Forest Division for the period 1927-28 to 1936-37
→ Working plan < Kaukkwe: Wapyudaung >

Thompson, Edgar Wesley <1871-1963>
Subject(s): Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church : Proposed scheme of union.
Christian union India.
Church polity.
US: LC(BR1155 .T5)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks MT76 T469)
YU(LSF-Request La2 T37c)

Thompson, Edith
History of England / by Edith Thompson. Transl. by Maung Po Hla. – Bassein: Sgau Karen. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Dur B 12)

Thompson, Edward John <1886-1946>
Herbert 705
Subject(s): Burma : Fiction, English
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.
D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 86/304)*

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 28)*
GB: BL(NN 26974)  CUL(1937.7.338 ; RCS.D4022.210)  BL-APAC(T 833) OUL(BOD Nuneham 25613 e.11321)
US: LC(PZ3.T3729 Bu)


US: LC(PZ3.T3729Bu2) NYPL. OCl
NIU(SEA PR6039.H652 B89138)


GB: SAS(SCO 4 Archiv) SOAS(GB 830/430.773)*

GB:SOAS(GB 830/430.773 ; E Coll 3 I 53)  SG: ISEAS(SCI PR6039 T46)  US: CU(Wason PR6039 H76B9)  LC(PZ3.T3729Bu 6)  MIU
NCC(Butler PR6039.H65 B8 1944)  YU
Burma Bibliographical Project

**ditto.** – ibd., [1945], 215 p.
US: WaU YU(SML Yale Class. Iq T371 944Bc)

**ditto.** – London, 1947. 245 p. – (The Albatross modern continental library ; 341)
N: UHS(S-Litt 820 Tho:Bur)

**GB: BL(12651 b 14)**
BL-APAC(T 40527)

**US: WaU YU(SML Yale Class. Iq T371 944Bc)**

Burma Bibliographical Project
Ref.: OCLC 55689189

**Thompson, George Raynor**
The Signal Corps : the outcome (mid-1943 through 1945) / George Raynor Thompson and Dixie R. Harris. – Washington, Office of the Chief of Military History, Dept. of the Army, 1966. XVI, 720 p. illus., maps, ports. – (United States Army in World War II ; The technical services ; v.6, pt.5;v.3) – D 114.7:SI 2/V.3
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Communications.

*United States.* : Army - Signal Corps - World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army - Signal Corps
US: CU(Olin D769.U58 T25 v.5 pt.3+)
HU(Widener HB 1051.485.20.10)
LC(D769 .A533 vol. 6, pt. 5, vol. 3)

Contains: The first months of the war overseas (January-May 1942) : Toward Pacific outposts. China-Burma-India vicissitudes
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Communications.

*United States.* : Army - Signal Corps - World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army - Signal Corps
US: CU(Olin D769,UC615 T25 v.5 pt.2+)
HU(Widener HB 1051.485.20.5)

**ditto.** / by George Raynor Thompson ... [et al.] – Washington: Center of Military History, United States Army, 2003, XV, 621 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. [566]-571. – (United States Army in World War II ; The technical services)
(CMH publ. ; 10-7) – GovDoc: D 114.7:SI 2/V.2 2003; GPO Item No: 0345
ISBN 016001915X
US: CU(Olin D769,UC615 T25 v.5 pt.2 2003+)
LC(HU/Documents (Lamont) & NIU(Govt.Publ.Coll.-2nd-FML) & OCI: D114.7:SI 2/V.2 2003)
Ref.: OCLC 55689189

**Thompson, H.**
→ Rules for the grant of licenses by local governments to explore and prospect for minerals, and of mining leases in British Burma

**Thompson, Henrietta** <b. 1913>
Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>
*Burma* : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives

**Thompson, Holland** <i>1873-1940</i>
→ Lands and peoples : the world in color

**Thompson, J.**
Subject(s): Silk industry – Burma
Cottage industries – Burma. *Burma* : Economic conditions <1948->
A: ÖNB(824.989-C)
D: HD-SA(lafreg 60 G 277 Kp)
GB: BL(UN.A 403/14)*
J: KKT
NL: KB(1399 A 65)
SG: NLB
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet HC Burma 16+)
HU(Documents (Lamont): UN 501.676) MiU(Hatcher HD 2346 .B93 U48) UC(SRLF)
Ref.: OCLC 34360217 , 43866751

**Thompson, John Seabury**
→ Thompson, John Seabury

**Thompson, Julian** <b. 1934>
Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Commando operations ; Army - Commando troops ; Special forces (Military science) - World War <1939-1945>
*Burma* : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army, Commando troops, British

T 64

The Taobab and the mango tree : lessons about development - African and Asian contrasts / Nicholas Thompson & Scott Canfield. — London?: Pan in Association with the Imperial War Museum, 2003. XII, 212 p., illus., index, bibliogr. ref. p. 188-205. — ISBN 1856498093 ; 1856498107 (pbk.) ; 9747534495 (Burma, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand)

Thompson, Kyle <b. 1922>


Thompson, Robert Grainger Ker < Sir, 1916 >


Thompson, Robert Grainger Ker < Sir, b. 1916>


Subject(s): Thompson, Kyle <b. 1922>

Thomson, Nicholas <b. 1975>

The baobab and the mango tree : lessons about development - African and Asian contrasts / Nicholas Thompson & Scott Canfield. — London?: Pan in Association with the Imperial War Museum, 2003. XII, 212 p., illus., index, bibliogr. ref. p. 188-205. — ISBN 1856498093 ; 1856498107 (pbk.) ; 9747534495 (Burma, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand)

Subject(s): Political leadership – Ghana.

Thomson establishes a gripping, personal account of how he, as a teenage soldier from rural Texas, became a member of the 2nd Battalion, 131st Field Artillery—the "Lost Battalion" - and became one of the thousands of allied prisoners forced to build the bridge over the River Kwai during World War II.


GB: Leeds(Brotherton Spec.Coll. Large Modern history C-82 THO)

Thompson, Scott
US: CU(Kroch +TN882.B93 T47 1995)

Thompson, Steve
Subject(s): Asian Development Bank.
Natural gas pipelines – Burma.
Natural gas pipelines – Thailand.
US: CU(Kroch TN882.B93 T47 1995)

US: CU(Kroch +TN882.B93 T46 1994a)

US: CU(Kroch HD78 .T46 1994a+)

Thompson, T. S.
Report on a field survey of the Myelat – Southern Shan States during July to November 1940 to ascertain the extent of soil erosion, to collected data bearing on the problem of soil erosion and to examine the possibility of intro- Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1941. 29 p., bibliogr. p. 27.
US: DNAL(56.7 T37)

Soil erosion and its control in the Shan States, Burma / T. S. Thompson, Deputy Conservator of Forests. – Bombay: Times of India Pr., 1944. 43 p., map. – Pt. 1 is rev. of Report on a field survey ...
Subject(s): Erosion.
Soil conservation – Burma – Shan States.
US: CU(Kroch) DNAL(56.7.T37S)
Ref.: OCLC 51594120

Thompson, Virginia McLean <b. 1903>
Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia / a report by Virginia Thompson and Richard Adloff.

AU: ANU(Chifley LA1114.T57 ; Hope St Bliss large book J44 T477)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 42)*
GB: SOAS(L.G 370/55.423 ; 168.913)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 355)
US: CU St UoC LC(LA1141.T57) MU NNC(Microfilm F6790) NNUT(Burke Lx3 T477) UC(NRLF)

Empire’s end in Southeast Asia / Virginia Thompson ; Richard Adloff. Publ. in cooperation with the American Institute of Pacific Relations. – New York : Foreign Policy Association, 1949. 57 p. – (Headline series ; 78)
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Politics and government.
GB:BL(X 708/42032) BL-APAC(P/T 3772)* SOAS(Pam G 950/74.173)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 433)
US: HU LC(DS518.1 .T48; E744 .H43 no. 78) NYPL OAUC(Allen SE Asia E744.H43 no. 78)
UCB UCLA UCSD

Government and nationalism in Southeast Asia
Emerson, Rupert
US: HRAF(AL1-10 ; AM 1-34) – Herbert 637
p. 17-61: Burma
HRAF(AM1-33)

The left wing in Southeast Asia / Virginia Thompson ; Richard Adloff. Publ. under the auspices of the International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations. – New York : Sloane Association, 1950. XIV, 298 p., index, illus., 1 map.
US: HRAF(AM1-33) AU:ANU(Menzies DS518.1.T49 ; Hope Store Bliss OH T477)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 I 12 ; 300 arb 67/2434)*
US: HU LC(DS518.1 .T48; E744 .H43 no. 78) NYPL OAUC(Allen SE Asia E744.H43 no. 78)
UCB UCLA UCSD

The left wing in Southeast Asia / Virginia Thompson ; Richard Adloff. Publ. under the auspices of the International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations. – New York : Sloane Association, 1950. XIV, 298 p., index, illus., 1 map.
US: HRAF(AM1-33) AU:ANU(Menzies DS518.1.T49 ; Hope Store Bliss OH T477)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 9)*
F: BNF(8° O2 1757)
GB: SOAS(G 329/90.035)
US: LC(DS518.1.T49 1950) UCB UCD UCLA(MainLib DS518.1.T5)

T 66
Memorandum on Burma’s politics, minorities and labor problems / by Virginia Thompson. – New York : International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, April 1943. 39 p. – At head of title: Confidential, not for publication or quotation

Subject(s): Working class – Burma ; Labor – Burma
Labor movement – Burma ; Minorities – Burma
Burma : Politics and government – 1824-1948

D: B-SBB(458 53862 Haus 2 NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 E 10 Kp)* KI-ZBW(C 11.709)
J: TYB(XII-25-H-12)
SG: ISEAS(DS509.5 T46)
F: BNF(8 O2 2238)
US: HU-P LC(DS509.5.T45) NYPL UCB
NL: KITLV(M 3b 376)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)* BL-APAC
D: KI-ZBW(B 10.145)
AU: ANU(Menzies DS509.5.A1.T45 ; Hope Store Bliss OHD T477)

AU: ANU(Menzies DS509.5.A1.T45 ; Hope Store Bliss OHD T477)

Notes on labor problems in Burma and Thailand / by Virginia Thompson. This is the first draft of part of a larger study of labor problems in Southeast Asia. It is submitted by the International Secretariat of the I. I. R. as a document for the Ninth Conference of the I. P. R. to be held in January 1945. – New York : International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, [1945]. 54 l. – (Secretariat paper ; 8)
Subject(s): Burma: Labor movement ; Labor and laboring classes ; Strikes and lockouts ; Industrial relations Thailand: Burma: Labor movement ; Labor and laboring classes ; Strikes and lockouts ; Industrial relations

GB: SOAS(L.TB 331/56.252)*
US: CST-H HU(Law School: 184 8760)
LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia): HD8689.B975
MnU(TC Wilson Quarto 306 In71se 1945 no.8)
NNC(Butler Microform Reading room F h438)
YU(MUDD, Stacks Ozd98 +In75p 1945 IX:8)

Representative government in Southeast Asia

Emerson, Rupert

Thompson, Will F.
US: DAS(M86 U585t) DWB(M86 U585t)

Thompson, Willard Scott <b. 1942>
The baobab and the mango tree : lessons about development ; African and Asian contrasts
Thompson, Nicholas <b. 1975>

Thompson, Edward
Agricultural Station < Mandalay > : Scientific report

Bugyi Experimental Plot : Report

Granary pests / by E. Thompson. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. of A.), 1909. 6 p., figures. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1, 1910)
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/1547 Kp)* GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)* BL-APAC

The "gwabo" disease of paddy / by E. Thompson and A. M. Sawyer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1922. 12 p., tables. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 16, 1920)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*
ditto. – ibd., 1961. 10 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture ; 16)
AU: ANU(Hancock pamphlet SB608.R5.T56)
GB: SOAS(Pam SEAsia 5/421158)
US: CU(Kroch)

GB: BL(7006.b.29)
US: DHEW ICJ

GB: BL(07028 f 86)

Notes on tree cotton cultivation in Burma / E. Thompson. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1911. 6 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 5, 1911)
D: KI-ZBW(B 10.145)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

The peas and beans of Burma / by E. Thompson and A. M. Sawyer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1914. 107 p., index. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 12 of 1914)
Subject(s): Legumes – Burma

GB: SOAS(GB 635/79.971)
J: RKD
US: LC(SB203.T45) NYPL
Thomson, Andrew <1814-1901>
 Contains: Burmah: Adoniram Judson.
Subject(s): Missionaries ; Missions.
GB: SOAS(CWML U45)

Thomson, Curtis N.
Ethnic territorial challenges in restructuring the social political order of Myanmar / Curtis N. Thomson. – [1994.] 15 p., illus., maps, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Caption title. – Paper presented at the Northwest Regional Consortium for Southeast Asian Studies conference on Southeast Asia and the New Economic Order, November 4-6, 1994, Seattle, WA.
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma.
US: WaU(Suzzallo/Allen DS530.4 .T46 1994)

Thomson, Ian <b. 1912>
US: CU LC(DS35.T56) NYPL UCD UCLA UCSB YU

US: CSi LC(DS35.T56 1958) UC(NRLF)

NL: KITLV(M 3b 429)
US: UCI UCSD

Thomson, John
→Australia / Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon : Report

Thomson, John Seabury <b. 1921>
The Ne Win administration and after
→Furnivall, John Sydenham
The governance of modern Burma

Thongthamachat, Kramon
→Kramon Thongthamachat

Thonze / Municipality
→Bye-laws under section 30. – 1898
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(270))* BL-APAC(Tr 870(40))*
<Bye-law under section 30. – 1906>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(271))*

<Bye-laws under section 89>
Bye-laws by the Thonze municipality under section 89 and 142, clause (n) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(272))*

<Bye-law under section 90>
Bye-law by the Thonze municipality under section 90, subsection (I), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(273))*

<Bye-laws under section 92>
Bye-laws by the Thonze municipality under section 92, subsection (I), clause (a) and (b), and 93, subsection (I), clause (c) and (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Oct. 1902. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(274))*

<Bye-law under section 99>
Bye-law by the Thonze municipality under section 99, clause (b), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), March 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(275))*

<Bye-law under section 142. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(276))*

<Rules under section 19>
Rules of the Thonze municipality framed under section 19 of the Vaccination act, XIII of 1880. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), April 1898. 5 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(362))*

<Rules under section 106>
Rules by the Thonze municipality framed under section 106, clause (c), (e), and (g), of the Lower Burma municipal act. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), May 1898. 8 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(363))*

<Rule under section 142. – 1901>
Rule by the Thonze municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, July 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(364))*
Bibliographical description

Thoodamasari
→ Sudhammachari

Thoodamma Tsari
→ Sudhammachari

Thorell, Tord Tamerlan Theodor <1830-1901>
Aracnidi artrogastrici birmani, raccolti da L. Fea nel 1885-
1887 / del T. Thorell ... – Genova: Tipografia del R. Istituto
Sordo-Muti, 1889. 213 p., plates. – (Viaggio di Leonardo Fea
in Birmania e regioni vicine ; 21) – Repr. of: Annali / Museo
Civico di Storia Naturale : ser. 2 ; v.7 (27)
Subject(s): Fea, Leonardo, 1852-1903.
Arachnida – Burma.
US: CU(Entomology QL457.5.B9 T4 ; 5091 reel 7 no.9 )
DG: (BL(Lk 2641 NfLS)   GÖ-SUB(8° Zool I,4422)
Ref.: OCLC 12274019 ; 18183092

Note: These papers collected from issues of Estratto
dell’ordine della ricevuta / del T. Thorell ...
1887 / del T. Thorell ...
1 v. (various pagings) plate. – (Viaggio in Birmania e regioni vicine ; ...

S:  H(MAG MN Zool. Sv. 1)
S:  1-2 (48 B)
J: TYB(XII-25-D-5)
F: BNF(8° S.8867)   MNHN
Ref.: OCLC 12274019

Descriptive catalogue of the spiders of Burma : based upon
the collection made by Eugene W. Oates and preserved in
the British Museum / by T. Thorell. – London : Printed by
order of the Trustees, 1895. XXXVI, 406 p. – Title on spine:
The spiders of Burma
Subject(s): Spiders – Burma

DG: (BL: 1-2 (Ac 2809)
Ref.: OCLC 12274019

The spiders of Burma – identification.

J: TYB: 1 (XII-25-D-5)
F: BNF(8° S.8867)   MNHN
Ref.: OCLC 12274019

Papers on spiders.
→ [Genova, Tip. sordo-muti, 1876-1890.]
1 v. (various.pagings) plate. – Binder’s title, from spine.
Note: These papers collected from issues of Estratto dagli
Annali del Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Genova.
Contents: I. Aracnidi di Pinang. Raccolti nel 1889, dai Si-
nori L. Loria e L. Fea, 1890.
II. Aracnidi di Nias e di Sumatra. Raccolti nel 1886 dal
Sig. E. Modigliani, 1890.
III. Diagnoses arnearum aliquot novarum in Indo-Malesia
inventarum, 1890.
IV. Due ragni esotici descritti dal Dott. T. Thorell, Profes-
sor aggiunto di zoologia nella R. Università di Upsala,
1876-77.
V. Viaggio di Leonardo Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine (XXI) : Aracnidi Artrogastrici Birmani. Raccolti da L. Fea
nel 1885-1887. (Tavola V) 1889.

F: BNF(8° S.27779(14))
Ref.: OCLC 13760032

Thormann, Monique Alicia
The student movement that would not die : the role of the
Burmese student struggle in an era of military dictatorship
(1962-present) / Monique Alicia Thormann. – 1991. 98 l.,
incl. bibliogr. ref. – Waltham, Mass., Brandeis Univ., Senior
honors thesis 1991
Subject(s): Student movements – Burma.

J: TYB: 1 (XII-25-D-5)
F: BNF(8° S.8867)   MNHN
Ref.: OCLC 13760032

Thormeyer, Ferdinand
→ La Croix-Rouge aux camps de prisonniers

Rapports de F. Thormeyer, Em. Schoch et le Dr. F. Blan-
chard sur leurs visites aux camps de prisonniers de guerre ot-
tomans et d’internés autrichiens et allemands aux Indes et en
Birmanie, février, mars et avril 1917 ...

Ref.: OCLC 23751934

Thorn, Philip <b. 1937>
European cricketers in India, Ceylon and Burma / comp.
by Philip Thorn and Philip Bailey. – Nottingham: Association
ISBN 1902171004
Subject(s): Cricket players - India, Statistics
Thorne, Bliss K.
The Hump : the great military airlift of World War II / Bliss K. Thorne. – Philadelphia: Lippincott [1965]. 188 p., illus., map. – (Airmen & aircraft)
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Himalaya Mountains : World War <1939-1945>
GB: BL-APAC(V 16081)   SOAS(E Coll 3 U/100)
US: CU(Olin D790 .T51)   ICarbS(940.5425 T511H)
INS(940.5425 T511)   LC(D790.T525)

Thornton, Easton Calland
The jacaranda tree / Herbert Bates, C.E. 1956

Thorpe, Lois Campbell <b. 1942>
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept) – Influence. Buddhism – Influence. Burma : History <1948->
US: KyU(Sep.Coll.Theses 1966)

Thott-Hansen, P.
Dansk haanbog i Østens sprog / af P. Thott-Hansen ...

Thoung Sein
Subject(s): Cinematography – Burma; Motion picture industry – Burma

The threat of genocide : educative articles on drug abuse ... – Ran’ kun’ : Mravati Pum Nhip’ Tuik’, 1982. 95 p., illus. – (Mravati ca cañ’) – Title also in Burmese, text in Burmese or English
Subject(s): Drug abuse – Burma; Narcotics, Control of – Burma

Three case studies of joint international business ventures in Burma and India
→ Columbia University <New York> / Joint International Business Ventures

Three months’ hard labour
→ Appleton, George

Contents:

Introduction by Dr. James Didier
Original title page and contents

I. The lives of Mrs. Ann H. Judson and Mrs. Sarah B. Judson. with a biographical sketch of Mrs. Emily C. Judson, missionaries to Burmah / by Arabella W. Stuart

II. Appendices:


B. Christian baptism: a sermon, preached in the Lal Bazar Chapel, Calcutta, on Lord's-day, September 27, 1812, previous to the administration of the ordinance of baptism / by Adoniram Judson.

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850.
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826.
Judson, Sarah Boardman, 1803-1845.
Judson, Emily C. (Emily Chubbuck), 1817-1854.

Baptists – United States – History – Nineteenth century.
Baptists – Missions – Burma.
Baptists – Missionaries – Biography.

US: CBGTU (Lib BV3703.L66 1999)
Cthc(BV3271.J8 W5 1999)
FTS(McAlister Library BV3271.J8 L6 1999)
NIU(Judson College Stacks BV3271.J8 L6 1999) OCB
YU(Divinity, Stacks 013262)

Three Mrs. Judsons: the female missionaries
→Willson, Arabella Mary (Stuart)


Subject(s): Karen language – Conversation and phrase books.

Burmese language – Conversation and phrase books.

GB: BL: 2 (14302 h 20)*
US: HU: 1-2 (Widener 1286.48.2) LC 1 (PL4053.T6)
YULSF-Request Fxe4 T41)

ditto. – ibd.

2. 2nd ed. – 1869
US: LC: 2 (PL4053.T6)

Through the grapevine: world tales kids can read & tell / retold by Martha Hamilton and Mitch Weiss ; illustrations by Carol Lyon. – Little Rock: August House Publishers, 2001. 128 p., illus.

ISBN: 0874836255 (hardback) ; 0874836247 (pbk.)

Note: A collection of stories from around the world, with background information and tips on how to tell each tale.

Contains: Just a drop of honey (Burma/Thailand)
Subject(s): Tales ; Folklore ; Storytelling.

US: LC(PZ8.1.H1355 Th 2001 FT Meade)
Ref.: OCLC 47176924

Thu Aung


Subject(s): Malaria – Prevention – Burma

SG: NUS(Medical Libr. Microform RA422.5 *1986.23)

Thu Khii Aung

English speaking and mass media … / by Thu Khii Aung. – [Rangoon : PRan’ kra” re” Van’ kri” Thana, 1998.] 209 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Note: Guidebook on speaking English language for Burmese speakers.

Subject(s): Burmese language – Conversation and phrase books – English.


Thu Nandar

The catalogue of materials on Myanmar history in microfilms deposited in the Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies →Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies < Tokyo >

Thürk. Harry


A: ÖNB(ZNEU MAG 1473980-B)
D: B-SBB(1 A 224292 Haus 2) HH-BW
HD-SAI(322 mil 95/1047)*
NL: KITVL(M 1996 A 4891)


Thurber, Robert Bruce <1882-1947>


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.
Burma Bibliographical Project

US: CAng(  LSU & PUC: BV3270 .T48) LC (PFZ3.T42459Be) MiBsA (Ctr Adventist BV3270 .T57)

Burma / Robert Thurber ; aus dem Englischen übers. von Gretly Krebs. – Zürich: Adventverlag [1947?]. 91 S., Illus. – Transl. of: In the land of the pagodas Subject(s): Missions – Burma Missionary stories Seventh-Day Adventists : Missions Burma : Description and travel


In the land of the pagodas / by Robert B. Thurber. – Nashville, Tenn.: Atlanta, Ga. [etc.]: Southern Publ. Association, c1921. 318 p., front., illus. Subject(s): Missions – Burma Missionary stories Seventh-Day Adventists : Missions Burma : Description and travel

Ref.: OCLC 23595811 ; 3790364


Ref.: OCLC 972147

Thureson, Birger <b. 1942>

Ref.: OCLC 972147

Thurasen, Birger <b. 1942>

Ref.: OCLC 972147

Thurgood, Graham Ward <b. 1946>
Linguistics of the Sino-Tibetan area


Ref.: OCLC 5920505

Thurley, Reuben Manly
Note on the salt boiling industry in Burma / by R. M. Thurley. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for R. S.), 1908. 28 p. GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46/5)* BL-APAC(P/W 135)

Thurman, Joseph E.
Low-cost ways of improving working conditions Kogi. Kazutaka

Thurston, Edgar <1785-1855>
Hand-books of commercial products

Thyan"" On'
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Subject(s): Education – Burma
NIU(SEA LB880 .T4861952)

US: NIU(SEA LB880 .T4861954)

Subject(s): Child development.

Thwan´´ San´
Economics of cooperation
→Bhui´´ Van´

Thwaites, Frederick Joseph
AU:UQ(Fryer PR8249.H88 S45 1941)
GB:BL(Nov.23867)
US: CU(Kroch PR9599 .T54 S5)
Ref.: OCLC 2308885

ditto. 2 nd ed. – ibd., 1942. 320 p.
US: UCLA(SRLF PR6039 .T4275s 1942)

AU:NL(A : A823.3 T548ha)
SG: RUBC(English THW ; RSEA English 828.9994 THW)

Thwan: Lha
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 846)

Thwe, Pascal Khoo <b. 1967>
ISBN 0007116810 , 0007142269 (pbk)
Subject(s): Thwe, Pascal Khoo <b. 1967>
GB:BL(YC.2002.a.7752)

Thwin, Michael Arthur Aung
→Aung Thwin, Michael Arthur

Ti, Le Huu
From vision to action : a synthesis of experiences in least-developed countries in Southeast Asia / Le Huu Ti & Thierry Facon. – Bangkok: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 2004. V, 123 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (RAP publication ; 2004/32) – At head of title: FAO-ESCAP project on national water visions.
- Phase 2 - December 2004.
ISBN 9747946661
Subject(s): Burma : Water resources development ; Water-supply
US: CU(Mann HD1698.A785 L42 2004

Tial Hlei Thanga <b. 1959>
Subject(s): Lushai (Asian people) : Folklore
Ethnology - Burma
Lushai (Asian people) : Religious life.
Burma : Religion
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm DS432.L8 T4351993)
InLP(Hum., SS & Edn.: 398.209591 T329a 1993a)
Ref.: OCLC 28901247 ; 32731698 ; 32115540

Tibet, Burma and Indo-China : 1862-1940
→British policy in Asia

Tibet mit Boutan, das Reich der Birmanen und das Reich Assam. – Stuttgart: Macklot. 1820. VI, 142 S.
D: M-BSB

Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages - Periodicals.
GB:SOAS: 1.3-4 (L GP050/571506)

Tibeto-Burman family
→Grierson, George Abraham

Tibeto-Burman Linguistic Society →Tibeto-Burman

Tibeto-Burman studies / ed. by Hajime Kitamura ; Tatsuo Nishida ; Yoshio Nishi. – Tokyo: Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa. – (Monumenta Serindica ; ...)
1. – 1979. – ( ... ; 6)
Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages
US: CU(Annex PL3551 .T55+)
UCB(Main PL3551 .T55 1979)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Tichy, Herbert
A: ÖNB(1,018.046-B)

Tickner, Frederick James
→Public administration in Burma, 1954

Tickner

Tide-Tables for the Indian ports for the year ... – London : By authority of The Secretary of State for India in Council.
Subject(s): Burma : Tides ; Tides - Tables
GB: BL: 1880- (P.P.2540 i)
Glasgow: 1895 1896 1898
(Temporary storage ; AA1-m.39 ; m43)

Tide tables for the Rangoon River, Elephant Point and Rangoon. – Dehra Dun: Survey of India, Geodetic and Research Branch.
ISSN 0537-0639
Subject(s): Burma : Tides - Rangoon River ; Tides - Tables
Rangoon : Tides
Rangoon River : Tides
1973-1985 (Hd Cpy 5/43/D4)
(Kroch VK689 .I39)
LC(VK689.15) MiU(Buhr VK689
UoC: 1984 (Regenstein VK689 .I39)
Ref.: OCLC 02668705 ; 39816404

Tidey, George
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narrative ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB: BL(10055 aa 42)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 1339 e.96/5)
US: MuU NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1074)
NYPL(Humanities-Micro *Z-BZAC p.v.395,no.12)

Tidey, George Lewis
NL: KITLV(M ss 134 N+)

Tien, Ju-K’ang
Religious cults and social structure of the Shan states of the Yunnan-Burma frontier / Ju-k’ang T’ien. – 1948. 250 l., map. – London, Univ. of London, London School of Eco-
nomics and Political Science, Ph.D. (social anthropology) thesis 1948
Shulman 29
Subject(s): Shan (Asian people) : Religion ; Religious life and customs
Shan State (Burma) : Social conditions.
Tai (Southeast Asian people) : Social life and customs ;
Religion
Yunnan Sheng (China) : Religious life and customs.
US: CU(Kroch Film 7977) LC(Law)
UCSD(Central MICRO F 1640)

Religious cults of the Pai-i along the Burma-Yunnan border / by T’ien Ju-K’ang. – Itacha, N.Y.: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell Univ., 1986. 132 p., map, tables, gloss., incl. bibliog. ref. – (Monograph / Southeast Asia Program ; 1)
Subject(s): Ethnology – China – Yunnan Province
Shan : Religious life and customs ; Rites and ceremonies ;
Cults
Burma : Religious life and customs
Yunnan Sheng <China> : Religious life and customs
AU: ANU(Menzies BL2370.S53 T54 1986)
NL:Aa99.591 T562
D: HD-SAI(328 eth 87/970)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1987.a.1416)
OUL(BOD Nuneham M89.D00729) SAS(591.5:398.3)
SOAS(CCY200/538.661)
NL: KITLV(M ss 134 N+)
SG: ISEAS(2370 S53 T55)
TH: CU(291.38 J93R ; Arts Stack BL2370.S53 T563B)
US: CU(Kroch BL2370 S53 T54+ 1986)
HU(Widener Wid-LC) & LC & NIU(SEA) &
NNC(Butler) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : BL2370.S53 T54 1986
UCB(Main BL2370.S53 T541 1986
UoC(BL2370.S53T540 1986)
YU(LSF-Request BL2370 S53 T54X 1986 (LC))
Ref.: BiP

Tiger Head : the story of the 26th Indian Division, Arakan-Rangoon. – Bombay: Borker, [between 1945 and 1947]. 36 p., illus., map. – Publ. ... under the authority of the Director of Public Relations, War Department, Government of India.
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army. Indian Division. 26th – World War <1939-1945>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Regimental histories
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1987 a.1576)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 T56)

The tiger’s whisker, and other tales and legends from Asia and the Pacific. Illustrated by Enrico Arno / Harold Courlander. – New York : Harcourt, Brace, [1959]. 152 p., illus.

T 74
Tighe, Joanne P. Nestor, 1949-  
→Maternal and infant nutrition reviews : a guide to the literature

Tikader, B. K.  
Aranaeae / issued by the Zoological Survey of India. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., Govt. of India. – (The fauna of India and the adjacent countries)  
1. Pt. 1. Thomisidae (crab-spiders) / by B. K. Tikader  
Pt. 2. Family Gnaphosidae / B. K. Tikader. – 1892. XIV, 536 p., index., figs., bibliogr. p. 281-289, 527 to 533  
GB: BL(B(F)FQ 555/514295007)*

Tilbe, Henry H. <1859-1935>  
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 417)  
Commentary on Mark  
→Bible, N.T. : Mark < Burmese : Tilbe>

Epistles of Paul written in the first imprisonment at Rome : commentary on Philippians and commentary on Philemon, Colossians and Ephesians  
→Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Philippians Burmese>

Subject(s): Bible. N.T. Epistles of John – Devotional literature.  
Ref.: OCLC 51708864

GB: BL(14300 a 24)* BL-APAC(Bur B 496)  
Harmony of the gospels  
→Bible, N.T. : Gospels: Selection < Burmese>

His life  
→Bible, N.T. : Gospels: Selection < Burmese>

Outline of studies : acts and the epistles of Paul I/ by H. H. Tilbe. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1918. 56 p. – Added title and text in Burmese  
GB: BL(14300 a 25(3))*  
BL-APAC(Bur B 186)
Modern Burmese silverwork / by Harry L. Tilly ; with photographs by P. Klier. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Bur-ma, 1904. 8 p., 14 plates, ports. Herbert 766

Subject(s): Silverwork – Burma ; Silversmithing – Burma

GB: BL(7808 i 29)* BL-APAC (X 73 ; IOR/V/27/947/8)

US: HU (Tozzer IND. T 468 m Portfolio)

LC & UCB(Main f) : NK7177.T5 1904

NNC(Avery AA1508 R16 T46 F) NYPL UCB(Main f) NK5430 .T5 YU(MUDD, Stacks WE 2865)

Monograph on the brass and copper wares of Burma / by Harry L. Tilly. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1894. 12 p. -- Herbert 765

Subject(s): Wood-carving – Burma

GB: BL-APAC (Tr 726)*

US: HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) LC(NK7177.T5 fol.) NYPL

The wood-carving of Burma / by Harry L. Tilly ; with photographs by P. Klier. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Bur-ma (for C. C. of Customs), 1902. 22 p., 16 plates. – Herbert 760

Subject(s): Woodwork – Burma ; Silversmithing – Burma

D: B-SBB(2° Nv 10692 NfLS) Gö-SUB(2° Techn II,1580)

GB: BL(7808 i 25) BL-APAC(X 77* ; IOR/V/27/947/7)

GLC & UCB(Main f) : NK7177.T5 (1904) NNC(Avery AK7177 T463 F) NYPL YU(MUDD, Stacks WE 2866)

ditto. – ibd., (for C. C. of Custom), 1904. 13 p., 16 plates. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(FNA.L 14/90.130)* GLC & UCB(Main f) : NK7177.T53 YU(WE3901) Ref.: OCLC 10925617

The wood-carving of Burma / by Harry L. Tilly ; with photographs by P. Klier. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. C.), 1903. 14 p., 20 plates. – Herbert 767

Subject(s): Wood-carving – Burma

D: B-SBB(2° Nv 10528/50 NfLS) Gö-SUB(2° Techn II,1581)

GB: BL(7808 i 25) GLC & UCB(Main f) : NK7177.T53 YU(WE3901)

The wood-carving of Burma / by Harry L. Tilly ; with photographs by P. Klier. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. C.), 1904. 13 p., 16 plates. – Herbert 767

Subject(s): Wood-carving – Burma

D: B-SBB(2° Nv 10692 NfLS) Gö-SUB(2° Techn II,1580)

F: BAA(4 Ee 114)

GB: BL-APAC(X 70 ; IOR/V/27/942/14) SOAS(FNA.L 12/18.344)*

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare NK9777.6 .T67++) HU(Fine Arts: FA5490.201 Folio) LC(NK9777.T5 fol.)

NIU(SpeCol NK9777.6.A1 T5371903A) NNC NYPL

Tilre, H. H.

Adoniram Judson, first American Baptist missionary to Burma : a brief sketch. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1913. 48 p. – At head of title: Centennial year. – Publisher's note says author is H.H.T.


US: AMaJ(Browne Baptist coll BV3271 .J7T4) KyLoS(SBGEN RST01 266.6159 .J921t)

Timber Corporation. – Union of Burma > Export prices for Burma teak and hardwoods

Some facts on export of timber

Timber Distribution Project

– Burma : timber distribution project


Time table, Burma Railways, in force from ... – Rangoon : Burma Railways


Note: Political disturbances and subversive activities in post-1988 Burma, allegedly led by Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of National League for Democracy, Burma; collected articles.

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi. Subversive activities – Burma. Burma : Politics and government <1988->


The Times / Intelligence Department

Cuttings from the Times : Burma

The “Times” correspondent and the administration of Burma 1886-1888. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma , 1888. 157 p. GB:BL-APAC(Tr 1098(d))*

The Times cuttings book : Burma →Cuttings from the Times : Burma


Timjaroen, Payon →Payon Timjaroen

Timothy →Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Timothy

Tin →Great lives

Tin History of Syriam. – 1925. 52 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB:BL(14302 aab 13)*

Tin Rice. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1954. 29 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese GB:BL(14302 b 62(7))*

Tin < Maung > →Khuddaka pātha

Milinda paṭha →Milinda


People’s manual of law : containing Buddhist law, Burma and India rulings, Registration act, Transfer of property act, Limitation act, forms of various documents, Contact act, Specific relief act, law relating to arbitration / by Maung Tin. – Prome: Aenerya, 1912. 21, 690 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB:GB(BL(14300 ggg 46)* BL-APAC(Bur D 702)

Tin < Maung > →Report on the malaria survey of ...

Tin < Myanaung U > An approach to Paṭṭhāna →Withuddha

Tin < Pagan U > Ashin Okkanthamala Myittaza →Okkanthamala

Tin < Saya > Burma and it’s peoples / by Saya Tin. – [1939/40]. 10, 379 p., illus., maps. – Added title and text in Burmese US: LC(DS485.B85T5)

Tin < U, 1861-1933> Ommadandi pyo →Hsameikkhon Ywazā

The royal administration of Burma

Tin <b. 1903, Thakin > →Budget


[Speech <1954> The speech delivered by Hon’ble Thakin Tin, Minister for Land Nationalisation, in the Chamber of Deputies on introducing the Land nationalisation (amendment) bill 1954. – Rangoon : Aung Meit Set Pr., 1954. 8 p
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Land tenure – Law and legislation – Burma
GB: SOAS(M 1233)

US: KU
Ref.: OCLC 40836729

ditto. Microform. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Photo Science Studios, Cornell Univ., 1965. Part of a microfilm. 35 mm. – (Western language publications on Burma on microfilm ; 2)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1050, no.2; Annex Film N1050.2)

Speech <1954.3.10>]
Summary of the speech delivered by Hon’ble Thakin Tin, Ministry for Democratization of Local Administration before the members of parliament on democratization of local government on the 10th March 1954 at the residence of the Hon’ble Prime Minister, – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty, Burma (for Min. of D. of L. A.), 1954. 13 p.
Subject(s): Local government – Burma.
D: HD-SA(reg 60 F 54 Kp)
GB: SOAS(Pam GB 352/330.288)*
SG: ISEAS(JS7425 B9T36)

Speech <1954.6>]
Speech delivered by the President of the Organization, the Hon’able Thakin Tin, Ministry for Land Nationalization. Seventh Annual Conference of the All Burma Peasants’ Organization. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., June 1954. 18 p.
Subject(s): Peasantry – Burma ; Labor unions – Burma.
GB: SOAS(Pam. S.E.Asia 5/330.287)
Ref.: OCLC 45719151

[Speech <1961.3.17>]
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy
GB: SOAS(Pam GB 330)*
NIU(SEA HC422.T431961)

[Speech <1961.8.24>]
Subject(s): Burma – Economic policy
AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet HC422.T53 1961)

NIU(SEA HC422.T4351961)

[Speeches, etc. / Thakin Tin]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., [196-] .
Contains: Budget 1961-62 - Second Four-Year Plan
Subject(s): Burma – Economic policy
SG: ISEAS(HC422.T971)

Tin < U >
An approach to Paṭṭāṇā : Buddhist philosophy of relations
Withuddha

Dewagomban pyazat

Kyin U

Tin and Tungsten Expansion Project

Burma : appraisal of the Tin and Tungsten Expansion Project

Tin Aung
Du Bo Aung Thu / U Tin Aung. – [Yan kon:] Tin Aung Sa pei, 1978. 116 p., illus. – In Burmese
Subject(s): Aung Thu, Bo, 1947-1973.
Burma (Union). Army - Biography ; Soldiers - Biography
US: LC(U55.A9 T56 Bur)

Subject(s): Publishers and publishing – Burma
Ca pe Biman (Burma)

Tin Aung
The discourse on “dhamma vibrations”

Ñāṇissara < Sita Gū Cha rā to’>

Tin Aung Aye
D: WÜ-UB(X 202871)

Tin Gyi <b. 1889>
Final report on the revision settlement operations in the Pyapon district : season 1921-25
Settlement < Pyapon > 1921-25

Maubin District
Burma gazetteer

Reconstruction of co-operative societies in Burma : a paper read by U Tin Gyi ... at the annual general meeting of the

GB:BL(14300 hh 19)* – BL-APAC(Bur D 1790)

Report on the original settlement operations in the Labutta township of the Myaungmya District : season 1924-25
→Settlement < Myaungmya : Labutta > 1924/25

Report on the second revision settlement of the Kyaikto and Thaton Subdivisions of the Thaton District of Lower Burma. Season 1928-30
→Settlement < Thaton : Kyaikto, Thaton > 1928-30

Report on the second revision settlement of the Ma-ubin District of Lower Burma : season 1925-28
→Settlement < Ma-ubin > 1925-28

Report on the third revision settlement of the Hanthawaddy District of Lower Burma : season 1930-33
→Settlement < Hanthawaddy > 1930-33

Thaton District
→Burma gazetteer

Tin Hla
How to find underground treasures and mineral resources in Burma / by Tin Hla ... – [Mandalay.] – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1917. 180 p.
GB:BL(14300 h 25)* – BL-APAC(Bur B 576/1)

Private teacher / by Maung Tin Hla. – Mandalay: Mandalay Times, 1920. – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 95 p.
2. – 224 p.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 1479/1,2)

GB:SOAS(GPC 800/32.580 : 233.941)*

Tin Hla Thaw
Subject(s): Burma : Sculpture, Buddhist ; Art, Buddhist

Typescript copy of a palm-leaf manuscript of the Yazawin-thit
→Maha Si-Thu

Tin Hlaing
Statement by H.E. Colonel Tin Hlaing, Minister for Home Affairs and chairman of Myanmar delegation to the twentieth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, devoted to the fight against the illicit production, sale, demand, traffic and distribution of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances and related activities : New York, 9 June 1998. – New York : Permanent Mission of the Union of Myanmar to the U.N., 1998. 5 l.
Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of – Burma ; Drug control – Burma ; Drug traffic – Government policy - Burma
US: CU(Kroch pamphlet HC Burma 4+)

Tin Htut Oo
Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural economics ; Economic conditions
US: CU(TIC 54414)

Tin Htway
Subject(s): Kodaw Hmaing, <Thakin, 1875-1964>

Typescript copy of a palm-leaf manuscript of the Yazawin-thit
→Maha Si-Thu

Tin Htut
Current situation of capital market in Myanmar & ways for further development / Tin Htut. – 2001. 43 l., illus., bibliogr.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner


Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions; Economic development.

US: MWiW (Archives 547 .H88 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 48268938

Tin Htwe:


GB: BL(14302 b 62(3))* SOAS(GPC 901/307.649)


GB: BL(14302 b 62(2)* SOAS(GPC 901/307.651)

Ancient India. – Rangoon: Burma Transl. Society, 1954. 25 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14302 b 62(4))* SOAS(GPC 901/307.647)

Tin Kha <Tekkatho>


Subject(s): ASEAN

Burma: Foreign relations – Asia, Southeastern. Asia, Southeastern: Foreign relations – Burma.

F: BIULO(GEN.IV.12617)

GB: BL(14302 b 62(3)* SOAS(GPC 901/307.649)


118 p., illus.

Note: Role of the Burmese State Peace and Development Council in the development work in Burma.

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government; Economic conditions; Social conditions.

US: LC & NNC(Lehman) & UCB & WU(Memorial Lib.): DS530.4 T36 2001
Ref.: OCLC 50519458

Tin Maung Latt

City of Yangon modernization record

Tin Maung Maung Than


Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions – History

Burma – Politics and government

GB: BL-APAC(V 25797(b))


Subject(s): Burma: Foreign relations – China

China: Foreign relations – Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Doc 6427)

Myanmar: beyond politics to societal imperatives


Murals in Burma

→ Wenk, Klaus


D: HD-SA(320 rel 95/2723)*

GB: SOAS(Thesis 381/159.519) ULL

Wandmalerein in Birma

→ Wenk, Klaus

Tin Maung Kyi

New Burma


Note: Fictionalized presentation of research work on lesser known incidents in the history of Burma.

Subject(s): Burma: History – Fiction.

US: LC & NNC(OFFSITE) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML): PR9430.9 T36 V37 2001
Ref.: OCLC 48055446

Tin Lwin

Catalogue of Cambodian and Burmese Pāli manuscripts
**Tin Maung Shwe**

Subject(s): **Infrastructure (Economics) - Burma**

US: OAU (Alden SE Asia HC422 .T525 1999x)

SG: ISEAS (DS501 I59W no. 5 (99))

D: HD-SAI (325 pol 99/2608 Kp)*

GB: BL-DSS (DXN023941)

US: UCB & UCLA (YRL) & UCSD (IR/PS) & NUS (CL DS501 Tsa 00/10)

SG: ISEAS (DS501 I59T no. 10(2000))

D: HD-SAI (325 pol 99/2608 Kp)*


Industries – Burma ; Industrial policy – Burma .

Industrialization – Burma.

GB: BL-DSS (DXN023941)

ULL (Theses PhD Econ) 1997 SOAS

SG: ISEAS (LO HD3616 B9T58 & FD 9)

Ref.: OCLC 53598569

The political economy of Burma’s (Myanmar’s) development failure 1948-1988 / by Tin Maung Maung Than. – Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999. 58 p., bibliogr. p. 41-46. – (ISEAS working papers on economics and finance, ISSN 0218-8937 ; 5(99) [1999,5])

Subject(s): Infrastructure (Economics) - Burma

Industrialization - Burma

Burma : Economic conditions <1948->

Birma, Sozialistische Republik - Entwicklungskonokimie, sozialistische <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik - Entwicklungspolitik, Kritik <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik - Krise, politische <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik - Krise, wirtschaftliche <<HD-SAI>>

D: HD-SAI (325 pol 99/2608 Kp)*

KI-ZBW (W 1074 (99,5)

SG: ISEAS (DS501 I59W no. 5 (99))

US: OAU (Alden SE Asia HC422. T525 1999x)

**Tin Maung Oo**


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

SG: ISEAS (DS527.9 T58)

US: HU (Widener)

**Tin Maung Shwe** <b. 1946>

Introduction of high yielding rice varieties : implications for the hired agricultural labour market in Burma / by Tin Maung Shwe. – 1990. IV, 50 l., bibliogr. l. 44-46. – Univ. of Manitoba, M.Sc. thesis Fall 1990.

UMI MM71937

Subject(s): Rice – Burma – Statistics

Agricultural laborers – Supply and demand - Burma

CAN: CaMWU (UML Dafoe & Microforms FLMiche: Thesis S 5618)
est in this special textile art for years to come." - Book jacket.

Subject(s): Shwe chi doe (Wall hangings)
Wall hangings – Burma – Mandalay Region – Themes, motives
Tapestry – Burma – Mandalay Region – Themes, motives.
Folk art – Burma – Mandalay Region – Themes, motives.
AU:NLA(YY 746.39591 T587)

GB:BL(YC.2001.b.282)
BL-DSS(m01/30659)

SG: ISEAS(NK3077.6 A1T58)
RUBC(PART) & Tampines(PART) & Woodlands :

English q746.39591 TIN

NUS(NK3077.6 Tin)

US: CU(Kroch +) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NSyU(Bird-4th
Floor) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB &
UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(Alts) &
UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(Art&Arch) :NK3077.6.A4 S588
2000
HU(Fine Arts: FA7459.31.553.1)

Tin Myo Ngwe
Medicinal plants of Myanmar : identification and nuses of some 100 commonly used species
→Kyaw Soe

Tin Myo Ngwei
Burmeses medicinal plants of Burma. – [Rangoon : Rangoon
Univ. Pr.] – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:SOAS(GPC 615.89/497.961* ; 490.875)

Tin Ohn
Economic statistics of Burma : a statistical account of the
development of Burma during the last thirty years / by Tin
Ohn. – [Rangoon :] Sun Pr., 1934. 55 p. – Title page and
text in English and Burmese
GB:Univ.of Leeds(Brotherton Economics B-5.51 TIN)
Ref.: OCLC 54869197

The political development of Burma during the period 1918-
1935. – 1951. 206 l., tables, fold. map. – London, Univ. of
London, School of Oriental and African Studies, M.A. (his-
tory) thesis 1951
GB:ULL

Tin Ohn
Planning forest road networks in Burma. – 1980. 195 l.,
illus. – Canberra, Australian National Univ., M.Sc. thesis
1980
Subject(s): Forest roads - Burma
Forests and forestry - Burma

Tin Oo
→Old Burma – early Pagan

La voix du défi : conversations avec Alan Clements
→Aung San Suu Kyi

Tin Sein
Burma’s relation with the West, 1878-85 / by Ma Tin Sein. –
1969. X, 241 l., bibliogr. l. 229-241. – Rangoon, Arts and
Science Univ., M.A. thesis 1969
Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - Europe ; Foreign relations –
Great Britain ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ;
History – Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885
Europe : Foreign relations - Burma
US: NIU(SEA DSS8.8.G7 M3221969)

Public expenditures and revenues : a case study on Burma,
1963-78 / Tin Sein. – Tokyo: Institute of Developing
Economies, 1979. 67 p. – (V.R.F. series ; 72)
J: Nihon Univ.(College of Economics
Ref.: OCLC 44519058

Tin Soe
An econometric study of food demand in Burma / by Tin
Subject(s): Food consumption – Burma – Econometric mod-
els.
Food supply – Burma – Econometric models.
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 1166)

Tin Swe Aye
→Popular pocket Eng.-Burmese dictionary

Tin Tin < Daw >
Administrative patterns in historical Burma
→Khin Maung Kyi

Tin Tin < Ratanabon >
The romance of Thein Gywe / by Ratanabon Tin Tin.
– 1919. 168 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14302 aaa 9)*

Tin Tin Hla
→The universal English-Burmese dictionary

Tin Tin Htwe
Country paper on Myanmar and ASEAN free trade area / Tin
Tin Htwe. – Myanmar: National AFTA Unit, Govt. the
Regional Integration: AFTA, AIA and Facilitation on Trans-
port < 1999, Bangkok >
Subject(s): ASEA : International trade ;
Burma : International Organizations ; International trade
TH:CU(TIC 56137)

Tin Tin Myint
→Burmese manuscripts

Tin Tin Nyunt
Estimation of vital rates for Burma and their effects on the
future size of population / by Tin Tin Nyunt. – Canberra:
Australian National Univ., Research School of Social Sci-
ences, Dept. of Demography, 1978. 164 l., illus., bibliogr. l.
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Burma – Population
Burma – Statistics, Vital
Population forecasting – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis HB3636.7.T6 & fiche)
GB: LSE(BLPES HB3636.7 T58) SOAS(Mf. 5468)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A444)
US: CU(Annex +HB3636.7.A3 N99)
NeU(HB3636.7 .A3 N9858 1978a) NjP

Tin Tin Ohn
Ref: OCLC 23735561

Some chemical and physical properties of East Pegu Yoma forest soils / by Daw Tin Tin Ohn and U Sein Thet. – Yezin: Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, Ministry of Agriculture and Forests, Forest Dept., Forest Research Institute, 1982. 30 l., illus. – (Leaflet / The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, Ministry of Agriculture and Forests, Forest Department, Forest Research Institute ; 15)
Ref.: OCLC 24073931

Tin Tin Phyu
Assessment of HIV seroprevalence among intravenous drug users and its relation to risk taking behaviour in drug dependency treatment and research unit, Yangon

Tin Tin Tut
A study of the principles and practices of social group work and how it may be used in Burma / Tin Tin Tut. – 1953 – New York, Columbia Univ. (Social Work), Masters essay, 1951
US: NNC(Offsite Ma 4267 ; Rare Book 1953)

Tin Tin Wai
Subject(s): Agriculture - Burma
Farm produce – Burma – Marketing.
Export marketing.
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis HD2065.7.T56)

Tint Lwin
Subject(s): Missions - Burma
Christianity - Burma
Missions to Buddhists - Burma
Theravada Buddhism.
US: Billy Graham Center KyLoS
Ref.: OCLC 38426613

Tint Tint
A prototype material for the development of reading comprehension skills among Myanmar university students / Tint Tint. – Singapore: SEAMEO Regional Language Centre, 2000. 38 l., illus., bibliogr. 1. 31-33. – Project (Dip. Appl. Ling.)
Subject(s): Reading comprehension - Study and teaching (Higher) - Myanmar.
SG: SEAMEO Reg Language Center
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Tin Tut U <b. 1916>
Note: The author's memoirs describe almost three decades of employment in the American Foreign Service, 1948- as a translator.
Subject(s): Tin Tut U, 1916-
Diplomatic and consular service, American
United States. Foreign Service.
Burma – Politics and government <1948->
US: NIU(SEA DS530.54.T45 A4 1975)
Ref.: OCLC 53119584

Tint Win Naing
Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Burmese
US: LC(PL3957 .T56 1989 SEARCCD (LM537))
Ref.: OCLC 28293271
US: AzTeS(PL3957 .T56 1991)

Tin Yee
The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin
Subject(s): Shwedagon Pagoda (Rangoon, Burma) : Poetry
D: HD-SAI(325 rel 98/693)*
GB: SOAS(Pam.S.E.Asia 12/509.159)
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.R22 S559 1984)

ditto. – ibd., 1996. 36 p., illus., graphs.
ISBN 7-55412-0221-5
Subject(s): Chinese language ; Yi language ; Burmese language ; Comparative linguistics.
US: CU(Kroch PL1074 .T56x 1991)
LC(PL1074.T56 1991)

Tingley, Nancy <b. 1948>
Contents: Map of Southeast Asia - Preface - Introduction - Sculpture - Painting - Decorative and performing arts - Acknowledgments - Glossary - Selected bibliography - Index
Subject(s): Duke, Doris <1912-1993> : Art collections
Thailand ; Burma ; Kambodscha ; Buddhistische Kunst ; Kunsthandwerk
Art – Southeast Asian
Art – Private collections – United States
D: B-SBB(1 B 88618 Haus 2)

Tinker, Hugh Russell
Note: Describes the compilation of : Burma : the struggle for independence, 1944-1948 : documents from official and private sources
Subject(s): Burma: the struggle for independence, 1944-1948 : documents from official and private sources
Burma – Politics and government – 1824-1948
GB: BL-APAC(W 6754 ; W 6755)

Burma : the struggle for independence 1944 to 1948
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Evacuation of civilians
GB: BL-APAC(V 22318) SOAS(E Coll 3 C/31)

The foundations of local self-government in India, Pakistan and Burma / by Hugh Tinker ; with a forew. by Lord Hailey. – London : Athlone Pr., 1954. XXIV, 376 p., diagrs., tables, index, app., bibliogr. p. [355]-360. – (University of London historical studies ; 1)
Subject(s): Local government – India
Local government – Burma
Local government – Pakistan
AU:ANU(Menzies JS7008.T5)
D: B-SBB(9 Ser.866-1 Haus 1 NiLS ; Ser.2506-1 Haus 2 NiLS) HD-UB(70 B 3450)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 535)*
KI-ZBW(II 30,489)
GB:BL(Ac 3466 d/7) BL-APAC(T 15672)
CUL(500:01.c.30.1) FOL(KB 352/22.899)
LSE(BLPS JS7005.A5 T58)
OUL(IND Nuneham 34 C 69)

T 84
ditto. – Bombay: Lalvani, [1967]. XXIV, 376 p. – (University of London historical studies ; 1)

GB: SOAS(IV.4.377.8/257.043)

UCL(Central JS7008 .T5 1967 CIRC Annex)


AU:NLA

D: B-SBB(86 618 Haus 2) GÖ-SUB(200 adm 68/227)*

GB: BL(8182 g 29) COL(DS 485.B892)

CUL(632:22.c.95.5)

FOL(LD 469/25940) OUL(INC Retind 24624 e.21)

BL-APAC(T 17484)

SOAS(GB950/137819 ; GB959.105/851.484*)

UC(U/D SML & SEA Ref. DS485 B81 T54)


AU:NLA

D: B-SBB(89 611 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 pol 66/63a)*

GB:BL(9056 p 14) CUL(632:22.c.95.5)

FOL(LD 965/25940) OUL(INC Retind 2624 e.21)

BL-APAC(T 17484)

SOAS(GB950/137819 ; GB959.105/851.484*)

UC(U/D SML & SEA Ref. DS485 B81 T54)


AU:NLA

D: B-SBB(86 618 Haus 2) GÖ-SUB(59 A 2980)

GB:BL(9056 p 14) CUL(632:22.c.95.5)

FOL(LD 965/25940) OUL(INC Retind 24624 e.21)

BL-APAC(T 17484)

SOAS(GB950/137819 ; GB959.105/851.484*)

UC(U/D SML & SEA Ref. DS485 B81 T54)


AU:NLA

D: SBBB(12 V 417 Haus 1 ; 54 621 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 pol 66/63a)*

GB:B(9056 p 14) COL(DS 485.B892)

CUL(632:22.c.95.5)

FOL(LD 965/25940)

LSE(BLPES DS530.4 T58) BL-APAC(T 19126)

OUL(INC Retind 24624 e.23) SAS(591:308)

SOAS(GB 950/116061 ; 155691 ; 232481 ; GB959.105/849.783*)

SG: CL(959.1 TIN)

TH:C(U/ISIS 959.1 T589U 1961)


Widener: Ind 8055.5.2) LC(DS485.B81T52 1959)

MnU(TC Wilson 959.2 T494a) NNU

NYPL(Research D-10 4778)

UC(SRLF A0006607204 ; A0010173276 ; A0014282479) UC(S Shields) & UCSD(Main)


Shulman 347

GB: SOAS(Thesis 168/78.218) ULL

A narrative of the mission to the court of Ava in 1855

→ Yule, Henry

U Hla Pe’s Narrative of the Japanese occupation of Burma

→ Hla Pe


Subject(s): Burma – History <1948->

AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss ONVV T589) NLA

D: B-SBB(12 V 417 Haus 1 ; 54 621 Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 E 131) KI-ZBW(II 32.951)

GB:BL(100058 w 20) COL(632:22.c.95.5)

FOL(LD 966/40.350) LSE(BLPES DS535.4 T58) BL-APAC(T 16701) OUL(BOD Camera UB 2462 e.20)

SOAS(DS558 TIN) SAS((591):308 ; Archive. D.5) SOAS(GB950/116061)

J: HGD OSK RLD TNR TOT WSD


→ Heki, Armin H.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

UC(NRLF DS485.B892 T5 1961 SB 576 063 ; SRLF A0010173284 ; A0008438715)
UCLA(College DS485.B81 T49 1961)
UCSB(Main Lib DS485.B81 T5 1961)
YU(MUDD Divinity MU12 T494u)

Herbert 30
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B81.T52 1967) NLA
D: KL-UB HD-SAI(pol 60 C 179a)*
F: BNF(8° O2 l.1427)
GB: BL(X 709/5174) BL-APAC(T 19126 ; T 22581)
CUL(632:22.c.95.12)
FOL(LD 966/40.350)
LSE(BLPES DS530.4 T58)
OUL(IND Retind 24624 e.30)
SOAS(GB 950/216658 ; 232428*; 255614)
ULL(OHNR Tin)
IRL:TCD(959.1 K7)
J: TYB(10623)
NL: KITLV(M ss-40-N)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 T58 1967)
NUS(DS530.64 Tin)
US: CU(Kroch) & LC & NIU(SEA 4th FL FML) & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NNC(Barnard) & Lehman Milstein (Bulter Lib.)) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSC(McHenry) & YU(CCL) :
D: S-BZG(B 86577)
GB:BL(YK 1993 b 12525)
SOAS(GB959.10452/911001 ; E Coll M /119)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Tintemans, Will <b.1959>
Sporen van oorlog : overlevenden van de Birma- en de Pa-
kanbaroe-spoorweg

→Banning, Jan

Tinsley, Terence
Stick and string / by Terence Tinsley ; introduction by Sir
Subject(s): Tinsley, Terence
India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
D: S-BZG(B 86577)
GB:BL(YK 1993 b 12525)
SOAS(GB959.10452/911001 ; E Coll M /119)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Tint, D. K. K.
An historical account of the development of the secondary
schools in Burma until the achievement of Burma’s in-
dependence. – 1965. – Sydney, Univ. of Sydney, M.Ed. thesis 1965
Ref.: BAS

Tint Hlaing
A classified list of fishes of Burma. – Bangkok: FAO Re-
gional Office for Asia and the Far East, [1967]. 24 p., illus. –
(occasional paper / Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council ; 67/10)
US: CRL(GenCollec E-4484)

Tint Swe
Notes on Burmese history ... / by U Tint Swe. – Ran’ kun’,
1956. 1 256 p. – Added title and text in Burmese, incl. bibli-
ogr. ref.
US: CU(Echols Film 11052 reel 1707 no.3)

Tint Win Naing
The Thalun English-Burmese dictionary ... / U Tint Win Na-
US: LC(PL395 1989)

Tint Yee < Saya U >
→The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin : real accounts of the teachers …

Tinzar Lwyn
→Lwyn, Tinzar

Tips, Walter E. J.
Through the buffer state : travels in Borneo, Siam, Cambo-
dia, Malaya, and Burma

→MacGregor, John

Tipaṭṭa / Abhidhammapitaka / Dhammasangani <English>
→A Buddhist manual of psychological ethics of the fourth century B.C.

Tipaṭṭa / Sutta-piṭṭaka < Selections >
→The five Nikāyas

Tipiṭaka
The Tripitaka (Pali Canon) in the approved sixth synod
(Chattha Sangayaana) edition.] 40 v. – [Rangoon : Union of
Burma Buddha Sasana Council, 1957-] AU:ANU(Menzies large book BL 1411.T8)

Tipiṭaka / Sutta-piṭṭaka / Dīgha-nikāya
→Ten suttas from Dīgha Nikāya
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Tisinger, Richard M.


Subject(s): Commerce – Periodicals ; Exports – Periodicals.


Subject(s): Commerce – Periodicals ; Exports – Periodicals.


Subject(s): Commerce – Periodicals ; Exports – Periodicals.
Toads and frogs ... [Ran' kun:'] Bha sa pRan' Ca pe 'A san'" [1952], 46 p. illus. – (Sippam ca caan'; 13)
Subject(s): Frogs ; Toads ; Science – Juvenile literature.
US: CU (Kroch Pamphlet Q67)

Tobacco. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1939. 41 p., app. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1)
GB: BL (I.S.Bu.118/22)*
US: CU (HF5475.B8 A3)
LC (HF5475.B8A32)
NYPL (Research TLG)

Tobey, Paul L.
The Sitapur incident : the Americans and Chinese meet the Japanese in Burma, 1944 / by Paul L. Tobey. 1st ed. – New York, 1939. 41 p., app. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1)
US: LC (D767.6.T62 1987)
WU (Hist. Soc. Lib. Stacks D767.6 T62 1987)
Ref.: OCLC 18405496

Tochzek, David
Subject(s): military history. lessons learned. geopolitical warfare. theater-level operations. United States. military forces (foreign). political alliances. pearl harbor. military advisors.
Ref.: OCLC 4551271

Todd, James <1782-1835>
→History of the third Burmese war : diary of events

Today : the magazine on tourism and business in Myanmar. 1.1994-. – Yangon: Today Media & Information. – Semi-monthly
Subject(s): Tourism – Burma – Periodicals
Burma – Economic conditions – Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 1995,2+6 (325 rei 98/1133 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(WZOR.1994.978)
NL: KITLV: 3, 16 Sep. 1996 (TS 6483 [K296K])
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 T63)
US: CU: 1.1994- (incompl.) (Kroch DS527.T63+)
NIU(SEA Per DS527 .T643)
Ref.: OCLC 36958298

Today Media and Information < Yangon >
→Mandalay : city profile

Today Media Group < Rangoon >
→Welcome to Myanmar

Todd, John <1800-1873>
Lectures [to children] / transl. by Mrs. C. H. Vinten. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1842. 223 p., illus. – Added title and text in Karen
US: HU MB

Lectures to children / transl. into Burmese by L. B. Stilson. [1st ed.] – Maulmain: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1851. 1 vol. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: N (495.8 T634)

[ Lectures to children]
Todd’s lectures to children / transl. by Lucretia B. Stilson. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1908. 213 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL (14300 a 13) – BL-APAC (Bur B 7)

Todd, W. S.
GB: BL (I.S.Bu.47/8) – BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/626/13)

D: KI-ZBW (D 2208)
GB: BL (I.S.Bu.47/11) – BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/626/13)
US: YU (Madd Ndx39 I36 +910t)

Todd-Naylor, H. P.
→Rules for the management of government bazaars in the Arakan Division

Toe
Rama ra kan’ = Rama Yagan / by U Toe ; ed. by U Lu Pe Win. – Rangoon, 1933. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; ...) – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 197, 16 p. – ( ... ; 32)
2. – 118 p. – ( ... ; 33)
GB: BL (14302 b 52) – SOAS (GPC 810/28.854)*
US: NIU (SEA-FML BL1139.25 .T8421940Z)
Ref.: OCLC 31942640

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibid. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; ...) – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1956. 130 p. – ( ... ; 32)
D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 O 69/1741)

Toe Hla
Subject(s): Birmanie – Histoire – 1752-1885 (Dynastie Kôn-baung)
Burma : Social conditions ; Economic conditions
AU: ANU (Chifley HC422.T64 1987)
Bibliographical description

Tongdhummachart, Kramol
→ Kramol Tongdhummachart <b. 1935>

Tonnet, Martine
→ Catalogus der Soerabajasche Tentoonstelling van kunstvoorwerpen uit British-Indië, Tibet, Nepal, Burma, Bukhara en Perzië

Tooker, Deborah Ellen
[Identity systems of highland Burma, and other papers on the Akha / by Deborah E. Tooker.] – [1992.] 1 vol., various foliations, illus. – Title supplied by cataloger
Contents:
Identity systems of highland Burma
Asymmetric alliance in a non-stratified society
Màng xh‘ô thões-e = The search for the stolen horse, an Akha tale / as recited by ôbô lôza ; phonetic transcription and translation by Deborah E. Tooker
Book review of E. Paul Durrenberger’s Lisu religion
Some continuities in the communication of hierarchy in Tai (Dai) and non-Tai (Akha/Hani) groups.
Subject(s): Akha (Asian people) – Burma ; Thailand, Northern.
Ethnology – Burma. ; Ethnology – Thailand, Northern.

Thailand, Northern : Social life and customs.
Thesis (Ph.D.)
GB: Univ. of Leeds(Brotherton Anthropology C-2 TOO)
US: CU(Kroch Film 11048) HU(Tozzer AS. T 617 I 19 92 ; HU(Fine Arts: FA6304.8 Folio) AU:NC1165.T6C6

Toomey, Rowena Yukiko Leilehua
DissAb 8.2, 72. – UMI RBB 13-02109
Subject(s): Sarit Thanarat <1908-1963>
Ne Win <b. 1911>
Thailand : Politics and government ; History, Military
Burma: – Politics and government ; History, Military
Military government – Thailand ; Military government - Burma

D: PA-UB(55/RR 52983 T672) HD-SAI(300 pol 88/1320) US: CSt CU(Kroch Film 10032) NIU(Microforms-FL-FML MFilm. DS573 .T6651973

Toomey, William Dennis
The economic development of Burma and its social and political setting. – 1957. IV, 116 l., tables, bibliogr. l. 113-116.

Subject(s): Burma – Economic policy.
US: CS(SAL 3781 .S78T; Spec-Coll 3781 .S78T Archive u-Archives)

Toorop, H. R.
NL: KITLV(M ss 199 N+)

Top ten reasons to, boycott Taco Bell. – Los Angeles: UCLA Environmental Coalition, 1990. 21. – Pepsico out of Burma!
US: UCLA(SRLF)
Ref.: OCLC 55688783

Topolski, Feliks <b. 1907>
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Pictorial works
A: ONB(748279-D NEU Mag ; 801499-D ALB)
AU: NLA
GB: BL-DSS(Wf2/6510)
OUL(BOD K Floo 170072 c.12)
US: HU(Fine Arts: FA6304.8 Folio) LC & UCSD(Central) : NC1165.T6C6
NCC(Fine Arts ND692 T62 T62) NYPL(Humanities-Art MCZ+ T67.C7)
UCLA(YRL * NC 1165 T62t) WU(Art Library Cage W10 T625 ZX Cutter)
YU(SML Yale Class. J18 T628 +496)

Torrey, Reuben Archer <1856-1928>
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 543)

ISBN 9748645134 (pbk.)
Note: Personal accounts of nine former Burmese political prisoners involved in the pro-democracy movement in Burma.
Contents:
No escape / by Phone Myint Tun
At the mercy of the beast / by Ma Su Su Mon
In the flames of evil / by Win Naing Oo
Two times too many / by Cho Cho Htun Nyein
Into the darkness / by Tin Win Aung
My interrogation / by Ma Tin Tin Maw
The last days of Mr. Leo Nichols / by Moe Aye
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Torture victims – Burma ; Torture – Burma
Concentration camps – Burma
Military interrogation – Burma
Police questioning - Burma
Political prisoners – Burma
Women political prisoners - Burma
Total denial continues
Total denial
Total Compagnie Française des Pétroles
→ French Total Co[mpany]'s and American Unocal Corporations disastrous gas pipeline project in Burma's Gulf of Martaban

Toru-Ono
→ Ono, Toru

Total Compagnie Française des Pétroles
→ French Total Co[mpany]'s and American Unocal Corporations disastrous gas pipeline project in Burma's Gulf of Martaban

Subject(s): Yadana Pipeline Project (Burma)
Burma : Natural gas pipelines – Environmental aspects ; Human rights ; Environmental degradation ; Politics and government <1988->
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.2915)
SG: BL-APAC(ORW.1998.a.2915)
SOAS(GB323.4792953)

Totten, George Oakley <b. 1922>
Subject(s): Buddhism ; Socialism ; Buddhism – Japan
Buddhism – Burma
US: HU(Harvard-Yenching: (W) BQ678.T7 1960x)
UC(NRLF BQ678.T7 1960 C 3 080 655)

Tottori, Calvin
The OSS Niseis in the China-Burma-India Theater / by Calvin Tottori. – [United States?: s.n.,] 2002. 59 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 59.
Subject(s): Tottori, Calvin ; Biography

United States : Office of Strategic Services - Detachment 101 : Office of Strategic Services - Detachment 202
World War <1939-1945> - Military intelligence ; Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
US: PcarlMH(D810.S7 T68 2002)

Toungoo women
→ Mason, Ellen Huntley Bullard

Toungoo / Municipality
→ Bye-law under section 30. – 1899>
Bye-law by the Toungoo municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Oct. 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(277))

→ Bye-laws under section 30. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(278))

→ Bye-law under section 30. – 1903>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(279))

→ Bye-law under section 30 (2)>
Bye-law by the Toungoo municipality under section 30, subsection (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Dec. 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(280))

→ Bye-laws under section 89>
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 89 and 90 of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1903. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(281))

→ Bye-laws under section 92>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(282))

→ Bye-laws under section 99 (a)>
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 99 (a), 99 (b), 100 and 102 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy. Dept.), Nov. 1900. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(283))

→ Bye-law under section 99 (b). – 1898>
Bye-law by the Toungoo municipality framed under section 99, clause (b), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Oct. 1898. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(284))
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Bye-laws under section 99 (b). – 1905
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 99 (b), 100 and 102 of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), August 1905. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(285))*

Bye-laws under section 102
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(286))*

Bye-laws under section 102 (g)
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 102, sub-section (I), clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), November 1903. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(287))*

Bye-laws under section 142 (e)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(288))*

Bye-laws under section 142 (f)
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 142, clause (f), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(289))*

Bye-law under section 142 (l)
Bye-law by the Toungoo municipality under section 142, clause (l) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(290))*

Bye-laws under section 142 (o)
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 142, clause (o), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), April 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(291))*

Bye-laws under section 142 (r)
Bye-laws by the Toungoo municipality under section 142, clause (r), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Febry 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(292))*

Toungoo Baptist Mission
Council < 1863, Toungoo >
Subject(s): Mason, Ellen B.

Missions – Burma : Baptists – Missions – Burma
GB: BL(4765 ee 5) SOAS(CWML B.3/15)

Subject(s): Toungoo Bghai Karen Mission.
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (Great Britain)
Missions - Burma
Missions – India.
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Missions.
Missions to Hindus.
Baptists – Missions.
US: CtHC & MeWC(Spec.Coll Robsn) : BV3270.T62 1873
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)
Ref.: OCLC 17007942

Tour book of Their Excellencies the Viceroy and Countess of Reading in Burma
→ Reading. Alice Isaac < Countess >

Tour plan of Burma. – [Rangoon : Tourist Information Service, 195-?]. 13 p., illus., map.
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel ; Guide-books ; Travel and Topography
Tourism - Burma
GB: SOAS(Pam.S.E.Asia 10/421.166)
Ref.: OCLC 45789636
ditto. – ibd.: Information and Broadcasting Dept., [1967].
US: LC(in: MLCME 2004/00705 (no.2))
Ref.: OCLC 54073194
ditto. – ibd.: Union of Burma Airways, Tourist Information Service, [197-?]. [12 p.], col. illus., col. map.
GB: OUL(IND Burma 4 d 44
US: CU(Kroch DS527.7.T72)
Touring in Burma by the steamers of the I. F. C. / Irrawaddy Flotilla Company. – Glasgow, [1939?]. 41 p., illus., map, tables.
GB: BL-APAC(T 29880)
US: MiDA
Tourism Authority of Thailand < Bangkok >
Andaman and beyond : a reflection of the Indian and Pacific Oceans → Lees, Paul
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Tourism Concern < Organization >
→ A briefing on the boycott of Lonely Planet Publications

Tourism development in Burma
→ Tourism development study

Tourism Development Management Committee < Union of Myanmar > / Information Sub-Committee
→ Welcome to Myanmar

Subject(s): Hotels – Burma – Mandalay – Planning.
Tourism – Burma – Mandalay – Planning.
US: CU(Kroch+ TX 911.3 .P46 T58 1987)
Ref.: OCLC 41912351

Tourist guide and shopping list: where to go, what to see, where to shop in Calcutta and Burma. – [Calcutta?, 192-?] 52 p., maps. – Cover title: Tourist guide to Calcutta & Burma.
Subject(s): Calcutta (India) : Guidebooks.
Burma : Guidebooks.
US: CU(Kroch DS486.C2 T72)

Toutain, Josep
→ Aanval in Birma

Towards a greater Burma: speeches on Burma reconstruction at the Anglo-Burmese conference and at a dinner given by H. E. the Rt. Hon. Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith, Governor of Burma. Simla 1944. – [Lahore:] Issued by the Information Officer, Govt. of Burma, 1944. 20 p.
Subject(s): Reconstruction (1939) – Burma
US: LC(DS829.B9A6)

Towards democracy by home grown process ... / Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 2003- . – Rankun: Nuinh namh khrare van krithhama, 2003-. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma / Demokratisierung / Zeitschrift
D: B-SBB: 2004 (Zsn 121012 Haus 2)

Towards democracy in Burma
→ Lansner, Thomas R.

Towards Ecological Recovery and Regional Alliance (TERRA) < Organization >
→ Eco-forum: Burma-Indochina

→ Hydroelectric and trans-basin water diversion projects in the Salween River Basin

→ Watershed: people’s forum on ecology, Burma, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand, Vietnam

Note: With reference to Sri Lanka, Burma and Vietnam; contributed studies.
Subject(s): Women – Sri Lanka – Economic conditions – Congresses.
Women – Burma – Economic conditions – Congresses.
Women – Vietnam – Economic conditions – Congresses.
Microfinance – Sri Lanka – Congresses.
Microfinance – Burma – Congresses.
Microfinance – Vietnam – Congresses.
GB: LSE(BL&PES HQ1236.5.A78 T73)
US: CU(Kroch HQ1735.8 .W67 2001)
MiU(Hatcher HQ 1736.8 .W661)
Ref.: OCLC 50004150

Subject(s): Asia : Church history
Christianity – Asia
East Asia Christian Conference : Assembly (1st : 1959 : Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
GB:Birmingham(280.095)
US:MBU-T

Towers, John.
Subject(s): Towers, John
Burma-Siam Railroad.
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Australian
AU:HLA(N & NL 940.547252 T739)

Towill, Bill
A Chindit’s chronicle / by Bill Towill. – Surrey: Bill Towill, 1997-. 143 p., maps.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives;
World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 G /41)
GB:SOAS(GB959.10452/849794)
US: OrB(Adult Non-fiction 940.5481 TOW 2000)
Town and village census tables
→Census <1911>

Townley, H.
South Africa to Australia via India, Burma, Ceylon, the Straits & Java
→Knapp, H. F.

Towns classified by population
→Census <1953>

Subject(s): City planning – Burma
Rural credit – Burma,
Human capital – Burma
SG: ISEAS(HT169 B9T74)

Township maps and data of Yangon city ... / prep. by Design Printing Services. – Yangon: Yangon City Development Committee, 2003. 150 p., col. illus., incl. indexes of street maps of townships, indexes to places, and local advertisements. – Added title also in Burmese
Subject(s): Rangoon – Maps

Towtong, Pachongkarn
p. 165-167: Burmese passive
p. 286-299: Burmese serial verb construction
p. 453-479: Burmese sentence-final particles

Tōyō Bunko < Tokyo >
Classified catalogue of books in Western languages on South-East Asia in the Toyo Bunko / ed. by the Seminar on South and South-East Asian History. – Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko (The Oriental Library).
 p. 111-131, 283: Burma
Subject(s): Asia, Sotheantern : Bibliography – Catalogs, Classified.
D: B-SBB(OLS Ba SOA 460 Haus 2)
S-IA(1.30.01/32) HD-SAI(300 inf 79/723)
GB: SOAS(Ref.G016/398.979)
NL: KITLV(M 31 519 N+)
US: CU: 1 (Kroch Z3221 T75+)
A model Burmese-Chinese dictionary
→Ch’en, Ju-hsing

Tōyō Bunko < Tōkyō > / Seminar on South and South-East Asian History
Classified catalogue of books in Western languages on South-East Asia in the Toyo Bunko
→Toyo Bunko < Tokyo >

Toyota, Mika
GB: BL-DSS(DX218797)
Ref.: OCLC 53551258

Toyota Foundation < Tokyo >
Burmese design through drawings
→Aye Myint

Toys for Primary Schools ... – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society , 1951. 36 p., col illus. – (Sippam cã cañ ; 3) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Toys – Juvenile literature.
US: CU(Kroch GV1218.5 K35 1951a)

Tozzer, Alfred Marston
→Burma biographies

Tozzer Library
→Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology / Tozzer Library

Trabajo forzoso en Myanmar (Birmania) : informe de la Comisión de Encuesta instituida en virtud del artículo 26 de la Constitución de la Organización Internacional del Trabajo para examinar la observancia por Myanmar del Convenio sobre el trabajo forzoso, 1930 (núm. 29) / International Labour Office. – Ginebra: OIT, 1998.. VII, 416 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Boletín oficial, ISSN 0378-5521 ; 81).– English ed.: Forced labour in Myanmar (Burma) - French ed.: Travaill forced au Myanmar (Birmanie)
Note: Comprises various documents, articles, and testimonies submitted by different organizations, including human rights bodies, the UN, and individuals in relation to the ILO's investigation of the complaint against Myanmar that it had violated Article 26 of the ILO Constitution. Includes a brief description of the country.
Subject(s): ILO pub
forced labour
ILO Convention
violation
Myanmar
CH: ILO(98B09/206 span ; 311215)
Ref.: OCLC 41958694 ; 40235725
List of storms and depressions 1877-1890.
Subject(s): Storms – Indian Ocean Region – Maps.
Cyclone tracks – Arabian Sea – Maps.
Cyclone tracks – Bengal, Bay of – Maps.
Cyclone tracks – India – Maps.
Lows (Meteorology) – Arabian Sea – Maps.
Lows (Meteorology) – Bengal, Bay of – Maps.
Lows (Meteorology) – India – Maps.
Marine meteorology – Indian Ocean – Charts, diagrams, etc.
US: LC(G2851.C8615 1979)

Tracts in Burmese. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1860. – Title page in English, text in Burmese
Subject(s): Tracts – Burma ; Christianity - Burma
US: KyLoS(SBGEN BKS01 238.6 .Am35t V.1) YU(LSF Fx7 T67)
Ref.: OCLC 37518598

US: DS

Subject(s): India : Commerce – Burma ; Emigration and immigration
Burma : Commerce – India : Emigration and immigration
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.146/6)* BL-APAC(P/V 522) ; IOR/V/27/244/37)
US: LC(HF3788.B84A5 1935) UCLA

Trade and immigration relations between India and Burma after the separation of Burma. Presented by the Secretary of State for India to Parliament by command of His Majesty, August 1935. – London : H. M. S. O., 1935. 12 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cmnd. 4985]) – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms) – Parl. pap. 1934/35, VIII, 187
Subject(s): India : Commerce – Burma ; Burma : Commerce – India ; Emigration and immigration.
D: KI-ZBW(B 14.225)

Trade and investment guide : Myanmar. 1995. 3rd update
1996. – Singapore: Singapore Trade Development Board
> Market research report : Myanmar
US: LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) : BL(IND)

Trade at stations adjacent to land frontier routes for Oct. 1931- / publ. by order to the Governor-General in Council. Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, India. – Delhi
Pt. 2. Burma imports, exports
US: ICJ LC

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/660/115)*

Contents: Some notes on border issues between Thailand and Burma / I Ketut Ardhana - Man, environment, and socio economic traditions in the border areas between Thailand and Burma / Yekti Mananti - Migration, trafficking, and the sex industry in the cross border areas between Thailand and Burma / Lamijo - Cross border networks and trade routes, Thailand and Burma / Rucianawati - Legal and illegal trade on the border between Thailand and Burma / I Ketut Ardhana - Ethnic groups on the border between Thailand and Burma / I Ketut Ardhana - Boundaries – Thailand – History – 20th century

Trade Development Board < Singapore >
– Myanmar bizwatch
– Union of Myanmar

Trade directory of Burma and Ceylon : containing a survey of Burmese and Ceylonese industries and foreign trade for the promotion of trade relations with Burma and Ceylon ... – Calcutta : Industry Publishers
GB: BL: 1940/41 (PP 2560)*
US: LC: 1940/41 (HF3789B8T7)

Trade pact between Burma and W. Germany. – [Rangoon, 1956. 2 p.]
US: DS

Subject(s): Burma – Commerce.
US: CU(Kroch HF3707.7 .T73 1994)
Ref.: OCLC 52177414

The Trade Union act
→ Labour Legislation Committee : Report ; 7.1

Trade in agricultural products, 1934/35-1936/37. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1939. 57 p., 15 tables. – (Markets Section bulletin, Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1A)
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 98/1110)*
GB: CUL(OP.3200.631.02) BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/501/47)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HD9016 B9T76)
US: CU(Annex HF5475.B8 A32) NNC
ditto. – ibd., 1961. 57 p. – (Markets Section bulletin, Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1A)
D: KI-ZBW(B 63.994)

Trade in agricultural products, 1937/38-1939/40. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1941. 11, XXV p. – (Markets Section bulletin, Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1B)
J: HTK
ditto. – ibd., 1963. 11 p., XXV l.
SG: ISEAS(HD9016 B9T76)

Trade journal of Burma. – Rangoon
D: KI-ZBW(YY 3925)

Trade Mission to Burma, Thailand, Philippines, Japan, Hong Kong and Cambodia < Singapore >
→ Singapore trade mission, March 1968

Trade news … (1.12,1994,Feb.- .) – Yangon: Directorate of Trade, Ministry of Trade. – Biweekly. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): International trade – Periodicals

Burma : Commerce – Periodicals
Asia Commerce – Periodicals
SG: ISEAS(HF3770.7 A1T76 ; Microfiche (o)95/63409)
US: CU:1.12,1994,Feb.- (incompl.) (Kroch Oversize HC415.T74) 2.1-11 (Fiche 887 (o) 95 63409)
LC(Microfiche (o) 95/63409 ; (o) 97/63414)
Ref.: OCLC 34748157 ; 37342119

Subject(s): Trade unions – Burma.
Other Name: Trade Union Congress (Burma) Education and Research Committee.
CH: ILO(F331.881(591)R T76 / 88010)
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/696 Kp)*
Ref.: OCLC 39945552

<2.1956,Rangoon>
Report of the general secretary of the Trade Union Congress (Burma) submitted to the second congress held on the 24th-27th of January 1956, at the City Hall, Rangoon. – [Rangoon :] TUCB, Information and Publicity Dept., 1956. 64 p.
Subject(s): Labor – Burma.
Labor unions – Burma – Congresses.
Working class – Burma.
CH: ILO(F331.881(591)R T76 / 88010)
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/696 Kp)*
LC(HD6805.7.T7)
Ref.: OCLC 41334504
Trade Union Congress < Burma >/ Education and Research Committee

Subject(s): Trade unions – Statutes – Burma
CH: ILO(331.889 A1 no.61 / 60969)
Ref.: OCLC 39945531
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Pt. 1. 2004. 286 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
Pt. 2. 2004. 367 p., illus.

Contents:
Ancient knowledge and the use of landscape walled settlements in lower Myanmar / Elizabeth Moore;
MANDALA: from sacred origins to sovereign affairs in Southeast Asia / Rosita dell'Uomo;
Traditions of knowledge in old Javanese literature, c. 1000-1500 / Kenneth R. Hall;
The Min Raja-gri Satam of Mahajey-thein: making a "history" for the king / Jacques P. Leider;
Life in seventeenth century Burma through Dutch eyes / Wil O. Dijk;
The tradition of statecraft in 18th century Myanmar / Tun Aung Chain;
Imagination and knowledge: some comments on rumours in the mid-nineteenth century Konbaung court / Aurore Candier;
The return of Shway Yoe: James George Scott as a writer / Thet Tun;
The tradition of sand pagodas in Myanmar / Ni Ni Myint;
Mirrored in short stories: some glimpses of Myanmar life and society in the 20th century / Thaw Kaung.

Subject(s): Burma - Civilization - Congresses
Burma - Congresses - Civilization (sw)
Burma - Study and teaching - Congresses
Burma - Congresses - Study and teaching
Burma - Antiquities
Burma - History
Burma - Foreign relations - Asia, Southeastern
Asia, Southeastern - Study and teaching - Congresses
Asia, Southeastern - Civilization - Congresses

Note: Chiefly on Burmese civilization.
Includes some Burmese

Subject(s): Burma - Civilization - Congresses
Burma - Congresses - Civilization (sw)
Burma - Study and teaching - Congresses
Burma - Congresses - Study and teaching
Burma - Antiquities
Burma - History
Burma - Foreign relations - Asia, Southeastern
Asia, Southeastern - Study and teaching - Congresses
Asia, Southeastern - Civilization - Congresses

AU:NLA(YY 959.1 T763)
D: B-SBB(12 V 654 Haus 1 ; 55 998 Haus 2)
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0021 ; 22)

Traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs: annual reports by the governments for 1938. Burma. Communicated by the Government of the United Kingdom; note by the Secretary-General...

Subject(s): Drugs - Burma.

Note: Chiefly on Burmese

Subject(s): Burma - Economic policy

Annotated bibliography of Burma

A bibliography on Chinese language materials relating to Burma
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Subject(s): Burma - Economic policy

Note: Chiefly on Burmese

Subject(s): Burma - Antiquities

Note: Chiefly on Burmese

Subject(s): Burma - History

Note: Chiefly on Burmese

Subject(s): Burma - Antiquities

Note: Chiefly on Burmese
Burmese Sit-tàns 1764 - 1826 : records of rural life and administration / Frank N. Trager and Institute of Pacific Relations, 1954. VI, 60 p., map, diagrs., tables, bibliogr. footnotes. 

Burma – Foreign relations

Burmese ; Burmese – Missions ; Missionaries – Burma

Trager, Helen Gibson <b. 1910>
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Subject(s): Missions – Burma ; Burmese ; Burma – History.

Missionaries - Burma

Aliens – Burma – History – 19th century.

Burma – Social life and customs – History – 19th century.


AU:NL(A266.005951 T765)

GB:OBUL(BOD Camera UB 1339 e.148 ; IND)
A kingdom lost for a drop of honey

Talking it over

Trager, Frank Newton
Burma: land of golden pagodas

We the Burmese

Training College of Scotland

Report on the Training College of Scotland, and a comparison with the work of training in Burma


Subject(s): Project activities; Telephone; Telecommunication

Transition and tension in Southeast Asia

Translation exercises: or first steps in English composition. – Moulmein: Friends of Moulmain Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese

Translation of a digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheritance and marriage: being a collection of texts from thirty-six Dhammathats, compared and arranged under the supervision of U Gaung, justicial commissioner, Upper Burma, and published with the sanction of the Government of Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.) Text in Burmese, pref. and table of contents in English

Tran Van Thanh


Shulman 605

Trans-frontier routes, Assam-Burma. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1942. II, 78 p.

US: LC(Microfilm TE-2)

Translation news service

Burma tribune: translation news service

Tran Than Qui<br. 1924>


US: CU(Kroch RA530.5 .T72x 1995 +)

Tran Thanh Hung<br. 1939>


D: HD-SAI(300 pol 76/627)*

Tran Thanh Hung

for the Government of Myanmar by the International Telecommunication Union, acting as executing agency for UNDP.

Subject(s): Project activities; Telephone; Telecommunication

UNDP – Programme management

US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/BUR-81-016)


Subject(s): Health promotion Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.; AIDS (Disease) Burma Prevention; Youth – Health and hygiene; Burma; Women – Health and hygiene – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch RA530.5 .T72x 1995 +)

TH: CU

Translation of a digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheritance and marriage: being a collection of texts from thirty-six Dhammathats, compared and arranged under the supervision of U Gaung, at the instance and under the authority of G. D. Burgess, judicial commissioner, Upper Burma, and published with the sanction of the Government of Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.) Text in Burmese, pref. and table of contents in English

1. Inheritance. – 1898.

Subject(s): Inheritance and succession - Burma; Burmese Buddhist law; Marriage law - Burma

US: HU(Law School) YU(Fxa83 +D53)

ditto. – ibd.

1. Inheritance. – 1902. XVI, 473, LII p., index. – On cover 1903

AU:ANU: 1 (Menzies microfrom BL1226.82.M3.T67)

GB: BL(14300 ggg 23)* BL-APAC(Bur D 781/1)

ditto. – ibd.

1. Inheritance. – 1902. XVI, 473, LII p., index. – On cover 1903

AU:ANU: 1 (Menzies microfrom BL1226.82.M3.T67)
Translation of act no. VIII of 1859: civil code of procedure / publ. under the sanction of Her Majesties [sic.] Government of India. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1870. 94 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 19)*

Translation of act no. VIII of 1859: – British Library

Translation of act no. X of 1870 / by John Legeois. – Rangoon: American Mission Pr., 1870. 94 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1699)

GB: BL(14300 g 18)*

Translation of act no. XXXII of 1860: income tax act / publ. under the sanction of Her Majesties Government of India. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1860. 155 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 1)*

GB: BL(14300 g 1)* BL-APAC(Bur D 633)

Translation of the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s speech ... – Nu <U ; Thakin> : Speech ...

Translation of the printed judgments of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, and the Special Court

→ Burma < Lower Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner

Translation of the war time expressions in Burma. – [Washington? D.C., 1943.] 37 l. – United States. General staff. Military Intelligence Division. 14th Februrary 1877. Publ. under the sanction of the Chief Commissioner of British Burma ...

GB: BL(14300 g 1)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1229)

Translation of Wethandaya

→ Wethandaya

Translation Society < Burma >

→ Burma Translation Society

Bibliographical description

D: HD-SAI(171 bez 75/14,1-2)*
US: LC(JX926 1921.M3)

Treaties and other international acts series
→ United States / Department of State

Treaties and other international agreements of the United States of America
→ United States / Department of State

Subject(s): Courts-martial and courts of inquiry – United States; Courts-martial and courts of inquiry – Burma.
US: LC(Law “JAG” Libr. JX5123.U5) YU(Films no.51)
Ref.: OCLC 35410370

Treaty between His Majesty and the President of the Chinese Republic together other documents relating to the Chinese customs tariff etc., Nanking 20 December 1928. – London : H. M. S. O., 1929. 12 p. – (Treaty series / Great Britain, Foreign Office) ; 10, 1929 [1929. 10]) ((Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament); Cmd. 3319) – Parl. pap. 1928/29, XXIII, 45
GB: BL(OPL:RR)
US: LC(JX636 1892 no.10)

GB: BL(OPL:RR ; B.S.101(3)*) BL-APAC(P/T 3648)
SAAdS(ICS JQ703 G.B)
SOAS(Pam.GB 350/183.134)*
ULL(ICOMM JQ703 G.B)
US: LC(DS485.BS.892B7 1947)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1076)
Ref.: OCLC 34303620

Subject(s): Burma – Constitutional – History – Great Britain – Foreign relations – Burma.
Burma – Foreign relations – Great Britain.
GB: BL(OPL:RR ; B.S.14/137)*
SAAdS(ICS JQ703 G.B) ULL(ICOMM JQ703 G.B)
US: HU(Law School UK 602)
LC(JX626 1892, 1948, no.16)
YU(Mudd Ozae5 G5 A3 1948)
Ref.: OCLC 34350723

Treaty of Peace between the Union of Burma and Japan. – [Rangoon.] 1955. 10 p. – In English and Burmese
SG: ISEAS(IDS528.8 J3B96)

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* SOAS(India papers 118.318,15)*

The treaty of Yandabo / comp. from the Kin Wun Gyi’s parabaik, Bernard Free Library, in Hman Nan Yazawun Daws by Maung Kin Nyn. – Rangoon, 1952. 4 p. – Text in Burmese, Urdu and English
Ref.: OCLC 26699539

Treaty of Peace between the Union of Burma and Japan. – [Rangoon.] 1955. 10 p. – In English and Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations – Japan – Treaties.

Treaty of friendship and mutual non-aggression between the Union of Burma and the People’s Republic of China – Nu Agreement between the Government of the Union of Burma and the Government of the People’s Republic of China on the question of the boundary between the two countries

Treaty of friendship between the Union of Burma and Pakistan. – Rangoon, 1952. 4 p. – Text in Burmese, Urdu and English
Ref.: OCLC 26699539

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* SOAS(India papers 118.318,15)*

The treaty of Yandabo / comp. from the Kin Wun Gyi’s parabaik, Bernard Free Library, in Hman Nan Yazawun Daws by Maung Kin Nyn. – Rangoon, 1952. 4 p. – Text in Burmese
GB: BL(OPL:RR)*

Treaty series
→ Great Britain / Foreign Office : Treaty series

T 105
Treaty with the King of Burmah

Tree planting practices in temperate Asia: Burma, India, Pakistan

Suri, Parma Nand

Tree Society of West Australia

The Burma road flora

Burns, A. C.


Subject(s): Burma – forest inventories; volume tables; mathematical models

Treesucon, Uthai

The birds of the Thai-Malay Peninsula: covering Burma and Thailand south of the eleventh parallel, Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore

Wells, David

Tregaskis, Richard <1916-1973>

Combat: the war with Japan

Trégnier,

L'état-civil birman / Pierre Trégnier ; préf. de Marie-Hélène Cardinaud. – Paris ; Montréal (Québec) ; Budapest [ etc.] ; Aachen, Techn. Hochschule, Diss., 1969. 308 S. – ISBN 3-7609-0018-6

Subject(s): Personnes (droit)

ISBN 2-7475-1014-X

L’État-civil birman / Pierre Trégnier ; préf. de Marie-Hélène Cardinaud. – Paris ; Montréal (Québec) ; Budapest [ etc.] ; Aachen, Techn. Hochschule, Diss., 1969. – 50-64: Religion et Sozialismus in Burma

ISBN 3-7609-0018-6


D: HD-UB(70 P 6944)

Trench Gascoigne, Laura Gwendolen Galton <d.1949>
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Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel

D: B-SBB(496 565 Haus 2 NF(LS)

HD-SA(321 ldk 72/285)

GB: BL(010055 gg 4) BL-DSS(B.21.b.11)

BL-APAC(T 13515)*

BL-DSS(B.21.b.11)

N: UHS(Ref2 016.9159 Tre)

SOAS(GB 909.4.440 ; 439.797)*

US: HU(Law School BUR 912 TRE46 2001)

SG: ISEAS(SCR fDS530.4 G24) RUBC(959.1 GAS)

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 T79)

LC(RA431.T65)

HUsider W 49645)

Ref.: OCLC 03621474 ; 30045057

Treston, Maurice Lawrence <b. 1891>


Subject(s): Burma : Officials and employees – Health and hygiene

Public health – Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Sanitation – Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.

GB: BL(LS.Bu.149/25)* BL-APAC(T 13515)*

OUL(IND Retind)

US: CU(Kroch RA541.B95 T79) LC(RA431.T65)

Ref.: OCLC 5324925

Treuheit, Werner


D: HD-UB(70 P 6944)


ISBN 3-7609-0018-6

S. 50-64: Religion and Sozialismus in Burma

Subject(s): Socialism and religion ; Developing countries – Socialism ; Socialism - Developing countries ; Socialism – East Asia ; Socialism – Africa ; Language: German

T 106
Bibliographical description

AU: NLA(335.0091724 T811)
CH: BE StUB(Jus XXXII 2636)
BS Mission 21(BM 4506)
D: B-SBB(26 A 1101 Haus 1) OS-UB
HD-SAI(550 pol 71/223)*
F: BNF BDIC(O col 2047/5)
GB: LSE(BLPES HX44 T81)
SOAS(A335.0091724/273844)
NL: KITLV(M 1996 A 2833)
US: CRL(P-00084676) CU(Kroch HX44 .T81)
HU(Widener Harv. Depos. Soc 780.46)
LC & NNC(Offsite) & UCSB(Library) & YU(SML) :
UX44 .T74 UCLA(YRL HX 44 T727s)

Treves, Frederick <1853-1923>
The other side of the lantern : an account of a commonplace tour round the world / by Frederick Treves. With 40 illus. 1st publ. – London [etc.]: Cassell, 1905. XVI, 424 p., 40 plates.

GB: BL(010058 f 2)
US: NYPL(Research KBG)
ditto. – ibd., 1928. 319 p. – (Cassell’s pocket library)

Trevor, Penelope <b. 1960>

D: HD-SAI(195 rei 95/93)*


D: HD-SAI(229 eth 75/564)*


GB: BL(709/14804)*

Tribesmen and peasants in North Thailand

Tribal Research Centre < Chiang Mai >

Tribal Research Institute
A short account of the Kuki-Lushai tribes on the North-East frontier

→Soppitt, C. A.

Tribes of Assam

D: HD-SAI(229 eth 75/564)*

The tribes of Northeast India

GB: BL(709/14804)*

Tribesmen and peasants in North Thailand
Triennial report on the civil dispensaries and police hospitals of Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

> Triennial report on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma

D:  B-SBB: 1890/92-1896/98(4° J 18278/20 Haus 2 NfLS)
GB: BL: 1890/92 1983/95 1896/98 (I.S.Bu.27)
US: LC(RA9901.B4B7)

Triennial report on the hospitals and dispensaries in Burma

→Triennial report on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma

Triennial report on the statistics of vaccination in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.)

> Triennial report on the civil dispensaries and police hospitals of Burma

D:  B-SBB: 1890/93-1923/26 1929/32(1932)
GB: BL: 1890/91-1892/93 1920/21-1922/23 to 1929/30-1932/33 (I.S.Bu.145/2)*
US: DNLM(W2 JB8 Z1)

Triennial report on vaccination in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. P. H.)

cf. Report on vaccination in Burma

Subject(s): Medicine – Burma ; Vaccination Burma.

D:  B-SBB: 1890/93-1923/26 1929/32(1932)
GB: BL: 1890/91-1892/93 1920/21-1922/23 to 1929/30-1932/33 (I.S.Bu.145/2)*
BL-APAC: 1893-1933 (IOR/V/24/4362-64)
US: DNLM(W2 JB8 Z1)

Triennial report on the statistics of vaccination in Burma

A trip to Rangoon in 1846

→Grant, Colesworthy

Tripe, Linnaeus

The photographs of Linnaeus Tripe : a catalogue raisonné

→Dewan, Janet.

Trip, Louis Upton Graham
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Subject(s): English fiction – Burma.
Burma - Description and travel
AU:ANU(Menzies microform BL1226.82.M3.T67)

NLA(959.104 T836)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.32051 ; GEN.III.61296)
GB:BL(X 809/49856) CUL(632:1.c.90.4) OUL(IND
Burma 4 d 59) SOAS(GB830/155.918)*
SG: ISEAS(PL3998 T84) RUBC(823.01 TRI)
US:CU(Kroch PR6039.R58 B67) LC(FZ3.T7382Bo)

NNC(Offsite PR6039.R59 B6)

YU(Mudd WB 51797 ; SML PR6039 R59 B6)

Trotman, Francis Earle
Burma: a study of its people and religion / by F. E.
Trotman. Illus. – Westminster: Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, 1917. VIII, 151 p., [8] l. of
plates, app., index.
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Religion ; Description and
travel ; Social sciences
GB:BL(10055 b 37) BL-APAC(T 38815)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 247188 e.10)
SAS(591):308 (Room 17) SOAS(GB 200/16313)*
J: TYB(XII-25-C-5)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.4 T85) RUBC(959.1 TRO)
US:CU(Kroch DS485.B81 T85) MB

NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Lr T858)
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS485.B86 T76)
YU(LSF-Request Lr T75)

ditto. Microform. – Evanston, Ill.: American Theological Li-
brary Association, 1995. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (ATLA
monograph preservation program ; ATLA film 1995-0243)
(Day missions monographs on microfilm ; set 1)
ISBN: 0524092435
HK:HKU(Spec.Coll R 016.266023 G94 guide ; MF
2529626)
US:NCd(Divinity Microform ATLA 1995 243)

YU(LSF-Request Film B6243)

by Martin Jelsma, Tom Kramer, Pietje Vervest. – Chiang
bibliogr. ref. – ISBN 974-957589-X
Subject(s): Burma : Opium trade
Golden Triangle : Opium trade
opium; drug control; conflicts; Shan State
US: UC(SD87.A54 no.14)

Trouessart, E. L.
Gibbons et semnopithèques propres à la Birmanie anglaise. –
Ref.: Bernot

Troughton, Joanna <b. 1947>
→Believe it or not
→Make-believe tales

Troup, Robert Scott <1874-1939>
Burmese in wood : Dipterocarpus tuberculatus, Roxb / by R.
S. Troup. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1909. 24 p., illus.,
tables, map.
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/1535 Kp)*
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/25)*

US: UC

Burmese leza wood (Lagerstroemia tomentosa, Presl.) / by R.
S. Troup. – Calcutta: Govt. Print., India, 1909. 6 p.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/25)*

US: MiU UC

Burmese padauk (Pterocarpus Macrocarpus, Kurz) / by R.
S. Troup. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1909. 41 p., map.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/25)*

US:LC(SD87.A54 no.14)

A note on some statistical and other information regard ing
the teak forests of Burma / by R. S. Troup. Publ. by order of
the Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India,
1911. 73 p., plates, map. – (Indian forest records ; 3.1)
GB:BL(I.S.252/9)*

US:LC(SD87.A54 no.14) NYPL

Working plan for the Satpōk, Sitkwin and Thindawyo Work-
ing Circles in the Tharrawaddy Forest Division
→Working plan '<Tharrawaddy: Satpōk, Sitkwin, Thin-
dawyo'>

Trueblood, Lester Wendell <b. 1911>
Burma : a study in political geography / Lester W. True-
blood. – 1954. VII, 239 l., tab., map, bibliogr. l. 228 to 239.
- UMI 00-09021

Subject(s): Geopolitics – Burma

Burma : History ; Politics and government ; Economic
conditions
Thesis – Clark Univ.
D: B-SBB(590 760 Haus 2) HD-SAI(320 his 82/1959)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62674)

T 109
Trübner and Co.
List of new and second-hand books on Burma and the Burmese: to be obtained of Trübner & Co. – London, 1889.
Subject(s): Bibliography – Literatures
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor 258691 f.2)


Scrutiny of statements published by the Ayeyawady Press with the address of Chiang Mai University of Thailand. - p. 33-46

Scrutiny of letters sent from members of Amnesty International. – p. 47-68.

Scrutiny of statements published by the Ayeyawady Press Address: Chiang Mai University of Thailand. – 69-77.

Scrutiny of the announcements issued by the National League for Democracy. – 78-92.

Scrutiny of the Announcements of the National League for Democracy. – 93-139.


A Detailed Study of the Statements Published by the Ayeyawady Publishing House Using the Address of the Chiangmai University, Thailand.  – 160-179.

A scrutiny of the ICFTU report based on reports of the Kayin Human Rights Group that has been submitted to the Director General of the ILO. – 180-201.

Subject(s): National League for Democracy (Burma) Burma – Politics and government <1988->
Human rights - Burma
Civil rights - Burma
Forced labor - Burma

US: CU(Internet Source)   HU(Widener)
Ref.: OCLC 52176934

The truth about the flotilla: being a reprint of articles and letters which have appeared recently in the "Rangoon Times". – Rangoon : Rangoon Times Pr., 1888. II, 74 p.

GB: BL(08227 ee 22(7) ; 08229 f 30(8)*)

Truxton, Addison Strong
The integration of the Karen peoples of Burma and Thailand into their respective national cultures: a study in the dynamics of culture contact / by Addison Strong Truxton. – 1958.


Subject(s): Karens
D: 252(6420/45)
SG: ISEAS(L.O. DS528.2 K35T87)

TH:CU(05119)
US: CU(Thesis GN 50 1958 T874+)   LC
UCLA(YRL DS45 Microfilm)
Ref.: OCLC 48939352

Tsai, Ming
The food of Asia: featuring authentic recipes from master chefs in Burma…

Tsao, Philip Chieh-Fu

Subject(s): Burma Road <Burma - China> Academic Dissertation - St. John's Univ. <Jamaica, NY>
US: NNSU(Queens - thesis - Reserve 80 Tsa Tsa)

Tsaw Hla Phroo

GB: BL(14302 h 17)*  BL-APAC(T 7070)*

Tsaya [pseud.]
Myam-Ma: the home of the Burman / by Tsaya. – Calculta: Thacker, Spink, 1886. 90 p.

Subject(s): Burma Description and travel
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 340)*

GB: BL-APAC(T 38786)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare DS527.6.T87)
HU   LC(Echols DS527.6.T87)

Tsuchiya, Iwao <b. 1927>

Tsui, Amy Ong
Burma: illustrative functional projections 1975-2000: covering urbanization, education, labor force, marital status, health, food, family planning / by Amy Ong Tsui; with the assistance of Donald Bogue ... [et al.] – [Chicago:] Community and Family Study Center, the Univ. of Chicago, 1979. 47 f.

Subject(s): Birmanie – Statistiques.
CAN: CaQMU(UdeM L.S.H. HA 15 T78 B5 1979)
Ref.: OCLC 53689167
Illustrative functional projections, 1975-2000 / Amy Ong Tsui ; with the assistance of Donald Bogue ... – [Chicago:] Community and Family Study Center, Univ. of Chicago, 1979. – 19 vols. Incl. bibliogr. ref. – Functional projections include: Urbanization, education, labor force, marital status, health, food, family planning. 


Subject(s): Developing countries – Population. ... Population forecasting – Burmaistan. 

US: NJP 

Tsui, Xiang 
The development and evolution of Sino-Burman relations from the late 1940s to the mid-1950s / by Xiang Tsui. – 1993. VIII, 103 l. – Cornell Univ., Fac. of the Graduate School, M.A. (arts) thesis, Jan. 1993 


Burma – Foreign relations <1948->1962 

US: CU(Echols DS503 C81 1993 T882+ ; Archives Thesis 1993 T882) 

NIU(SEA-FML DS777.8 .X536 1993) 

Tu Saw <Thra> 

→The care of soil and the good citizenship 

Tubb, J. A. 
A list of lake plankton, Burma. – Bangkok, FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Far East, 1959. 6 p., tab. – (IPFC occasional paper / Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council ; 59/4) 

US: CRL(F-2971) 

Ref.: OCLC(21327258) 


Ref.: FAO: Fisheries 50776-58 

TUCB 

→Trade Union Congress < Burma > 

Tuchmann, Barbara Wertheim 

US: LC(E745.S68T8) 


Burma p. 328-445 
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Tuchrello, William P. 
Burma : a selective guide to scholarly resources 

→Hibler, Anita 

ditto. 

→Burma : a study guide 


→Burma : a study guide 

Tuck, Henry Newman 
The Chin Hills 

→Carey, Bertram Sausmarez 

Tucker, Mike 

Subject(s): Karen <Southeast Asian people> : Burma. Human rights - Burma. 

Civil war - Burma. 


Guerrillas - Burma. 

Karen State <Burma> 

AU: NLA(YY 959.105 T873) 

NL: KITLV(M 2005 A 1178) 

SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 K35 T89) 

US: CU(Kroch) & MiU(Hatcher) & WU(Memorial Libr.) : DS528.2.K35 T83 2003 

HU(Widener) LC(DS530.65 .T83 2003) 

MiU(Hatcher DS528.2 K35 T83 2003) 

NIU(SEA DS528.2.K35 T835 2003) – UC(SRLF) 

Ref.: OCLC 56600573 

Tucker, Shelby 


Note: "Shelby Tucker entered the Shan State of Burma through a border area of China closed to foreigners, crossed the Kachin Hills and left Burma via an area of India closed to foreigners. He was detained by Communist rebels, handed over to Kachin rebels and arrested by the Indian Army." "Among Insurgents is more than an adventure story. It describes the Kachins, the most important of Burma's "hidden colonies", of whom very little has been written, offers a brief and readable analysis of the Burmese Civil War, including its ethnic and religious dimensions, and examines the symbiotic relationship between the civil war and the international drugs trade. Shelby Tucker interviewed poppy farmers and leaders on both sides of the narcotics divide, and his report to the US National Security Council may have contributed to Washington's changed perception of the Burma Army as the main player in the trade." - Book jacket. – ISBN 1-86064-529-1 

Subject(s): jacket. – ISBN 1-86064-529-1 

Burma – Kachin State 

Note: 111
Drug traffic – Burma – Kachin State
Kachin (Asian people).
Birmannie – Politique et gouvernement
Burma – Description and travel.
Insurgency – Burma – Kachin State
Kachin State (Burma) – Description and travel.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.7 .T83 2000)
GB:BL(m00/31558) SOAS(GB909/798146 ; E Coll 317/76)
US: YU(SML DS527.7 T83 2000)
GB: BL(m00/31558)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.72516)
D: B-SBB(1 A 437924 Haus 2)

Tucker draws on his experience as a trial lawyer to argue that Ne Win, and not the Burma politician hanged for the crime, murdered Aung San, and that the junta is the leading player in the country's flourishing drugs trade. Media emphasis on the junta's record of human rights abuse, he suggests, tends to obscure a strategic interest in ending the trade shared by all major powers. He surveys various scholars' assessments of the prospect of the peaceful devolution of power to civilian rule and concludes by proposing measures for assisting change in Burma. - Book jacket

Subject(s): Burma : History <1948-> ; Ethnic relations ; History, 1824-1948. ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government1824-1948 ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Unabhängigkeitbewegung – Geschichte independence / multiculturalism
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.7 .T83 2000)
D: B-SBB(1 A 437924 Haus 2) FR-UB(GE 2002/6093)

The guide book from death to life / by G. Alwah Tudee.
Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr.

Note: The Burmese Civil War began 12 weeks after Britain granted Burma independence in 1948 and has continued ever since. This book defines its core causes for readers who are new to the subject or baffled by its complexities. Tucker draws on his experience as a trial lawyer to argue that Ne Win, and not the Burma politician hanged for the crime, murdered Aung San, and that the junta is the leading player in the country's flourishing drugs trade. Media emphasis on the junta's record of human rights abuse, he suggests, tends to obscure a strategic interest in ending the trade shared by all major powers. He surveys various scholars' assessments of the prospect of the peaceful devolution of power to civilian rule and concludes by proposing measures for assisting change in Burma. - Book jacket

Subject(s): Burma : History <1948-> ; Ethnic relations ; History, 1824-1948. ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government1824-1948 ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Unabhängigkeitbewegung – Geschichte independence / multiculturalism
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.7 .T83 2000)
D: B-SBB(1 A 437924 Haus 2) FR-UB(GE 2002/6093)

The guide book from death to life / by G. Alwah Tudee.
Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr.

The guide book from death to life / by G. Alwah Tudee.
Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr.

Tudee, G. Alwah
1. – 1935. 249 p.
GB:BL(11103 a 106)* BL-APAC(Karen B.128)

The Iwo districts / by G. Alwah Tudee. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB:BL(11103 131)* BL-APAC(Karen B.55)
The Tavoy Mission and its early missionaries ... – Rangoon : The author, 1906. 120 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.55)

Tufts University <Medford, Mass.> / Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
→ Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy <Medford, Mass.>

Tugendhat, Eduardo
Consideration for the development of business exports : a report by the product/market identification team
→ Esteve, Humberto

Tullis, F. LaMond
Unintended consequences : illegal drugs and drug policies in nine countries / LaMond Tullis. – Boulder, Colo: Rienner, 1995. IX, 229 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 211-221. – (Studies on the impact of the illegal drug trade ; 4)
ISBN 1-55587-549-1
Contents: Drugs, illegality, and crime - Drug production and consumption - Drug trafficking: Colombia ; Peru ; Bolivia ; Mexico ; Thailand ; Laos ; Myanmar/Burma ; Pakistan - Drug-control efforts and their effectiveness - Unintended socioeconomic and political effects - What ought be done? Consequences of action and inaction.
Subject(s): Drug traffic ; Narcotics, Control of
N: SIRUS(8d130) UBB(SV 363.45 Tul)
US: IU(Undergrad Stacks 363.45 T826U)

Tulloch, Derek
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944
Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944> : Studies
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> : Military operations, Army - South-East Asia Command - Special Force - Burma
Burma : World War <1939-1945> : Military operations, Army, British - South-East Asia Command - Special Force
GB: LSE(BLPE5 DA69.3.W525 T91)
SOAS(GB949/287.293 ; E Coll 3 L/28)
ULL(MD99 WIN Tul)
IRL: TCD(940.542 L2)
US: CU(Kroch +DS528.2.K35 T86 1997)
OAU(Alden SE Asia JC599.B87 T86 1997x)
WU(CTR E-11588)

Tun
Ref.: Cordier

Tun, Frankie Tin <b. 1949>
→ Tin Tun, Frankie

Tun, Moe K.
→ Education for the development of the marginalized Karen in Burma

Tun Aung
A comparative dictionary of the Pwo-Karen dialect
→ Purser, William Charles Bertrand

Tun Aung Chain
Shwedagon / U Tun Aung Chain and U Thein Hlaing. – Yangon: Universities Pr., 1996. VIII, 92 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1807)

Tun Aung A Chain
Note: Art and architecture of Shwedagon pagoda, Buddhist shrine in Rangoon, Burma.
Rvhe ti gum Ce ti to’ (Rangoon, Burma)
Pagodas – Burma – Rangoon
Buddhist art and symbolism – Burma – Rangoon.
Architecture, Buddhist – Burma – Rangoon.
Shwe Dagon Pagoda <Rangoon> – Architecture, Buddhist Temples – Burma ; Shwedagon – Burma
D: B-SBB(1 A 521080)
SG: ISEAS(BQ6335 S5T92)
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.R22 T92 1996)
Tun Aung Chain: secretary of the Myanmar Historical Commission. – Yangon: Yangon : Myanmar Historical Commission, 2004. 211 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Subject(s): Burma – Study and teaching ; Burma – History


Handbook of co-operators / by Maung Tun Hlaing. 3rd ed. – Rangoon : Morawati, 1925. 153 p. – Subject(s): Education, Cooperative

Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / prepared by Tun Lwin (Educational Planning Officer, Ministry of Education, Rangoon). – Bangkok: Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and Oceania, 1978. V, 30 p., illus. – Subject(s): Vocational education ; Education, Cooperative

The dry and wet spells of Burma and the low frequency modes / by Tun Lwin. – 1989. XVIII, 115 l., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Subject(s): Burma – Climate

Japanese grammar and composition. – Bassein: Duwun Pr., [pref. 1943]. 94 p., tables. – Subject(s): Htin, Maung ; Nga Ba

Burmese Buddhist law / by Maung Tun Myaing. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese


The market for the agricultural machines in Myanmar / von Tun Naing. – 1999. V, 63 S., graph. Darst. – Subject(s): Market for the agricultural machines in Myanmar ; 1

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

HU(Widener: Harv.Depos) & NIU(SEA 4th FL FML) & YU(SML x) : BQ6335.R362 R848 1996
LC(BQ6335.R362 S532 1996)
NNC(Butler) & UCB(Main) : BQ6335.R362 T86 1896

Selected writings of Tun Aung Chain : secretary of the Myanmar Historical Commission. – Yangon : Yangon : Myanmar Historical Commission, 2004. 211 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Subject(s): Burma – Study and teaching ; Burma – History


Tun Aung Gyaw


Tun E

The criminal handy compendium of 22-parts

Manual of law / by U Tun E. – Letpadan: Tun: lum: Mitchwe, 1922. 16, 246 p. – Subject(s): Law


Handbook of co-operators / by Maung Tun Hlaing. 3rd ed. – Rangoon : Morawati, 1925. 153 p. – Subject(s): Education, Cooperative

Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / prepared by Tun Lwin (Educational Planning Officer, Ministry of Education, Rangoon). – Bangkok: Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and Oceania, 1978. V, 30 p., illus. – Subject(s): Vocational education ; Education, Cooperative

The dry and wet spells of Burma and the low frequency modes / by Tun Lwin. – 1989. XVIII, 115 l., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Subject(s): Burma – Climate

The market for the agricultural machines in Myanmar / von Tun Naing. – 1999. V, 63 S., graph. Darst. – Subject(s): Market for the agricultural machines in Myanmar ; 1

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Idiomatic English and Burmese speaker / by U Tun Nyein. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1904. 456 p. – Added title also in Burmese
GB:BL(14302 h 39)* BL-APAC(D 450)
SOAS(GPC 415/307.678)
US: LC(PEN1131.T8)

Improvements in Tun Nyein's N.T. suggested by the revisers in Burma – 1906
→Bible. N.T. : Epistles : Selection < B u r m e s e >

Inscriptions of Pagan, Pinya, and Ava

The New Testament of the Lord transl. from the late st Eng-

lish versions

Bible. N.T. < B u r m e s e : Tun Nyein >


AU:NLA
GB:BL(14302 h 43*) BL-APAC(T 6909 ; T 19347 ; SEA.1986.a.1611)
OUL(CSL Chin.Stud W 5802.605 HTU Ref.)
SOAS(GPC 413/40)*
IRL:TCD(REF 895.8p3 D6)
HK:HKU(Main Ref. R 495.832 T92 s)
US:CU(Kroch PL3957 .T92 1906) YU(LSF. Fxa5 H86)

ditto. / by U Tun Nyein. 2nd rev. and enl. ed. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1917. VIII, 991 p. GB:BL(14302 i 38)* BL-APAC(V 4408)
SOAS(GPC 413/13.105 ; 14.814 ; 14.814)*

ditto. – ibd., 1928.

GB:OUL(IND Retind)

ditto. 2nd ed., rev. and enl. – ibd., 1933. VIII, 991 p. SG:ISEAS(SCR PL3957 T92)
US:CCC(Hon Asiang Ref PL3957 T834)

ditto. / by U Tun Nyein ; with supplement by U Tun Aung Gyaw.– Rangoon : Abmsu Central Concors, 1955. VIII, 991, 130 p. SG:ISEAS(Ref. PL3957 T92)

SOAS(GPC 413/14.477)
US:NYPL(Research *OY)

ditto. – ibd., 1928.

AU:ANU(Menizes PL3957.T8 1928)

ditto. – ibd., 1933. VIII, 991 p. SG:ISEAS(Ref.PL3957 T92)
US:LC(PL3957.T8 1933)

Tun Nyo <b. 1949>

The problems on the Panlaung River Watershed above Kinda Dam, Burma / by Tun Nyo. – 1990. VII, 82 l., illus., maps, abstract, bibliography. 1. 74-81. – State Univ. of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, M.S. thesis 1990.

Subject(s): Soil conservation – Burma ; Kinda Watershed ; Erosion – Burma ; Kinda Watershed ; Watershed management – Burma ; Land use, Rural – Burma ; Kinda Watershed - Burma

Panlaung River Watershed (Burma)
Kinda Dam (Burma)

US:NSyU(Moon These & Archives Theses: N975)

Tun Nyo

→The Burma year book and directory

Compulsory education in Burma. – Rangoon : Student Pr., 1953.

GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1993 a 2340)
Tun On
Burmes geography for 3rd and 4th standards / comp. by Maung Tun On. – Rangoon : D’Vauz, 1892. 32 p. Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 455)

Tun Pe
→ Civil digest of Burma rulings in Burmese

→ Supplement to the criminal digest of Burma rulings in Burmese

Tun Pe <1900-1974>
GB: SOAS(GPC 800/221.358) US: CU(Kroch Film 3470)

Outline of Burmese literature : from Pagan to Ava period / by Maung Tun Pe ; ed. by Saya Lun. 1st publ. – [Rangoon,] 1932. IV, XX, 214, I p., plate. – 2nd ed. with title: An introduction to Burmese literature. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aab 28) SOAS(GPC 800/29.937)* US: CU(Kroch Film 3470)

St. Luke in Taungthu (Bao) ...

St. Matthew in Taungthu …
→ Bible, N.T.: Matthew < Karen > Taungthu >

Sun over Burma / by U Tun Pe. – Rangoon : Rasika Ranjani Pr., 1949. 114, VII p., index.
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Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History ; Foreign relations - Japan
Japan : Foreign relations - Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 780)*
GB: BL-APAC(T 43812)
AJK
SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 T92)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .T87)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)
SG: ISEAS(BQ6335.M34 T4 1996)
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.M34 T4z 1996)


Note: Description of historic sites in Myohaung city in Arakan State, Burma.

Subject(s): Myohaung (Arakan State, Burma) : Description and travel Historic sites – Burma – Myohaung. Arakan State (Burma) : Antiquities Birma, Arakam : Geschichte ; Kulturgeschichte ; Stupa ; Reiseführer <<HD-SAI>>

D: HD-SAI(323 kun 98/1066)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.12771)
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.M34 T4 1996)


Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government <1948->

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 134 Kp) *
US: LC & OAU(Alden) : DS530 .T47 1953
UCB(DS530.4 .T86 1953a)

Tun Sein
Five years in Siam / by Mg Tun Sein. – Rangoon : Sun Pr., 1935. 79 p., plates. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 b 54)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1621)

Tun Shwe Khine
A guide to Mahamuni : the highly venerated golden image of Buddha ; with authentic long history / by Tun Shwe Khine. 1st ed. – Yangon: U Hla Sein, Tun Hla Kyaw Sarpay, Oct. 1996. a-c, 103 p., illus., map. – (Rakhine book series)

Note: On Mahamuni Bhu ra, Buddhist shrine in Arakan, Burma.

Subject(s): Mahamuni Bhu ra (Arakan State, Burma) – History Pagodes – Birmanie Buddhist shrines - Burma

D: HD-SAI(323 kun 98/1066)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.12771)
US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.M34 T4 1996)

Tun Teik <Saw>
Maggan*ga dpānī : the manual of the constituents of the noble path
→ Ledi Sayadaw

Tun Tha
→ Peguan or Mon first standard reader

Tun Than Tun
Note: The role of private-public sector in maintenance and improvement of infrastructure for liveable city in Yangon
Subject(s): countries and regions ; urban areas planning
TH:CU(TIC 62632)

Tun Thin
→ Joint international business ventures in the Union of Burma

Tun Thwin
Burma railways : rules and procedure for reporting and investigating accidents on the Burma Railways, in force from 1st April 1948
→ Burma Railways

Tun Thwin (b. 1948)
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma ; Women – Burma
US: UCB(S-S/EAsia BQ422 .T86 1992)

Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government.
US: MiU(Hatcher DS528.7 .T49x 1991)
Ref.: OCLC 52304434

US: NIU(Sea-FML DS528.7 .T865 1991)
Ref.: OCLC 26147220

Subject(s): Yugoslavia – History – 1980-1992
Burma – History – 1824-1948
Burma – History (<1948;)
US: MiU(Hatcher DS530.4 .T86x 1992)
NIU(Sea DR1307 .T853 1992)

Tun Tin
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.101/5)*

Tun U
Notes on Mahājanaka jātaka watthu / by Maung Tun U. – Mandalay: Mandalawati, 1924. 87 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 413)

Tun Wai
Burma’s currency and credit / by U Tun Wai ; with a foreword by Hla Myint. – Bombay ; Calcutta [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1953. XVI, 222 p., diagrs., index, bibliogr. p. [215]-216. – New Haven, Conn., Yale Univ., Ph.D. thesis 1949 with title: The theory and practice of money, credit and banking in Burma
Herbert 617
Subject(s): Credit – Burma ; Currency question – Burma
Banks and banking – Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley HG1220.7.T8)
NI(332.49591 TUN)
D: B-SBB(24 595 Haus 2 Nils)
HD:SAI(reg 60 G 35)* KI-ZBW(II 29.034)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.41824)
GB: BL(8208 e 14)* CUL(223.e.95.74)
FOL(LD 332/23.539) LSE(BLPES HG3270.7.A6 T92)
BL-APAC(T 15827) OUL(IN Putin 239878. e.24 and 42 ; QEH Main Libr G2/BUR TU)
SOAS(GB 332/99.149)
J: AJK HTK KKT MKK OSK TOT
SG: ISEAS(HG1314 B9T92) NUS(HG1220.7 Tun)
US: CU(Kroch HG1240.B8 T92)
HU(Widener Econ 4558.275)
LC(HG1240.B8T85 ; HG1220.7.T8 1953)
NIU(SEA HG1220.7.T85 1953)
NNC(Lehman) & WU(Memorial Lib.)

Subject(s): Yugoslavia – History – 1980-1992
Burma – History – 1824-1948
Burma – History (<1948;)
US: MiU(Hatcher DS530.4 .T86x 1992)
NIU(Sea DR1307 .T853 1992)

Tun Wai
Burma’s currency and credit / by U Tun Wai ; with a foreword by Hla Myint. – Bombay ; Calcutta [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1953. XVI, 222 p., diagrs., index, bibliogr. p. [215]-216. – New Haven, Conn., Yale Univ., Ph.D. thesis 1949 with title: The theory and practice of money, credit and banking in Burma
Herbert 617
Subject(s): Credit – Burma ; Currency question – Burma
Banks and banking – Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley HG1220.7.T8)
NI(332.49591 TUN)
D: B-SBB(24 595 Haus 2 Nils)
HD:SAI(reg 60 G 35)* KI-ZBW(II 29.034)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.41824)
GB: BL(8208 e 14)* CUL(223.e.95.74)
FOL(LD 332/23.539) LSE(BLPES HG3270.7.A6 T92)
BL-APAC(T 15827) OUL(IN Putin 239878. e.24 and 42 ; QEH Main Libr G2/BUR TU)
SOAS(GB 332/99.149)
J: AJK HTK KKT MKK OSK TOT
SG: ISEAS(HG1314 B9T92) NUS(HG1220.7 Tun)
US: CU(Kroch HG1240.B8 T92)
HU(Widener Econ 4558.275)
LC(HG1240.B8T85 ; HG1220.7.T8 1953)
NIU(SEA HG1220.7.T85 1953)
NNC(Lehman) & WU(Memorial Lib.)

Subject(s): Burma – Economic conditions
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss ONVE T926e ; Chifley HC422.T8)
NI(330.94591 TUN)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54823)
GB: BL(X 519/14102) LSE(BLPES HG422 T92)
NIU(SEA FML) & NNC(Lehman) & WU(Memorial Lib.)

Subject(s): Burma – Economic conditions
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss ONVE T926e ; Chifley HC422.T8)
NI(330.94591 TUN)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54823)
GB: BL(X 519/14102) LSE(BLPES HG422 T92)
NIU(SEA FML) & NNC(Lehman) & WU(Memorial Lib.)

Tun Tin
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.101/5)*

Tun U
Notes on Mahājanaka jātaka watthu / by Maung Tun U. – Mandalay: Mandalawati, 1924. 87 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 413)

Tun Wai
Burma’s currency and credit / by U Tun Wai ; with a foreword by Hla Myint. – Bombay ; Calcutta [etc.]: Orient Longmans,

Seasonal fluctuations in the Burmese economy / Sundrum, R. M.
The theory and practice of money, credit and banking in Burma / U Tun Wai. – New Haven, Conn., Yale Univ., Ph.D. (economics) thesis 1949. – Shulman 156

Tun Win
The favourite / by Maung Tun Win. – Rangoon : Lokasara. – Added title and text in Burmese 1,1. – 1915. 80 p. GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 569/1)

Tun Yin

Wild mammal of Myanmar / U Tun Yin. – [Yangon:] U Soe Kyi, [1994]. XVI, 329 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 299-312. Subject(s): Mammals – Burma

SG: NLB


Herbert 707
GB: BL(Nov.50898)
ditto. Large print ed. – Bath: Chivers, 1985. 269 p. – (A New Portway large print book)
GB: BL(Nov.53198)

Turner, M. N.
Subject(s): Mandalay (Burma : Division) : Description and travel : Gazetteers
GB: BL(IS.Bu.74/5)*
Ref.: OCLC 28488745

Turner, Peter <b. 1954>
→ South-East Asia

Turner, William <Sir, 1832-1916>
Contributions to the craniology of the people of the Empire of India. – London : R. Grant ; Edinburgh: Williams & Norgate, 1899-1913. [198] p., illus., XIV pl., tables. – (Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, ISSN 0080-4541 ; …)
3. Natives of the Madras Presidency, Thugs, Veddas, Tibetans and Seistanis. – (...) v. 45, pt. 2, no. 10
Subject(s): Craniology – India.
Craniology - Burma
Indiâ : Somatology – Crania.
Burma : Somatology – Crania.
Shan States : Somatology – Crania.
Tibet : Somatology – Crania.
CH: BS Museum der Kulturen: 1 (MKB 2Q 263)
GB: BL(W 7846)
NNM: 1-2 (GN113.I5 T87 1899)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Oversize La2 T954)
Ref.: OCLC 31842856

Turton, Andrew.
The gold and silver road of trade and friendship : the McLeod and Richardson diplomatic missions to Tai states in 1837
→ Grabowsky, Volker

Tussman, Lorrie Shadbolt
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
US: UC(NRLF C 2 928 913) UCB(Main 308t T966)
Subject(s): *Judson*, Adoniram, 1788-1850. 
- Missions – Burma – Juvenile literature.
- US: MB
- Ref.: OCLC 6444495

*Tuutu, Desmond*

→ *Dossier noir Birmanie* : autour d’une enquête d’Alan Clements

*The Twentieth Century Fund* <New York>

Economic development in Burma, 1951-1960

→ *Walsinsky, Louis Joseph*


Herbert 214

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
- AU:NLA(915.92 WRI)
- Ref: OCLC 37795931

*The twenty-fifth anniversary of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies* 

→ *Northern Illinois University / Center for Southeast Asian Studies*

Center for Southeast Asian Studies twenty-fifth anniversary (1963-1988)


Subject(s): Boardman, George Dana, 1828-1903. First Baptist Church (Philadelphia, Penn.).
- Ref: OCLC 20241885


Subject(s): Sermons, Kaw ; Kaw language – Texts.
- AU:NIU(SEA-FML BV4249.K38 M524 1961)
- Ref.: OCLC 2123304

**Twenty-five suttas from Majjhimapannā** : Suttanta Pitaka, Majjhima Nikāya, medium length discourses of the Buddha.


Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Majjhimanikāya – Majjhima Nik – Suttanta Pitaka, English, Selection
- AU:NLA
- Ref: OCLC 25510055

*ditto.* – Delhi: Sri Satguru Publ., 1991. XIII, 291 p., index. – (Bibliotheca Indo-Buddhica series ; 84)
- ISBN 8170320220
- BL: CUL(2:5.c.95.56) – OUL(IND 11 C 130)

**Twenty-five suttas from Mūlapannā** : Suttanta Pitaka, Majjhima Nikāya ; medium length discourses of the Buddha.


Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Majjhimanikāya – Mūlapannā – English, Selection
- Buddhism – Burma.
- Ref.: OCLC 20241885

**Twenty-five suttas from Uparipannā** : Suttanta Pitaka, Majjhima Nikāya, medium length discourses of the Buddha.


Subject(s): Tipitaka- - Suttapitaka – Majjhimanikāya – Uparipannā – English, Selections.
- Ref.: OCLC 2123304

**Twenty-five suttas from Vippipannā** : Suttanta Pitaka, Majjhima Nikāya, medium length discourses of the Buddha.


Subject(s): Tipitaka- - Suttapitaka – Majjhimanikāya – Vippipannā – English, Selections.
- Ref.: OCLC 2123304

Twenty one [Twenty-one] tales of Bagan, Bago, Awa – Than Tun

22nd Bomb Squadron Association

→ Eagles, bulldogs & [and] tigers

*Twitchett, Denis Crispin*


Subject(s): Orchestra ; Musical instruments - Burma
- AU:NLA(Luce 319 ; mcN 1057/11)
- SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2109)
- ISBN 967-030-261-7
- BL: CUL(2:5.c.95.65) – OUL(IND Main Libr 11 D 117)
- US: LC & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & NNC(Offsite) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : *BQ1319.5.M3422 E5 1989*
- Ref.: OCLC 20241885


Subject(s): Burmese language.
- US: HU(Widener 1286.51)
Two years in Ava
   →Trant, Thomas Abercromby

Two-year plan of economic development for Burma. –
Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for M. of N. P.),
1948. 55 p., map, tab., graphs.
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Social policy
   Central planning – Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley microform HC422.A47 1948)
D: B-SBB(32 FN 1; 136 Haus 1)
   HD-SAI(reg 60 G 267 Kp)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.225)*  BL-APAC(V 19944 ; V 24023)
   OUL(IND Nuneham Burma B 14)
   SOAS(GB338.9/420862)*
   US: CU(Kroch Film 477)
   HU(Master Microforms: Film Mas 14999)
   LC(HC437.B8A53 1948)   NNC(Offsite 995.91 B927)
   NIU(SEA HC437.B8 A531948)
   NYPL(SIBL JLE 77-2910. TB p.v.1796)
   UCSD   UCLA(MicroServ HC437 B8 A53 1948 Microfiche)
   WU(Memorial Lib. Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Fiche 336 D-136)
Ref.: OCLC 10173277
Co., [1969?]. 2 microfiche. – [(National development plans,
D136)]
D: HD-SAI(M 60)  KL-ZBW(Mb 7)
   US:CU(Kroch HV7911.T97 A3 1986)
   MinU(TC Wilson Ames DS527.6 .T9x 1986)
   OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & HU(Widener Harv.Database x)
   & UCB:  DS530.32.T83 T83 1986
   WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.32 T93 A3 1986)
   YU(SML HV7911 T934 A3 1986 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC 20928626

Tydd, Walter Brownlow
Sandoway District
→Burma gazetteer

Tyndale-Biscoe, John
Herbert 351
Subject(s): West, George <d. 1980>
   Church of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon : Bishops -
   Biography
   Biography - Bishops (sw) ; Missions - Burma
   Missionaries – Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 biog 88/1595)*
GB:BL(T 45599)  BL-APAC(T 45599)  BL-
DSS(84/11741)
   OUL(9100.d.10982)  OUL(IND Chris A 45)
   SOAS(GB945.092/509.488)*
   IRL:TCD(PB-57-533)
   US:CU(Kroch BX5680.5 W51 T98)
   WU(Memorial Lib. BX5680.5 Z8 W477 1984)

Tydd, Bill
Peacock dreams / by Bill Tydd. – London : BACSA British
Association for Cemeteries in South Asia, 1986. X, 193 p.,
illus., front. port., map.
ISBN 0-907799-14-0
Herbert 334
Subject(s): Tydd, Bill
   Burma : History - 1824-1948 ; Politics and government -
   1824-1948
D: B-SBB(814 422 Haus 2)
GB:BL-APAC(T 48460 ; 48461)  OUL(IND Burma B 14)
   BL-APAC(T 48461)  BL-APAC(T 48460)
   SOAS(GB945.092/509.488)*
   IRL:TCD(PL-138-115)
   US:CU(Kroch BX5680.5 W51 T98)
   WU(Memorial Lib. BX5680.5 Z8 W477 1984)

Tyndale-Biscoe, John
Three snow queens of Maheinthaka
   Subject(s): India : Social life and customs – Fiction.
   US:NIU(SEA PR9430.9.T966 T4771980)

Typical ground photographs of the Far East / Inter-Service
   1 folder, chiefly photos. – (I.S.T.D. ; 616) – Sections contain
typecript "Additional caption list" for accompanying
photographic prints.
Contents: Forew. - British North Borneo - Burma - China -
Formosa - French Indo-China - Japan - Malaya - Nether-
lands East Indies – Philippines - Siam.
Subject(s): Asia : Description and travel – Views.
GB:OUL Geography GEO Main Libr 470. B. 1(XL))

Types of economic activities allowed for foreign investment
   : notification no. 1/89 / Union of Burma, Foreign Investment
   Commission. – [Rangoon,] 1989. 14, 14 p. – Title also in
   Burmese : text in Burmese and English on opposite pages,
numbered in duplicate.
Subject(s): Investments, Foreign – Burma
   Burma : Economic policy
GB:BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.833)
   OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.647)
   SG: NUS(HG5720.7 Burf)
   UCSD(UCLA(MicroServ HC437 B8 A53 1948 Microfiche)
   US:CU(Kroch BX5680.5 W51 T98)
   WU(Memorial Lib. BX5680.5 Z8 W477 1984)

Typical photographs of Burma : Burmese life and scenes. –
   Rangoon : Rowe, [1915?]. 72 p., all illus.
Tyson, Geoffrey William <1898-1971>
Note: Role of Indian Tea Association in assisting the refugees from upper Burma escape into India during World War <1939-1945>.
Subject(s): Indian Tea Association
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss MDQ,D T994f)
D: B-SBB(Haus 2)
US: US: CU(Kroch DS530.2 T99)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.2 T99)
GB: BL(YA 1989.b.3579)   CUL(632:17.b.95.1)
F: BIULO(GEN.II.6523)   LSE(BLPES DS530.53 T99)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51983 T998)
Ref.: OCLC 3542390

ditto.
US: CU(Annex D767.6 .T99)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.2 T99)
GB: BL(YA 1989.b.3579)   CUL(632:17.b.95.1)
F: BIULO(GEN.II.6523)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51983 T998)
Ref.: OCLC 3542390

Tzang Yawnghwe
Burma : the depoliticization of the political.
Ref.: OCLC DWX-8644


ISBN 0970788126
Ref.: OCLC 47906644

Ne Win’s Tatmadaw dictatorship / by Chao-Tzang Yawnghwe. – 1990. IX, 223 l., bibliogr. l. 210-223. – Vancouver, B.C., Univ. of British Columbia, M.A. (political science) thesis 1990
Subject(s): Ne Win <b. 1911>
Burma : ‘Tap’ ma to’ ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity
US: NIU(SEA-FML DS530.4 .T9541997b)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.2 T99)
Ref.: OCLC DWX-8644

US: NIU(SEA-FML DS530.4 .T9541997b)
CA:CAN(Calgary DS530.4 .T954 1997)
Ref.: OCLC 46551814

Subject(s): Tzang Yawnghwe <Chao, b. 1939>
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948->
Shan (Burmese people) : Biography
Biography – Shan (Burmese people) (sw)
Shan State (Burma) : History ; Politics and government
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.8.S45T93 1987)
Ref.: OCLC 46551814

The Shan of Burma ; WP 02/00)

The Shan of Burma ; WP 02/00)

The Shan of Burma ; WP 02/00)
Tzou, Byron N.
ISBN 0-275-93462-4
Subject(s): Droit international – Chine
Frontières – Droit – Chine
Chine : Frontières
Chine : Relations extérieures – 1949–....
URSS : Relations extérieures – Chine
Chine : Relations extérieures – Birmanie
Birmanie : Relations extérieures – Chine
Chine : Relations extérieures – Inde
Inde : Relations extérieures – Chine
China : Boundaries
F: BIULO(GEN.III.41990)
BDIC(O 187.800)